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ABSTRACT 

In this dissertation, I argue that the structure of eudaimonist ethics is 

similar to the structure of Kant's ethics and its relatives. In Chapter One, I 

discuss some different ways of thinking about the good life of a person and its 

relation to morality, as a way of situating eudaimonism and clarifying what is 

distinctive about it. In Chapter Two 1 argue that eudaimonism does not violate 

strong intuitions about the subjective aspect of the good life. In Chapter Three I 

discuss and defend the view of our nature to which Aristotle and other 

eudaimonists are committed. I argue reflection on our practical thinking reveals 

incompatibilities between the presuppositions we make in the practical sphere 

and a reductive naturalism. The Interlude explicates eudaimonia's conceptual 

role in the structure of human willing and the formal constraints of completeness 

and self-sufficiency. In Chapter Four, I argue that a dominant end interpretation 

of eudaimonism is motivated by an untenable consequentialist interpretation of 

our reasons for acting. In Chapter Five 1 develop a formal conception of 

eudaimonism, based on central features of our practical thought, or willing. The 

two key steps here are recognizing the essential intersubjective appeal at work in 

our willing, and recognizing the nature of this appeal. In Chapter Six I show 

how this formed conception can respond to a common objection to eudaimonist 

theory, that it presents an unacceptably egoistic account of our reasons for being 

moral. 
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INTRODUCTION. 

The last two decades have seen an explosion of interest in what has come 

to be called "virtue ethics." Philosophers of various persuasions have been 

convinced that a complete moral theory will include some account of the virtues, 

which are generally thought to characterize both the distinctive motivation and 

the particular sensibility of the ethically good person. The increased attention to 

these matters has produced a lively and fruitful debate about questions of 

particularism and universalism, partiality and impartiality, and ideals of 

character. This has all been to the good: philosophers now attend much more 

carefully to the phenomena of moral life than they did previously, and the result 

has been subtle and fascinating explorations of how we ought to think about 

matters of character and our relations with others. But the larger debate - the 

one about what is the best complete theory of ethics - has by no means gone 

away. Both Kantians and consequentialists have argued their theories give the 

best account of the value and importance of the virtues, while other theorists 

have tried to establish "virtue ethics" as a fimdamentally distinct approach. 

While contemporary philosophers have looked to Aristotle and other Greek 

sources for particular insights, they have not given much attention to the overall 

structure of the ancient Greek theories. In this dissertation, I argue that the 

structure of eudaimonist ethics is similar to the structure of Kant's ethics and its 

relatives. I susp)ect that for many this will be a surprising conclusion, since the 

ancient Greek theories take one's own eudaimonia, or happiness, to be the 
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ultimate good, while Kant and other deontologists have been adamant that 

happiness could not serve as a proper foundation for ethics. There is a large 

dispute here about what happiness, or eudaimonia, is. 1 will be clarifying the 

eudaimonist position in this debate, and offering arguments in its favor. 

In Qiapter One, 1 discuss some different ways of thinking about the good 

life of a person and its relation to morality, as a way of situating eudaimonism 

with respect to contemporary debates on these topics, and clarifying what is 

distinctive about the ancient approach. A central thesis in ancient ethics is that 

the virtues are at least necessary, if not sufficient for happiness. Since most 

contemporary philosophers are quite skeptical about this possibility, it seems 

pretty unpromising from the get-go. I argue that their reasons for being skeptical 

about this possibility depend not just on unassailable ordinary intuitions, but on 

the role they want a conception of the good life to play in ethical theory. While 

the eudaimonist surely has some explaining to do to show how a person's good 

life must necessarily be a moral one, the project deserves serious consideration. 

In Chapter Two I argue that eudaimonism does not violate strong 

intuitioris about the subjective aspect of happiness. One important constraint 

most philosophers would place on a conception of happiness is that it necessarily 

involves a person having a positive attitude toward her life. This alone might be 

thought to count against a theorist of happiness such as Aristotle, since on some 

readings he appears to ground eudaimonia not in our attitudes or will, but rather 

in an independent conception of human nature and what humans' characteristic 

activity is. For instance, in Book X of the Nicomachean Ethics he appears to argue 
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that what we ought to do above all is to contemplate, but it is not very hard to 

imagine someone - even someone we would be prepared to regard as ideally 

rational - having a negative attitude toward thinking as much as possible. 1 will 

argue that the only claim about our nature that Aristotle is committed to is that 

we are practical (and social) reasoners, and that the above sort of conclusion 

cannot be drawn from any claim he makes about our nature. 

In Chapter Three I discuss in some detail the view of our nature to which 

Aristotle and other eudaimonists are committed. If a proper naturalistic 

explanation of our behavior must make reference to desires we have prior to 

action, it would be impossible to argue that a {person's good must necessarily 

involve being moral, since p>eople may or may not have a desire to be moral, or 

they may have this desire in varying degrees. Reflection on our practical thought 

and judgment, 1 argue, reveals incompatibilities between the presuppositions we 

make in the practical sphere and a naturalist reductivism that limits the reasons 

that apply to us to those grounded in some preexisting desire of ours. This 

reflection also shows some interesting and important features of our practical 

thought which will come into play later in the dissertation: in forming intentions, 

we conceive of ourselves as a cause of what we do independent of any particular 

desire of ours; the form of an intention involves seeing some act or consequence 

as good in some respect; and not everything that is desired can intelligibly be 

regarded as good. These aspects of our practical thought will play a big role in 

the argument of Chapter Five. 
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Since my basic contention is that eudaimonist ethics - like Kantian ethics -

- is based in a conception of the will, the Interlude that follows Chapter Three 

explicates eudaimonia's conceptual role in the structure of human willing. 

Understanding this role helps us to a proper interpretation of the formal 

constraints Aristotle and other eudaimonists place on happiness, completeness 

and self-suffidency. These apply fundamentally to the will as a whole and all its 

commitments, not to particular kinds of activity. 

With the Interlude discussion in hand, we can go on to consider different 

ways the eudaimonist claim about our final end can be interpreted. One way is 

indusivist. On this interpretation, our final end is just a coherent whole of 

various worthwhile pursuits, which allows individuals some autonomy in 

dedding which of these pursuits ought to prevail. One obvious attraction to this 

view is this autonomy makes more plausible the claim that a particular person 

will be have a positive attitude about their happiness as a whole. A worry alx)ut 

the view, on the other hand, is that it unclear why the daim that this coherent 

whole is our final end is not just a linguistic affectation. The other interpretation 

is the dominant end view, which argues for the pursuit of one particular kind of 

good - contemplation - above the others, and does this on the basis of 

contemplation's being the unique activity that satisfies the completeness and self-

suffidency requirements. I argue that even allowing this interpretation of the 

completeness and self-suffidency requirements, contemplation is not unique in 

satisfying them. I argue that this view is also motivated by an untenable 

consequentialist interpretation of our reasons for acting, and give an example of 
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a good Aristotie commends - friendship - which is not plausibly represented by 

consequentialist reasoning. 

In Chapter Five I develop a formal conception of eudaimonism, based on 

central features of our practical thought, or willing. The accoimt is formal in the 

manner of Kant: the important constraints on action are defined not in terms of 

some content to be aimed at or brought about, but in terms of our intentions 

having a certain form, one of universal acceptability. The idea of universal 

acceptability is clearly at work in the Stoic development of eudaimonism, but I 

think their project needs some help. The two key steps here are recognizing the 

essential intersubjective appeal at work in our willing, and recognizing the 

nature of this appeal. In willing what we do, we make demands and form 

expectations of others that they meet certain standards with respect to our action. 

Furthermore, this is not just due to the contingent fact that other people are 

around: The meaning and value of what we do actually depends on others being 

around who can respond to it in some (hopefully positive) way. This is the 

intersubjective appeal. The nature of this appeal is it is not to some particular 

individual that has been specified in advance through some definite description: 

it is to a universal feature in p)eople - their rational agency - which must be 

therefore be recognized wherever it is found. Since this feature as I find it in 

myself and in others grounds the value of what one does, one ought to honor its 

value in everything one does. A life, or rather a person's will, directed toward 

pursuits that did not recognize this value would fail a reflective test whose 

authority it must recognize. This is, of course, a long way from happiness as 
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pleasure or desire satisfaction, but it is not so far from happiness as living a good 

life overall. 

In Chapter Six 1 show how this formal conception of eudaimonia can 

respond to a common objection to eudaimonist theory, that it presents an 

unacceptably egoistic account of our reasons for being moral. The worry is that 

if the reason for being moral is it is necessary for our own happiness, it looks like 

moral action such as benefiting others is just an instrument we use toward our 

own good. I argue that this criticism does not recognize the different ways 

something can be good for a person, in particular, it does not recognize that it 

can be good for me to act according to ideals or standards I ought to hold myself 

to. Once we understand that the good eudaimonists are talking about is 

fundamentally a good that is not a product of action, but is expressed in action, 

we can see how benefiting others can be done for its own sake (i.e., non-

instrumentally), and also good for a person. 
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1. THE ANQENT APPROACH TO ETHICAL THEORY. 

1.1. The gocxi life and the moral life. 

This dissertation is about the relation of the good life and the moral life. 

Andent Greek philosophers such as Plato and the Stoics thought they were the 

same thing. They were not making the more moderate claim that sometimes, in 

happy circumstances, truly moral people have good lives; they thought only 

truly moral people have good lives, and that they do so necessarily, regardless of 

their circumstances. A virtuous person being tortured on the rack is, for all that, 

living a good life. Many readers will find this counterintuitive, if not just crazy. 

We are all too familiar with cases of immoral people who app>ear to get along 

quite well. The ancient view is these are just appearances. Behind these 

appearances there are people living lives that are not good for them, and behind 

our ordinary intuitions about the good life there are commitments to its being the 

moral life. In this dissertation I will bring these commitments into dearer view. 

In Plato's and the Stoics' works, the idea that the good life is the same as 

the moral life is represented in the thesis that virtue is suffident for happiness. 

That thesis was the topic of much debate in the andent world, but for many of us 

it may look like a non-starter. Why is this? I think it is because we tend to 

approach philosophical questions - or at least those regarding the good life and 

the moral life — in a way quite different from the way the andents did. While 

general outlines of their jx>sitions on these issues are familiar to many of us, the 

approach that informs their discussions is not. I will be highlighting these 
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differences by putting the andent views in relation to contemporary theories on 

the nature of the good life. 

There are two benefits to proceeding this way. First, we can focus on the 

central structure of the positions, without being bogged down by textual 

disputes. There are obvious worries with this method, but there are equally 

worrisome problems with focusing on textual matters at the expense of broader 

theoretical understanding. At any rate, I am going to leave more detailed textual 

issues to people more qualified than me. Second, by presenting the positions and 

arguments in a more contemporary form we can engage directly with the core 

ideas of eudaimonist theory, and more easily place them in relation to current 

theories of morality and the good life. 

One of the biggest problems in taking on such an enormous topic as the 

relation of the good life and the moral life is there is so much material to work 

with, in the form of intuitions, theories, and stories. How are we supposed to 

unite all of our judgments and more abstract thoughts on these issues under one 

concept? The answer, of course, is that we will not. Some of our judgments 

about the good life and who is leading it will have to be discarded. Others will 

turn out not to be about the good life in the sense we most care about it. Before 

getting into this further, we need to sort out some of these intuitions and 

theoretical interests, so we are dear about the stance the andents took to them. 
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1.2. The good life. 

We talk about people having a good life, doing well, being happy, and 

enjoying a high level of well-being. Do these expressions stand for the same 

thing, or is our use of them vague or ambiguous? If we are going to understand 

what eudaimonist philosophers were up to, we need to be dear about how their 

conception of eudaimonia relates to our common judgments about people being 

happy or having a good life. There are two senses in which we talk about a 

happiness or well-being, which correspond to two positions we occupy with 

respect to a life: that of a participant, and that of an observer.^ The first 

perspective is the one we occupy in our own pursuits, in thinking about what we 

want to achieve and how we want to live. From this perspective, we are 

concerned not just with maintaining good conditions for our own action, but also 

with being certain kinds of people, acting in certain kinds of ways. To the extent 

that we take a sf)ecial interest in others, we may also take up this perspective 

with respect to their pursuits. If a friend asks for advice on what to do in a 

difficult situation, we will often take up his perspective — which involves his 

particular aims and values — in order to think about how to answer. The second 

perspective we take towards people and projects that are not integrally involved 

in our aims and pursixits in life. From this persf)ective we recognize that others 

have to live their own lives and make their own decisions, but there is much that 

^ The distinction I have in mind here is roughly the one P.F. Strawson calls that 
between the 'participant' and 'objective' perspectives in his "Freedom and 
Resentment", in Fischer and Ravizza, eds. Perspectives on Moral Responsibility, 
Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 1993,45-66. 
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we can do to aid them in doing these things well. For instance, we talk about 

people's level of well-being in the context of deciding how best to organize or 

distribute economic and political resources. In these contexts it is important to 

establish some common denominator across different lives so we can compare 

them. Our interest in comparing them stems from our concem for what we 

ought to do: should we adopt policies of progressive taxation, or not? Should we 

have some sort of welfare system? CXir answers to these and similar questions 

will determine whether many people have important resources like housing, 

health care, and good education. Here, other people's well-being enters our 

reasoning as something we can either bring about, or provide the necessary 

conditions for. They seem to be necessary components of the good life - at least, 

it is not easy to imagine how one could live well without them. But there is also 

a sense of living a good life that the provision of these goods does not address. 

The ancients' discussion of the good life stems from the first, participant 

perspective: they are concerned with the good life as the ultimate object of our 

individual aims and pursuits in life. This is the sense at work in the first-

personal question, "How should I live?"^ The ancient Greeks thought this was 

the most important question we face in life, one which philosophical theory 

ought to provide guidance in answering. Since there are different ways a theory 

can provide guidance, we need to be clear about the possibilities here. First, a 

2In recent years, Bernard Williams has been perhaps the foremost proponent of 
this approach, although his version of it entails a subjectivism which makes 
common moral demands problematic, and which is incompatible with the 
andent stress on moral virtue. See his Ethics and the Limits of Philosophy, 
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1985, Ch. 1. 
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theory can guide by providing a decision procedure - a formula that yields an 

answer for us when we insert the proper inputs. For instance, act-utilitarian 

theories guide by saying for any decision we make, we should calculate which is 

likely to produce the most happiness overall. In utilitarianism, the proper inputs 

are construed as empirical facts about what is the situation and what is likely to 

happen given certain courses of action: there are no theoretical claims about what 

is worth pursuing independent of what people desire or find pleasurable. 

Although utilitarianism is standardly interpreted as a moral view which counsels 

maximizing overall desire satisfaction or pleasure, the utilitarian idea can be put 

to use on an egoistic basis to yeild an action-guiding theory of the good life for an 

individual: one which maximizes his or her individual desire satisfaction or 

pleasure.3 A second way a theory can guide is by identifying the sorts of things 

that are worthy of pursuit. There are many sorts of things we can choose to 

devote ourselves to, but some of them may simply not be worth the time and 

energy. A famous example is Sisyphus' task of rolling a large rock up a hill 

repeatedly, ad infinitum. A theory that identifies a select group of things are 

really worth going after can save us wasted time, and improve our 

understanding of what is truly worthwhile. This is the form of various 'objective 

^ Henry Sidgwick provides an excellent discussion of these competing 
interpretations of utilitarianism, and the puzzles they give rise to in his Methods of 
Ethics, Indianapolis, IN: Hackett Publishing, 1981, Book H. In recent years, James 
Griffin has developed a sophisticated desire-satisfaction theory of well-being in 
his Well-Being: Its meaning, measurement, and moral importance, Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 1986. 
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list' theories.^ These theories can be cashed out as either theories or morality or 

of an individual's good life.^ A third way a theory can guide is by distinguishing 

better and worse ways of pursuing those things we go after, where these involve 

rules or principles which act as constraints on the pursuit of our aims, which to a 

large extent are up to us. This is the sort of theory we find in Kant: for Kant, 

there are various legitimate aims we might pursue, but the pursuit of any of 

them has to meet the test the categorical imperative provides: whether we can 

universalize our maxim in willing, or whether we are treating others as ends and 

not means only.^ The most natural interpretation of such a theory is as a moral 

theory having to do with what we owe to others, independently of our own 

pursuit of happiness or a good life.^ But the ancients did not make this sort of 

distinction between what morality demands of us, and what we need to do in 

order to live a good life, so they would not insist on calling this sort of theory 

Examples here are G.E. Moore's intuitionism, Thomas Hurka's perfectionism, 
and, on some interpretations, ancient Greek ethical theories. 
= Typically in such a theory, moral action will be one good amongst others, 
uiJess the theory provides some extra reason for thinking moral action ought to 
dominate other concerns. For instance, there is no need for an intuitionist such as 
Moore to say moral reasons categorically override other reasons: whether they 
do depends on whether the moral element in any organic unity necessarily 
provides some special force that silences other considerations. But it is hard to 
see how to explain this kind of necessary force on a theory that simply appeals to 
intuitions. 
^ I would like to avoid for now debate over whether Kant's first and second 
formulations of the Categorical Imperative are equivalent, although the issue will 
in fact bear on my interpretation of eudaimonism. 
nrhis is how Kant sometimes appears to understand his own theory, eind how 
contemporary deontologists such as Thomas ScarJon understand such a theory. 
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both a theory of morality and a theory of the good life.® Indeed, I am going to be 

arguing in this dissertation that the andents did hold this sort of theory about the 

good life, as opposed to the first and second kinds. But this tale will take some 

time to tell. Before going into it in more detail, we should pause to consider 

some of the argumentative burdens such a story does and does not have to meet. 

1.3. Keeping our conceptions of the good life and the moral life separate. 

As we've seen in the above discussion, it is common to think of a theory of 

morality and a theory of the good life for an individual as two different kinds of 

theory, answering to different kinds of concerns. We might say moral theory is 

about the interests of others, or at least about the interests of everyone 

considered impartially, while a theory of the good life is about the interests of a 

given individual. Another way of expressing this difference is that there is a 

'moral {X)int of view' which is conceptually distinct from the point of view an 

individual has to his or her own life. There seems to be a fundamental 

distinction between the moral life and the life that is good for an individual; if 

eudaimonists want to deny this, they should be prepared to explain why we 

should abandon this intuitive distinction. This is a perfectly reasonable 

requirement, but it is sometimes associated with arguments militating against 

such an identification that might lead one to believe the eudaimonist project is 

® This is because the ancients did not make strong distinctions between the 
rational demands of prudence and the rational demands of morality. For more 
on this, see Julia Armas' "Prudence and Morality in Ancient and Modem Ethics" 
in Ethics, vol. 105 (1995), 241-257; and Terence Irwin's "Prudence and Morality in 
Greek Ethics" in the same volume, 284-295. 
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doomed from the outset. In order to make clear the way for the eudaimonist 

project to unfold, I will consider some intuitive and theoretical objections to the 

idea that the correct conception of morality might also be at the same time the 

correct conception of the good life for an individual. 

I will examine three such arguments. The first is that we have very strong 

intuitions that a life of well-being and a moral life are two different sorts of thing. 

The second sort of argument, due to L.W. Sumner^ says we can isolate a purely 

descriptive account of well-being which is not implicated in any theory of some 

other concept, such as distributive justice or right action, and this descriptive 

account provides the best conception of well-being. Although I think Sumner is 

right to argue that we should discuss well-being on its own without thinking 

about how it will serve some other theoretical interest we have, I will argue that 

Sumner does not establish a real descriptive/normative distinction in our 

conception of well-being. Lastly, one might argue there is a difference between 

well-being and what is choiceworthy^", and this distinction can be used to 

enforce a restriction on the content of a conception of well-being. 1 think this 

argument is correct as an account of the way contemporary philosophers have 

addressed the good life, but point out that there is another way of thinking about 

the good life this overlooks. 

' L.W. Sumner, Welfare, Happiness, and Ethics, Oxford: Oxford University Press, 
1996, Ch. 1. 

This is T.M. Scanlon's strategy in his What We Owe to Each Other, Cambridge, 
MA: Harvard/Belknap Press, 1998,131. 
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1.3.1. A conception of the good life must respect common intuitions 

In Alfred Hitchcock's To Catch a Thief, Cary Grant plays a semi-retired cat 

burglar and playboy cruising around the Riviera and wooing a young Grace 

Kelly. Grant's character evidently has enough money to live a life of leisure, 

allowing him very wide latitude in choosing what to do with his time. He 

appears to be in no danger of getting caught, and shows no signs of anxiety or 

stress. He is confident, mature, intelligent, and of course, dashing. His charms 

are lost on no one, and he knows and enjoys this. The guy is clearly having a 

good time, and there is little reason to think his good time will end. A theory 

that tells us he is miserable, or has a bad life, just because he does a few immoral 

things now and then, seems insane. Even if many or most people have to abide 

by moral principles in order for their lives to go this well, we are strongly 

inclined to think that for those who are clever, or charming, or lucky enough, 

that needn't be the case. 

Contrast this Cary Grant life to that of Stephen Biko. Stephen Biko was a 

black South African anti-apartheid activist who at the age of 30 was jailed, 

tortured, and murdered by South African police. Although we may admire his 

moral commitment, it will probably also seem nuts to us to say that his life went 

well. If anything can make a life go badly, it would seem imprisonment, torture, 

and early death can. The sheer number of cases we can think of here, and the 

strength of these intuitions, seems itself to count against equating the good life 

with the moral life. One wants to say, if some inquiry into the relation of the 

good life and the moral life produces the claim that they are equivalent, the 
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original conception has got lost along the way, and the theory instead has 

produced an account of the relation of the moral life and something else. 

There are two salient ways one could take the force of these intuitions. 

One way would be to say they are fixed points that any adequate theory of the 

good life has to respond to. On this interpretation, our intuitions about the Cary 

Grant and Stephen Biko lives would be epistemically incorrigible: nothing could 

show us that they were mistaken and should be discarded, hence any theory that 

entailed this would have to be wrong. But this is surely too strong a claim to 

make: the history of human thought and philosophy weighs heavily against 

making these sorts of epistemic claims, especially about something as complex as 

the question of what makes a life good. The obvious response to this claim is 

simply to say the number of apparent counterexamples and the psychological 

strength of our intuitions about them are not bases for rejecting out of hand a 

philosophical theory. It is possible we may come to conclude, after further 

reflection, that they are flawed judgments based on an imprecise conception of 

the good life. The second, better way to understand these intuitions is that their 

apparent force and prevalence indicate a substantial argumentative burden to be 

met: it will take a very good, coherent and compelling story to get us to think we 

should overthrow them. This is surely reasonable: we can allow that some of our 

intuitions about the good life may be unclear or weak, and hence easily subject to 

revision, but our intuitions about cases like the Cary Grant and Stephen Biko 

lives are quite vivid and forceful. 
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While the argument from intuition cannot rule out a conception of the 

good life that identifies it with a moral life, it does indicate a burden of argument 

the eudaimonist who seeks to equate the two must meet. We will require very 

strong reasons in order to give up these common intuitions, so much so that it 

seems reasonable — certainly to many philosophers — to despair of ever being 

able to develop such an account In fact, one might go beyond leaning on the 

mere strength of these intuitions, and take the challenge to eudaimonism one 

step further, by developing a positive account of the constraint a theory of the 

good life must meet. In the next section, I will consider such an account, due to 

L.W. Sumner. 

1.3.2. An account of the good life must be descriptively adequate. 

L.W. Sumner has argued that we need to distinguish between what he 

calls a conception's descriptive adequacy and its normative adequacy." Sumner 

says a conception is descriptively adequate if it is "most faithful to our ordinary 

experience.... It will count in favor of a conception that it is faithful to that 

exf)erience and makes sense of those judgments."^  ̂ By contrast, the test of a 

conception of welfare's normative adequacy will be its ability to play its 

designated role within some normative theory - say of rights, or distributive 

justice. The conception's usefulness will then be determined in turn by the 

adequacy of that theory. Our interest in putting a conception to use in some 

" Sumner, Ch. 1. 
Ibid.. 10. 

13 Ibid.. 8. 
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normative theory will justify revisions to our ordinary intuitions that suit it for 

what we want to do. For purposes of distributive justice, for instance, it is useful 

to define a conception of welfare that covers basic goods like food, shelter, 

education, and access to important resources. But while we would recognize 

these as necessary components of a good life, it is clear that a good life involves 

much more, since one could have all of these and still be miserable, due to some 

personal tragedy, failure, or hard luck. 

Sumner develops the objection from intuition into a methodological 

argument. There is a thing - well-being - whose nature we are responding to in 

our ordinary judgments. An investigation into the rwture of that thing must 

"explain and make sense of" our making these judgments, and any account that 

represents us as making systematic mistakes about these judgments, or 

advocates judgments of well-being that are highly contentious, has failed to get 

at the 'core' of the concept of well-being. One might argue in this way that a 

normative theory such as eudaimonism, which ends up identifying the good and 

the moral life, is guilty of this sort of move; because there is a prior theoretical 

interest in mind, it bends the concept of well-being to suit the purpose. But in so 

doing, it loses track of the original subject, which is what we ordinarily mean by 

well-being. Eudaimonism is bound to fail, then, because it does not respect this 

methodological constraint on developing an account of well-being. 

This sounds better than the argument from intuition, but is it? Notice that 

it does not follow from the fact that we can separate ordinary judgments of well-

being from the theoretical uses to which the concept can be put that there is a 
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sharp distinction between a descriptive account of that concept and normative 

concerns which could lead to substantial revision. We can see this by exploring 

some ambiguities in Sumner's account: his criteria for what belongs to the core of 

a concept and his claim that a descriptive account should "explain and make 

sense of our ordinary judgments." 

Sumner appears to give two criteria for how we determine what belongs 

to the core of our concept of well-being. He says, 

our core beliefs about welfare are those we hold with the highest degree of 
confidence, or which best survive the process of challenge or reflection. 
One sign we have moved from the core to the periphery is responses 
become tentative or divided. In these areas of indeterminacy or dispute 
no test of fit is straightforwardly applicable; here any interpretation of our 
concept will also be partial reconstruction of it.'^ 

We might wonder whether those beliefs we hold with the highest degree of 

confidence are the same as those that best survive the process of chcdlenge or 

reflection. People were once very confident that the sun moved around the 

earth, but this belief did not survive reflection. Whatever process of challenge or 

reflection Sumner has in mind here, in the next two sentences he indicates that it 

can't be one that generates a response subject to much disagreement, and it can't 

be one which 'reconstructs' the concept. His language here is interesting; the 

view seems to be that any revision would constitute a dubious tinkering - a 

'reconstruction' - of some concept that is already assumed to be well-formed. 

We might ask, "Well-formed for what?" And the answer must be, "Well-formed 

Ibid, p. 12 
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for ordinary use." So we should read Sumner as holding that the real test that 

some judgment belongs to the core of our concept is simply our confidence that it 

does. The main job of a theory of welfare will be its ability, as he says, to 

"explain and make sense of" our ordinary judgments of well-being. 

This mission statement is ambiguous; there are two ways one can 

understand the task of "explaining and making sense of" our judgments. One is 

a psychological account in terms of what causes us to make these judgments, 

which does not try to explain why they are justified. This is the sort of account a 

sociologist might give: 'S makes judgment a because he belongs to a group of 

people P, who make judgments A, because they believe X, Y, and Z.'^^ It may be 

that their beliefs are completely unfounded, so that in this respect it is hard to 

'make sense' of what they are doing, but we can offer an explanation of it 

Presumably that is not what Sumner has in mind. Such an inquiry would not be 

about the nature of well-being, but would amount instead to a sociological study 

of our use of the concept of well-being. If we think that concept has any power 

to guide our judgments, we should read the phrase 'make sense of as 'justify' 

our applications of the concept of well-being. If we do that, however, we will 

raise a host of normative considerations. If I take my claim that another is living 

well to be justified, then I think it is guided by normative standards of what it is 

'5 Gilbert Harman, The Nature of Morality, New York: Oxford University Press, 
1977, Qi. 1. In such an account we do not need to address the goodness or 
badness of an action to explain a person's making a judgment about it: we need 
merely to refer to the practice of making those sorts of judgments in the social 
setting the person is in, without ascribing to them anything we would recognize 
as justificatory power. 
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to live well. But then I take these to be guided by a correct normative theory of 

these standards. It may be a normative theory of well-being, as opposed to a 

normative theory of distributive justice, or ethics, but it is a normative theory 

nonetheless. 

The second option is probably what Sumner has in mind, but there are 

different ways one can think about the success of a theory in justifying our 

ordinary judgments. One might think a measure of a theory's correctness is that 

it preserves our ordinary intuitions about the good life: if a theory produces 

claims that do not cohere with these intuitions, so much the worse for the theory. 

Here again, our stance toward particular intuitions will prove important. 

Aristotle appears to recognize a sort of descriptive adequacy constraint when he 

insists that the account of happiness he is developing must cohere with ordinary 

intuitions.'^ Aristotle is not prepared to revise that particular sort of intuition. 

And Sumner might well take this sort of stand: he might say that some intuitions 

are so basic or weighty that they are not candidates for revision, since any 

revision could not "explain and make sense of" our ordinary judgments about 

welfare or the good life. 

But it is actually rather common in normative theory that some of our 

intuitions do undergo rejection or revision: if this were not the case, why would 

we be interested in normative theory at all? Eudaimonists claim to have the 

correct normative theory of what it is to live well, and their theory justifies 

revisions in our ordinary use of the concept: in other words, there will be 

Aristotle, Nicomachean Ethics, trans W.D. Ross, Oxford: World's Classics, 1980, 
1098b8-l l .  Cited hereafter  as  NE. 
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ordinary judgments the theory will fail to "explain and make sense of", because 

the theory claims that on reflection these are not justified. Unlike Sumner, who 

appears to think our ordinary judgments about the good life are well-formed, 

eudaimonists think they may involve serious mistakes which are only revealed 

after reflection.^^ In this way it is like our conception of justice: prior to 

reflection, we are inclined to call various things instances of justice, but we 

recognize that in trying to give a coherent account of all these judgments, we 

may be forced to revise some of them. The view is simply that we proceed by 

what John Rawls has called reflective equilibrium: we try to develop a coherent 

account of our general comnutments and more particular judgments, and we 

revise some of them as we go along.^® None of them are regarded as infallible at 

the outset of the investigation; their validity is established as they continue to 

survive reflection. If Sumner's test of descriptive adequacy just amounts to the 

assertion that certain intuitions we have about welfare are infallible or 

incorrigible, we should give the test no more weight than we have already 

accorded those intuitions. 

But there is more to Sumner's idea than that. After all, surely there is 

some point to our making the judgments we do about the Cary Grant and Steven 

1 owe this line of argimient to Julia Annas and John Pollock. 
Rawls discusses the method of reflective equilibrium one pages 48-51 of A 

Theory of Justice, Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1971. Nelson 
Goodman appears to be the first to discuss it explicitly in his Fact, Fiction, and 
Forecast, Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1955. Reflective equilibrium 
is usually interpreted as a coherentist strategy, but Joel Pust argues it can be 
interpreted as a version of weak foundationalism. See his dissertation "Intuitions 
as Evidence," University of Arizona, 1996. 
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Biko lives. A theory that rejected these judgments would seem to be suggesting 

that there is no point in our making them, that we were systematically making 

what are ultimately unintelligible mistakes. This seems to be the core of 

Sumner's descriptive adequacy condition: we have a whole practice of evaluating 

people's lives that needs to be made intelligible. This practice consists not just of 

particular intuitions about people's lives, but involves a whole network of beliefs 

and commitments about how people ought to be treated. While we may allow 

that some of our particular intuitions will not survive reflection on the correct 

normative theory, it would be something else to suggest we must overthrow a 

whole practice of evaluation and all the commitments it entails, esp)ecially when 

this practice seems to be not just indispensable for particular purposes we have, 

but also partly constitutive of who we are as evaluators.^' If eudaimonism entails 

revisions that will effectively overthrow that practice, that would be appear to be 

a serious enough flaw in the theory to warrant its rejection. 

To decide this, we need to be clear about what this practice of evaluation 

involves. Sumner thinks our practice of making evaluations about people's well-

being involves the following commitments-^^ First, we think other's well-being 

places constraints on what we can do; it counts against doing some action if it 

1 understand this distinction to be at work in two different ways of reading 
Strawson's "Freedom and Resentment." On one version, it is just a contingent 
matter that, given our aims, the attribution of reactive attitudes such as 
resentment and capacities such as freedom are indispensable. On the other 
interpretation, it is not a contingent matter that we have the aims that make these 
practices indispensable: we would not be the beings we are if we did not have 
those aims. David Silver helped me to see these two alternatives. 
20 Sumner, Ch. 1. 
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would harm another person. Second, the point of traditional virtues such as 

prudence, benevolence, justice, and friendship seems to be their contribution to 

well-being. Third, we generally think well-being is valuable for its own sake; we 

would think it odd if someone asked us what well-being is good for, or why we 

want it. It seems to be something everyone wants, which is why, fourth, we 

often explain people's action in terms of their interest in well-being. Fifth, for the 

above sorts of reasons, it is usually given a central role in moral theory. And 

sixth, it gives natural sense of the good which is object of ethical and political 

theory; it is hard to see the point of political society and thinking about how to 

run it if it is not the well-being of the people of that society. 

Do all of these commitments form a coherent practice of evaluation? Let's 

examine them using the cases of Gary Grant and Stephen Biko. The idea here 

will be that intuitively, Gary Grant has got something — well being — that 

Stephen Biko does not, and that's bad. In Biko's case, it seems intuitively correct 

to say that what is wrong with his treatment is he is deprived of well-being. 

Here the sense of well-being involved seems to involve the freedom and 

opportunity to do with his life as he sees fit. This sense of well-being seems to 

accord with the second dimension of evaluation: the point of other-regarding 

virtues such as justice and benevolence, and of self-regarding virtues such as 

prudence, is plausibly explained as their contribution to securing people's 

freedom and opportunity to do with their lives as they see fit. 

What about the third dimension: is well-being something we seek for its 

own sake, and not for the sake of something else? On the conception of well-
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being we've got going — the freedom and opportunity to conduct one's life as 

one sees fit — that is less clear. On this sense of well-being, it seems perfectly 

intelligible to ask a person why they want this freedom and opportunity, what 

they intend to do with it. If someone were to say, "I'm not going to do anything 

with it, I just want it because I think it's great in and of itself, we would either (1) 

think this person was very odd, and not making any sense, or (2) more 

charitably, think what this inarticulate person meant was that sitting around 

doing nothing is a good way to spend one's life, the purpose he is going to put 

his freedom and opportunity to. In the latter case, we may allow that the person 

is making some sort of sense, although it is a bad sort, since he is sadly confused 

about what makes human life worth living. But in either case, it is perfectly 

natural to ask why one wants what we've designated as well-being: so whatever 

conception it is that answers to the criterion of being something we want for its 

own sake and not for the sake of something else, the conception of well-being we 

have on the table is not that. So it would appear Sumner's list of six fundamental 

commitments do not form a coherent practice of evaluation. 

One might think this is unfair, though. After all, Stephen Biko was not 

just deprived of necessary conditions of autonomous action, he was by this fact 

also deprived of the actions he sought to do, and necessarily made worse off in 

this respect also. But this is a tricky matter, since it depends entirely on how Biko 

himself framed his ends in life. If for instance, his overarching goal, the thing for 

which he did everything, was to "do everything I can to defeat apartheid in 

South Africa", Biko's murderers did not prevent him from attaining that goal. 
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Further, that is ai\ eminently rational goal for an individual like Stephen Biko to 

have. It would not have been rational for Biko to have thought that the end of 

apartheid was something he could bring about through his own action; even if 

Biko had lived a long life, and seen the eventual dismantling of apartheid, it 

would be bizarre to say that despite all his efforts he was a failure because he 

didn't bring about that dismantling single-handedly. We must frame all of our 

individual goals within the realm of what lies within our power, and we must 

also leam to revise these when circumstances outside our control demand 

changes. Since there is a plausible and rational way of framing what one seeks 

for its own sake that is not something the guards deprive Biko of, we should 

conclude that there is a different sense of well-being that answers to this 

criterion. Furthermore, it appears to be a more fundamental sense, since it is the 

one individuals will invoke in explaining why they want the sense of well-being 

people can deprive us of. The same point applies to Sumner's fourth 

commitment. While it is probably true that everyone wants the necessary 

conditions for autonomous action, it doesn't make sense to explain everything 

they do in terms of this desire: we want freedom and opportunity for some other 

purpose. 

The most natural way to interpret the requirements of the fifth and sixth 

commitments on a sense of well-being is along the lines suggested by the first 

and second: that of well-being as freedom and opportunity as the proper objects 

of moral and political theory, as something we can and ought to bring about for 

ourselves and other people. One reason for not extending this further to include 
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the sense of what people want for its own sake is that people want different 

things for their own sake, and most of us recognize there is nothing inherently 

wrong with this, even if we think some options are better than others. But even 

more important is simply that while we can promote the conditions in which 

people can realize their aims, we can't choose their aims for them. That is for 

them to do, on the basis of what they want for its own sake. 

The result of our examination here is there seem to be two different senses 

of well-being at work in Sumner's list of criteria, which suggest not one, but two, 

different practices of evaluation. This ojjens the possibility that in suggesting 

revisions to our conception of well-being or the good life, a eudaimonist needn't 

deny that there is good reason for the sort of judgments we make about the Gary 

Grant and Stephen Biko lives, but may insist that these judgments belong to an 

evaluative practice which is only part of the story about what makes a life good, 

and not the most important part at that. In the next section, we will look at this 

possibility in more detail. 

1.3.3. We need to restrict our conception of the good life for it to be of any use in 

guiding practical thought 

In the last section, I suggested there may be two senses of a life's goodness 

or a person's well-being that we are concerned with: in this section I will expand 

on that idea. We can agree with Sumner that it would be a mistake to constrain 

our conception of well-being or the good life to fit a particular theoretical interest 

we might have in mind, but what if we find we must constrain our conception for 
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it to be of any practical use at all?2i T.M. Scanlon argues that the sort of 

ambiguity in the notion of a good life that I pointed out in the last section is due 

to two different standpoints we can take on our action, which he calls the first-

personal and third-personal. According to this argimient, a conception of a well-

being belongs to the third personal perspective, which is the perspective we 

occupy when we are considering what we owe to others, the ways we can benefit 

and harm them. 

As I noted in my discussion of Sumner, it seems we can give a fairly clear 

sense to well-being when we are thinking about what we owe to others, but it is 

not clear that this conception plays the same role in a person's own thought 

about his action (recall the discussion of Biko's ultimate aim in life.) From the first 

personal {perspective — where we are thinking about what we should do in life — 

we can take an interest in things other than our well-being, when this means 

something like our freedom and opportunity for action.22 CXir own well-being is 

only one of the things that we are concerned with in our attempt to have a good 

life, and it would be a misrepresentation to reduce our concem for other things in 

terms of this. But what are we now to do with the two senses of well being that 

come out of our ordinary commitments? Are they related to each other, and if 

so, how? Or is only one of them properly called a conception of well-being or a 

good life? ScaiUon thinks the key to answering these questions is to draw the 

Scanlon, Ch. 3. 
^ For the distinction between having an interest in and taking an interest m, see 
Stephen Darwall, "Self-Interest and Self-Concern", Social Philosophy and Poliq^^ 
1997,158-178. 
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fundamental distinction between the first- and third-person perspectives in 

practical thought and to recognize that a conception of well-being serves some 

purpose only from the third-person perspective. 

Scanlon thinks any conception of well-being must recognize three fixed 

points.23 First, pleasure and satisfaction are necessary elements of a good life. If 

a person lived a life of great success or achievement, we would still not think him 

well-off if he derived no enjoyment or pleasure from this. But we need more 

than that. Success in worthwhile aims is also a necessary element. We would not 

say a person was well-off if she wanted only to sit around all day and to have 

other people do things for her, even if this made her very satisfied and gave her 

great pleasure. She has to do succeed in doing something worthwhile herself. 

Third, while much of having a good life may be a matter of enjoyment and 

success in our aims, some of it is not. One might be fairly successful in one's 

projects, but fall prey to misfortune in losing people and things one values. 

Scanlon thinks if this rough outline of the concept of well-being seems 

both unobjectionable and useful, that is because we are thinking of a certciin kind 

of use for it. From a third-person perspective, it is useful to evaluate people' 

lives in terms of how much pleasure or enjoyment they contain, how successful 

they are, and whether they include other substantive goods or fall prey to 

misfortune (remember Biko). A theory which explains how these are united in a 

concept helps us identify those things that are really necessary for people to do 

23 Scanlon, 124-128. 
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well, and establish a basis for comparing them when we are trying to dedde 

what sorts of sodal policies to pursue (e.g., apartheid or brutal police methods.) 

In contrast, Scanlon thinks the concept of well-being is not similarly useful 

from a first-person perspective on one's own action. From that perspective, he 

thinks there are two functions the concept might serve. "It might be significant 

in everyday decisions about what to do or what particular goals to aim at, or it 

might play a role in larger-scale decisions about how one's life is to go, such as 

what career to pursue or whether or not to be a parent.''^-* But when we think 

about what to do, we do not usually ask ourselves whether it will contribute to 

our well-being: we simply consider whether we think it is worth doing. On an 

everyday level of decision, we get together with friends for fun, or camaraderie, 

but not because we are thinking of the contribution to our well-being it will 

make. Even on a broader level, we don't view our major aims in life as valuable 

because they contribute to our well-being. We decide to pursue some career or 

avocation on account of attractive features we see in it. The concept of our own 

well-being doesn't do any work in guiding our own deliberations. From the 

first-person perspective, our well-being is nothing other than the collection of 

things we think are worth pursuing or having, it is not some other thing which 

these contribute to. 

Because of this, the concept of well-being appears to be open from a first-

person perspective: it includes whatever we think belongs. Independently of 

wanting certain material conditions of living, I might also want to be a certain 

241^., 126. 
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kind of person, to live up to some moral or aesthetic standard. I might even 

think living up to such a standard is more important than having what many 

would consider essential material conditions of living: these matters are for me to 

decide. But insofar as the concept is open here, it does not seem to do any work 

in guiding us. (Nor does it seem to necessarily involve being moral.) 

Three positions are possible here. Scanlon concludes that well-being is 

essentially a third-personal concept, which has use only from that perspective. 

We should distinguish this concept from the concept of what is choiceworthy. 

which is of)erative from the first-person perspective.^^ Alternatively, one might 

think that while well-being is best understood from a third-person perspective, it 

still has an important role to play in first-personal deliberations. The claim 

would be that independentiy of the aims one has and the necessary means to 

achieving those aims, one has a distinct set of 'objective' interests that one is 

rationcilly bound to look after no matter what one's aims are. I doubt there is 

much to this idea: if Biko's ultimate aim were to do everything he could to 

dismantie the system of apartheid, the fact that this involved sacrificing his 

freedom and ultimately his life does not show that he was being irrational or 

failing to recognize the normative force of some objective consideration. Lastly, 

we might think that there is more we might ask of a conception of the good life, 

and that the restrictions here are not due to the concept of a good life itself but to 

the use to which it can be put from a third-person perspective. If we take this last 

25 This is Scanlon's conclusion, 131. 
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route, however, we need to explain what use the concept has from a first-jjerson 

persf)ective. 

The position that well-being is essentially a third-personal concept has a 

lot going for it. It can account for our intuitive judgments about the Cary Grant 

and Stephen Biko lives. In those cases, we were evaluating their lives from a 

third-personal perspective. We obviously would not choose a life in which we 

are beaten to death by police at a young age. But no one does. Stephen Biko 

didn't. He chose a life that, from a first-person perspective, was devoted to 

worthy ends. Due to factors outside of his control, it came to an early and brutal 

end. If these facts appear to diminish his well-being, that is probably because we 

are thinking about it in a certain way; Biko himself may, in his last moments of 

consciousness, thought "I have no regrets. I endorse what I am doing now." 

without making some mistake of rationality. (How many people can say they 

have no regrets? Wouldn't that be a fantastic success in itself?) The third-person 

analysis also accounts for Sumner's methodology. When Sumner says we should 

develop a purely descriptive account of well-being, he has in mind something 

that is useful from a third-person f)erspective, that will help us compare different 

lives, and give an account of our duties to others. The third-personal analysis 

also accoimts for the worries that generate the argument from the impossibility 

of self-sacrifice. As I argued in that section, there is no necessity that an agent 

himself regards as a sacrifice what an observer would sensibly call one. Lastly, it 

accounts for the idea that the good life carmot be identical with the moral life. 
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Other people's acting on moral reasons is not something we can bring about. We 

can only try to encourage it by cultivating some of the necessary conditions. 

Insofar as the concept of well-being is useful, it appears to be so only 

when it is fixed by the purposes we have in thiriking about people's lives from a 

third-person persf)ective. From this perspective, we can think about what we can 

do (or not do) to help p)eople live well. The scope of what falls under the concept 

from this perspective is necessarily limited to those things that are in our power 

to do for f)eople. There remain many elements of a good life that are up to them 

to make decisions about. But from that first-f)ersonal perspective, the concept of 

well-being appears to be useless, because it appecirs to be open. There are a 

number of different ways of having a good life, and it seems presumptuous for a 

philosopher to think he has anything especially interesting to say about the 

matter.26 

1.4. Is there anything else to do here? 

If this is the right, eudaimonism, in focusing on the question "how ought I 

to live?" is not a theory of well-being at all. It is instead a theory of what we 

might call the choiceworthy life. But we might now wonder whether there is 

anything interesting for that theory to do. For instance, if all it has to offer is a 

list of good things - such as friendship, courage, justice, self-control, wisdom -

Scanlon doubts there is any interesting theory in the offing here that can give 
us guidance. He thinks there may be a theory of the sorts of things that are 
worth pursuing, but this is unlikely to be very revealing if it is not question-
begging. (Here he is thinking of a theory guiding us in the second way I 
discussed above.) 
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that is not very interesting. Not many people would deny these are worth going 

for, so little is gained by arguing that they are important. And if Scanlon is right, 

any explanation of why they are important that speaks of their contribution to 

well-being is going to misrepresent the way they are important. On the other 

hand, if the theory were to come up with something novel - say, the idea that 

philosophizing is the very best thing, and one's life necessarily goes less well to 

the extent that it isn't dominated by philosophizing - so much the worse for the 

theory. It seems clear that there are a plurality of things worth going for, with 

none of them necessarily taking precedence over any others. 

"How should I live?" doesn't seem to be the sort of question philosophy is 

equipped to answer.^^ Philosophy is often concerned with clarifying the 

boundaries of our concepts, helping us decide what belongs to them and what 

does not, and what they are for. This is just the sort of in the discussion of well-

being we have so canvassed in this chapter. This is because the standard stance 

in philosophical work today is the third-personal stance.^® Philosophers take 

themselves to be engaged in a theoretical inquiry into the nature of our concepts. 

This activity is supposed to be explanatory in a way similar to the way science is 

271 am indebted to Julia Annas' discussion in Chapter 1 of The Morality of 
Happiness, Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1993, for this point and those that 
follow. 
2® Scanlon himself notes this when he speaks of 'from the third-person point of 
view, or the point of view of moral theory."(Scanlon, 126) We might ask why the 
third-person point of view is the point of view of moral theory. (We might ask 
what the phrase 'point of view of moral theory' is even supposed to mean.) At 
any rate, Kant and, I will argue, Plato, Aristotle, and other eudaimonists didn't 
think it was. 
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explanatory. The aim of such inquiry is primarily theoretical understanding: 

putting that imderstanding to work is a different matter. 

Nevertheless, the ancient Greeks thought there was more to say. Scanlon 

thinks our interest in guidance for our lives stops in identifying the sorts of 

things that are worth going after and the ways to go after them. He says the 

broader sorts of decisions we make about our lives have to do with things like 

decisions about "what career to pursue or whether or not to be a parent."^' But 

the ancients thought it was perfectly natural for people to, in addition to this, 

wonder what they should make of themselves and their lives overall. They 

thought philosophers should have something to say about the following 

questions: Is my life is just a series of episodes, a collection of pursuits, or there is 

some unifying thread that runs through it? What sort of thread could that be? 

How is my past and present related to my intentions for the future? Am I 

satisfied with the way I am, or do I need to improve? What if anything, is the 

point to all of this? 

The ancients did not think our only interest in the concept of well-being, 

or the good life, was the theoretical one of someone taking up a third-personal 

stance. They thought we have a first-personal, practical interest in the good life, 

aside from our theoretical interest. Aristotle says, "the end aimed at (in our 

inquiry) is not knowledge but action."^ According to them, the idea of the good 

life, or eudaimonia, is the ultimate object of our (rational) desire, that which 

unifies and gives the point to all our other ends. It serves a function unlike those 

Scanlon, 126. 
30 NE 1095a5. 
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we have looked at so far; the function of explaining how an agent's ends and 

interests can be put together into a coherent, unified whole. 

We should distinguish at the outset what this does not mean. One way 

we could seek to unify disparate ends is in terms of a single end to which they 

contribute - such as pleasure or the satisfaction of desires. In this sort of 

unification, one can resolve conflicts between various ends in one's life by asking 

which will lead to greater overall satisfaction. This corresponds roughly to the 

first sense of guiding I discussed at the beginning of this chapter: the view might 

identify various things worth going for (the second sense of guiding) and give a 

rule for deciding conflicts between them: do what will lead to more satisfaction. 

The problem with this sort of strategy is it seems beside the point from a first-

person persfjective: from that perspective we do not necessarily aim at pleasure 

or desire-satisfaction, but at doing worthwhile sorts of things. And we can make 

these decisions in terms of what we think is more worthwhile without having to 

compare them in terms of some other value. We will look at these matters in 

more detail in Chapter Four. 

The other way ends might be unified is in the sense that they are all 

belong to one person. This is the sort of unity eudaimonists have in mind, but it 

take some explaining to see how it is supposed to work. We will take this up in 

more detail in Chapter Five, but for now we can observe the difference between 

the first-personal question, "How ought 1 to live?" and the third-personal 

question, "how ought one to live?" If we ask the question in its third-person 

form, all we are likely to come up with is platitudes of the following sort: "Well, 
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you should be nice, and work hard, and do something worthwhile, and so on.. 

But when the question is posed in its first-person form, it has embedded within it 

another question; "Who am I?" And this cannot be answered without the person 

reflecting on himself, his past, his present and his future. In so doing, it calls 

before the person whether he his content with how he is, whether he wants to 

improve in some way, and whether there is something that brings these concerns 

all together. 

These are the questions the ancients thought their theory should address. 

Philosophers seem to have given up on this sort of question, owing to a quasi-

sdentific conception of their discipline and its proper objects of inquiry. This has 

had its costs, chief among them that people, including philosophers, do not 

generally think philosophy has anything important to say to them about living a 

good life. But the questions the andents took on are probably just the questions 

we have in mind when we are wondering about the relation of good and the 

moral life; we are wondering about how we should live. My aim is to show how 

understanding the way the andents viewed their own theories reveals the 

structure and point of the positions they held, and the arguments they gave for 

them. When we come to appredate what they were up to, I think we find in 

them a rich source of guidance for reflection on our own Uves. 
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2. IS EUDAIMONISM AN OBJECTIVIST VIEW? 

2.1. The Objectivist strategy. 

In a very broad sense, eudaimonism holds the human good consists in the 

perfection of capacities or activities distinctive of human beings. But there are 

different ways one can interpret this claim. In this chapter, I consider one way 

this claim has been read and reject it. My target is any view which says the 

human good is determined not by what we think is worth going for, but rather 

by an objective theoretical reflection on what is distinctive or essential to us.^ 

Such a view claims we need to look outside of our practices of what we find 

worth going for in order to determine the facts about what is worth going for. I 

will call this the Objectivist Strategy. According to such a view, whether 

something has perfectionist value is a fact about that thing independent of any 

person's attitude toward it: we can recognize that a weed is extraordinarily 

successful —that it realizes its nature as a weed well — even if we don't think it is 

a good thing overall, or for our particular ends. Instead of determining the value 

of weeds or other things in terms of how well they please us or serve our ends, 

we first give an explaiution of the nature of weeds, and then define as their 

good, or end, their realization of that nature. Objectivism is also a substantive 

theory of value: it gives substantive sp)ecifications of the sorts of states of affairs 

1 This does not cover all views that may be called perfectionist; it corresponds 
roughly to what Michael Stocker calls 'narrow perfectionism' in his review of 
Thomas Hurka's Perfectionism, "Some Comments on Perfectionism", Ethics 105 
(January 1995), 386-400. I owe this point and reference to Thomas Christiano. 
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that are intrinsically good, and therefore to be sought, prior to any questions 

about how - or in what form — they are realized. 

An objectivist doctrine of the goodness of weeds is not very compelling, 

but one of a human life holds promise. Here our intuitions about the value of 

realizing the characteristics distinctive of or essential to human beings are quite 

robust: many of the examples we would dte of good human lives or good human 

beings are those which express these characteristics to a high degree. Our great 

admiration for people like Beethoven, Einstein, and Martin Luther King, Jr. can 

be explained, the perfectionist claims, in terms of their success in realizing 

distinctively human characteristics. They can also be explained, however, in 

terms of the fact that these people had great success in the pursuit of worthwhile 

ends, where this worthwhileness is neither reducible to, nor explained by, the 

fact that they are distinctive characteristics of human beings. After all, there are 

many characteristics that are distinctive of human beings that are not especially 

admirable or worthwhile. This is a central problem for a theory that grounds the 

human good in non-evaluative facts about human beings: it is hard to generate a 

compelling list of characteristics we ought to realize or promote without 

appealing to our evaluative intuitions about what is worth going for, and once 

this is done it is unclear what normative weight the idea of something being 

distinctive or essential to humans carries.^ 

2 This is one sort of complaint that has been lodged against eudaimonism, 
particularly those versions that purpxjrt to identify the peculiar activity of 
contemplation, or theoria, as the greatest human value. 
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In the next section I outline what I take to be a central problem in 

accepting eudaimonism on a common interpretation of it The problem is that in 

identifying the human good, the theory does not respond to our intuitions of 

what makes an individual's life worth living ̂  that individual. We can 

perfectly well imagine a living a life devoted to the value it champions and being 

completely alienated from it, not just in the sense that they do not enjoy it, but 

more importantly in the stronger sense that they appear to have legitimate 

reason to reject it as a conception of their good. It seems to give an account of 

what it is to be a good human being that makes no effort to show a given 

individual why they should be a good human being rather than something they 

want to do more. 

2.2. Objective and Subjective teleology. 

Eudaimonists take the starting point for ethical reflection to be an 

individual asking herself, "How ought I to live my life?"^ Since this seems to 

represent a common (if not the only) reason to turning to works of ethical 

philosophy, one might think eudaimoiusts begin with at least a rhetorical 

advantage over other philosophical approaches in engaging an individual's 

interest. Many readers find the opening of the Nicomachean Ethics, where 

Aristotle begins with the observation that all activities aim at some good, and the 

chief good among these is happiness, to be a perfectly natural representation of 

the way they think about there own lives, and a compelling way into thinking 

3 Annas 1993, Ch. 1. See also Williams 1985, Ch. 1. 
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about ethics. The problems occur when Aristotle turns to give a specification of 

what happiness is. 

Aristotle says to give a specification of the human good we must look to 

human being's characteristic ergon, which is usually translated as 'function.' This 

translation suggests that, like other things that have a function, such as a knife or 

a toilet, human beings have a pre-set role to play in some greater order of things, 

a role subordinate to some end set independently of the thing's own interests. 

For people who believe that a god has set the universe in motion and assigned 

humans a role to play in it, or that nature as a whole has some end to which 

humans must subordinate their interests, the idea of humans having a pre-set 

role to play will not cause worry: this is the view they accept. Call these people 

Objective Teleologists, or Objectivists, for short.'* But many people at this point 

will already be suspicious: they will say there are no facts about the world and 

human beings of that sort which could lay out for an individual what she must 

do. What individuals should do is in some sense fundamentally up to them: this 

is part of what it is to be an individual rather than a cog in a machine or a press-

ganged sailor. The Objectivist view fails to recognize our autonomy. If there is 

anything characteristic of human beings, it is the radical freedom of choice we 

have to face in a tmiverse that need not be viewed as having some larger purpose 

to it. Call the people who hold some variant of this position Subjective 

* Although many natural teleologists so described are also theists, this does not 
seem to be necessary. Any person who believes that the earth, or the universe, is 
an orderly system whose proper functioning generates reasons for action 
qualifies. This would include, for instance, adherents to the "Gaia hypothesis." 
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Teleologists, or Subjectivists, for short. The Subjectivists claim that ends are not 

set by facts external to what people will for themselves. 

Objectivists and Subjectivists can agree in some of their judgments, but 

their reasoning will differ. For instance, in Book X of the Nicomachean Ethics, 

Aristotle gives what appears to be his specification of the human good. He 

appears to argue that the ultimate human good is a life of contemplation — 

roughly, the life of the philosopher whose greatest devotion is thinking about 

abstract matters such as the fundamental nature of the universe and the human 

mind.5 This is supposed to be the best sort of life, to which we all should aspire 

insofar as we are able. Here Objectivists and Subjectivists may agree: this is not 

the best sort of life. The first might say this is not the best sort of life because 

devotion to god and doing his will, or making sure one plays one's proper role in 

the ecosphere, are more important than sitting around thinking about the nature 

of things. The Subjectivist may say this is not the best sort of life because there 

are other, equally worthwhile things worth pursuing, and there is no reason to 

favor contemplation over others. It might be the best sort of life for someone 

who really enjoys contemplation, but not for another person, who does not. 

Someone who pursues a career in music or some other good is not by this fact 

alone failing to do something he or she has reason to do. 

Note that our Subjectivist doesn't have to be a subjectivist about value; she 

can say there are all sorts of good things in human life, which can be 

distinguished from things people simply desire, and that these are objective in 

5 NE, X. 6-8 
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the sense that someone makes a mistake if he or she does not recognize them as 

superior to other, more trivial matters. Here the mistake is more along the lines 

of lacking a kind of sensibility than lacking a piece of scientific knowledge. And 

she can allow that contemplation — as opposed to counting blades of grass or 

running around knocking down idcles — is one of these. She just denies any 

basis for saying contemplation can be ranked, for everyone, as higher than the 

others. While she acknowledges a class of worthwhile things and pursuits as 

opposed to worthless ones, she denies that any member of the worthwhile class 

can be given this sort of primacy. Ranking the importance of goods in one's life 

is something for individuals to do, even if there are some constraints on what 

could sensibly be someone's highest priority. 

This is where she and the Objectivist diverge. The Objectivist may orUy 

disagree uith the particular content Aristotle appears to anoint the highest 

human good: but she does not object to the idea of giving an objective ranking, or 

doing so in virtue of a pre-set role given to human beings. The Subjectivist 

objects to the kind of account used to establish any ranking. She says the 

existence of either a god or some inherent purpose in the world is not something 

established by scientific thinking, but rather an article of feiith one can rationally 

reject. Since one is not rationally required to believe the in the existence of such 

purposes, neither could one be rationally required to abide by them. Note that 

the Subjectivist can still allow that acting morally is a very important human 

good - she may even, on some other basis, argue that it is the most important 

human good. What she objects to most strenuously is the sort of account the 
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Objectivist gives of why it is a human good. It is an account that gives the 

content of the human good completely independently of any particular 

individual's interests or desires: there is no explanation of how the externally 

determined good matches up with an individual's fundamental concerns in life: 

it seems rather to be simply a dogmatic statement that one must have certain 

kinds of concerns, with no explanation why. 

Is the Subjectivist here making a questionable demand? What kind of 

explanation would satisfy her? Note that she can readily allow there is no 

further explanation necessary for why the pursuit of various goods such as 

beauty, camaraderie, physical or intellectual challenge and pleasure is 

worthwhile. She doesn't even have to ask how they eire good for her: nothing is 

illuminated by saying these are what people would choose to go for under 

idealized conditions, and it is not obvious we have or need to have anything to 

say to the skeptic who says he can't see the value in them. The Subjectivist just 

wants an explanation of why one particular good is supposed to be ranked above 

others. The mere fact that contemplation is something we, but not animals, can 

do, is not a sufficiently good reason for saying people should pursue it above all 

other goods. What's more, it is not the only thing that distinguishes us from 

animals, and many of the alternatives - friendship, art, feats of physical or 

mental skill — are at least prima fade equally worth pursuing. It is no good 

simply to say, "Well, that's just the sort of being you are: your nature is such that 

contemplation (or some other good the theory selects) is your end, the best thing 

for you to engage in." This putative explanation begs the question: the claim that 



our nature is such that the best thing for us is contemplation or some other good 

is not an empirical claim that can be tested, but a normative one about what is 

worth pursuing. The Subjectivist is simply asking for a reason why 

contemplation or some other good is better than the good she is committed to 

pursuing; in the face of this request, the reply is not an additional reason but 

simply a reassertion of the original claim. But it is clearly proper for the 

Subjectivist at this point to complain also that if she has a nature at all, it is that 

she needs some reason to do a particular thing rather than another which is 

worth pursuing for its own sake, and that the interlocutor's conception of her 

nature is therefore also wrong in this respect. We should not even allow that the 

function theory might be an adequate theory of human nature, even if it is not a 

good theory of the good life; we should reject it also as a theory of human nature 

because it misrepresents a central feature of what it is to be a human who makes 

decisions based on reasons. 

1 think this is the central problem Objectivist theories face. One needn't be 

a subjectivist about value to think that a theory of how we should live our life 

needs to address the individual in the following sense: it needs to give an 

explanation of why some value favored by the theory ought to be given priority 

over the admittedly objective value the person herself is devoted to realizing. A 

theory that merely appeals to some "objective" conception of human nature and 

ends does not meet this test. 

I have cast doubt on this sort of theory's adequacy as a conception of how 

we ought to live our lives. In doing so, I join the company of many other sane 
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people, some of whom are philosophers. But many philosophers have thought 

these sorts of criticisms apply to eudaimonism. Here I break company with 

them. 

2.3. Is Aristotle an Objectivist? 

Aristotle is considered the arch example of someone who holds an 

Objectivist view.^ Commentators typically see his ethical views as stemming 

from prior metaphysical views about human nature: humans are just a particular 

instance of Aristotle's general view that everything in nature has a telos or an end 

towards which it moves, and the end towards which humans move is a life either 

of contemplation, or a combination of this and other activities. When he inquires 

into the nature of the human good in Nicomachean Ethics, he says that the way we 

must specify the human good is to determine what is the function of man.^ Just 

as the lyre-player hcis a function, he suggests, so do human beings generally. In 

Aristotle the notion of a function is connected to the notion of an end, and the 

analogy appears to suggests that just as a lyre-player has a specifiable end, i.e., 

lyre-playing, so too will human life, e.g., contemplation, or some mixture of 

contemplation and other activities. And he says that the way to determine this 

function is to isolate what is distinctive of humans. So his strategy appears to be 

just the Objectivist strategy outlined above: isolate some value or end to be 

^ This is the most common interpretation. One important exception is D.S. 
Hutchinson. See his discussion of the ergon argument in Ch. 3 of The Virtues of 
Aristotle, London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1986. 
7N£,I.7. 
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realized, and then say that successful pursuit of that end is what makes a thing 

good. Aristotle says that rational activity is what distinguishes humans from 

animals, and so success in rational activity is what the human good consists in. 

2.3.1. The ergon argument in the Nicomachean Ethics. 

Many have taken Aristotle's famous ergon argument to have the form of 

the Objectivist strategy of identifying a specific type of value to be brought about, 

then demanding one's bringing it about. In this section I discuss the ergon 

argument and argue that it does not, in fact, employ this strategy, and does not 

make the corresponding commitment to a the view of practical reason 

perfectionism involves. Aristotle gives a truncated version of the ergon argument 

in the Nicomachean Ethics, and a more detailed one in the Eudemian Ethics.^ I will 

just say enough about the Nicomachean version to cast doubt on the perfectionist 

interpretation, and go on to treat the Eudemian version in more detail. 

Aristotle's discussion of the ergon of man comes after he has set out the 

formal constraints on what can be the final end for humans. In the beginning of 

Book I of the Nicomachean Ethics, Aristotle says that 

every art and inquiry, and similarly every action and pursuit, is thought to 
aim at some good: and for this reason the good has rightly been declared 
to be that at which all things aim.' 

® Aristotle, Eudemian Ethics, trans. M. Woods. Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1982. 
9 NE 1094al-3. 



As we see from this passage, Aristotle thinks that the good is defined as being the 

object of some aim. Further, Aristotle says that the good is that at which 'every 

art and inquiry, and ... every action and pursuit' does aim at, not ought to aim 

Iixsofar as the arts and sciences are defined by norms which constitute their 

successful pursuit, the idea that there is some good they ought to be aiming at is 

analytic: one is not really doing the art or the science unless one is aiming at the 

good characteristic of it. One can of course make noise with a flute without 

attending to the norms of good flute playing, but one cannot play music on the 

flute without doing so. Similarly, I can move things around in a lab, but I am not 

conducting an experiment if I am not guided by at least some of the norms and 

goals of experimental science. Generalizing this idea, 1 am not living a human 

life if I am not guided by the idea of the good. 

Aristotle's view is that the behavior of humans is not distinctively human 

action if it is not aimed at some good. But, one might object, isn't it obvious that 

fjeople can do things that are not aimed at some good? We say things like "I 

knocked the glass off the table", or '1 fell down the stairs", and these certainly 

appear to be things that we do. But there is a difference between being startled, 

or slipping, and carrying out a plan with some end in view, and it is only the 

latter sort of case, intentional action, that Aristotle is concerned with. And this 

sort of case does appear to be what is distinctive to humans as opposed to other 

This is a definition of 'good', not an empirical claim about what in fact all 
pursuits and actions aim at. For a cogent defense of this interpretation, see John 
McDowell, "The Role of Eudaimonia in Aristotle's Ethics" in A. Rorty, ed. Essays on 
Aristotle's Ethics, Berkeley: University of California Press, 1980. 
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living things. Intentional action is behavior guided by norms or reasons." 

Giving a reason for some action is just explaining how it appears to be good or 

worth choosing. 

There is an ambiguity in the above discussion that marks deep differences 

between theorists who share the idea that doing something intentionally involves 

seeing it as good. Is an action done intentionally when it merely appears to the 

agent as good, or does it have actually to be aimed at what is in fact good? This 

is a big, and difficult, question that we should not try to settle here. The general 

theory of action needs only the weaker claim. Intuitively, it seems possible for 

people to aim at what is in fact bad, as in the case of Medea slaughtering her 

children. The question for the general theory of action is not whether it is in fact 

good, but if we would consider her action intelligible, or done for reasons, if 

there were no way in which she saw it as good. Suppose Medea says, "I wanted 

to do a bad thing," and we ask, "Wliy?" If she says, "No reason, just wanted 

to..." This doesn't make her action intelligible: a sane person does not kill her 

kids for no reason. If this is all we get from Medea, we may simply say she has 

gone mad, and she is not responsible for her action. But Medea is not a story 

about a woman who has obviously lost her mind and is doing something 

unintelligible, and it would not be so interesting if it were. Medea is a 

compelling character because we can see the point of what she is doing, even if 

we think it is horrific: she is getting back at Jason for his treatment of her. And it 

appears that Jason has indeed treated her badly. So there is some way in which 

" The most important recent defense of this idea is found in G.E.M. Anscombe's 
Intention, Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 2"'^ Edition 1963. 
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the horrific action has some point to it, or can at least appear to be good, even if 

we do not want to say it is good all things considered. But an action does not 

have to be good all things considered for it to be intelligible. If that were true, 

Medea would, again, be uninteresting. (And so, I suppose, would we.) 

When Aristotle says in the above quote that "the good is that at which all 

things aim", we needn't read this as a claim that there is some one thing in the 

world, called "the good" — where this might be some idealized state of affairs, 

say -at which all things aim. People may have no thought of some ideal state of 

affairs f>erceptible to some ideal observer to which they are making their small 

but necessary contribution, when they aim at some good. Medea's concerns are 

quite local, as are most of ours. The proper way to read the claim is as a 

conceptual point about intentional human action. 

The reason he goes on to say that happiness is ̂  chief and final good is 

he thinks if we consider our reasons for doing what we do, these reasons 

ultimately all refer to something we might call happiness.^2 j want to finish this 

chapter, because I want to get my degree, because I want to get a job, because I 

think doing philosophy is a good thing to do with my life - it will make me 

happy. There is no commitment yet to saying happiness is just one thing or one 

kind of good: when I say doing philosophy will make me happy 1 am not saying 

This is of course disputable, but not obviously wrong. For instance, whenever 
1 have asked unsuspecting imdergraduates to think about why they are doing 
something, and to repeat this procedure until they either come to a stop or it is 
clear it will go on indefinitely, all of them report that it comes to a stop in 
something they are willing to call happiness. 1 have tried this in three classes. 
Out of a sample of roughly 120 people, there are no coimterexamples. The 
reader is encouraged to try it on him or herself. 
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there is a distinctive pleasure in me, which can be described separately from the 

activity of philosophizing, which such activity causes to come about, which is 

what I really am after. I am just sa)dng I really enjoy doing philosophy, among 

other things. Nor am I necessarily identifying doing philosophy as the one thing 

in which my happiness consists: doing philosophy is just a part of my happiness, 

which also involves having fun with friends and family, biking, reading novels, 

etc. All these are a part of my happiness, which I think of as a life in which the 

pursuit of various goods is brought together in an orderly and unified way. 

The key elements of Aristotle's account of happiness are the formal 

criteria of completeness and self-sufficiency. That happiness is complete means it 

is sought for its own sake. We do things in order to be happy, Aristotle says, but 

we do not be happy in order to do other things. Happiness is also self-suffident. 

such that nothing can be added to it that could make it better. The intuitive idea 

here is if some of our projects are going well but others are not, we wrill not be 

completely satisfied. We will say things like "I could be happier" or "I'm not 

completely happy", i.e., my life is not all going the way I would want it to, or I 

am not doing well in all the respects I would like. Both these criteria are 

generated simply by reflecting on how we think about our own lives. 

Is there much else to say about happiness than this? Here is where 

Aristotle seems to suggest more. Aristotle says an account of what happiness is 

might perhaps be given, if we could first ascertain the ergon of man. For 
just as for a flute-player, a sculptor, or any artist, and in general, for all 
things that have an ergon or activity, the good and the 'well' is thought to 
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reside ii\ the ergon, so would it seem to be for man, if he has an ergon.... we 
are seeking what is peculiar to man.'^ 

When the characteristics and activities we share with plants and animals are 

eliminated, 

there remains, then, an active life of the element that has a rational 
principle;... And as 'life of the rational element' also has two meanings, 
we must state that life in the sense of activity is what we mean; for this 
seems to be the more proper sense of the term. Now if the function of 
man is an activity of soul which follows or implies a rational principle, 
...and the function of a good man to be the good and noble performance of 
these, and if any action is well performed when it is performed in 
accordance with the appropriate excellence: if this is the case human good 
turns out to be activity of soul exhibiting excellence, and if there are more 
than one excellence in accordance with the best and most complete. 

There are two things worth noting here: first, there are many sorts of goods that 

are peculiar to man, but Aristotle is concerned only with the formula of the 'life 

of the rational element.' Second, the two obvious candidates for the rational 

element here are theoretical and practical reason. The question then is which of 

them is to be considered the best and most complete. But these criteria are not 

generated by the idea of man having a distinctive function or role: they are 

generated by the observation that the final end we aim at has these features. In 

other words, these criteria arise from the subject's perspective on his own action. 

1 am going to take up the case against theoria as the final end in chapter 

four, but there are already some problems worth noting. The first is that ergon is 

13 NE 1097b26-32. 
'4 NE 1098al-20. 
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best translated not as 'function', which suggests that there is some ordained 

purpose for humans, but as 'characteristic activity,' which is neutral about 

whether there is some specific purpose that activity realizes. So there is no 

claim that there is some purpose given to humans as such independently of their 

own purposes: the claim is just that what characterizes human action is that, 

unlike dogs, they do things intentionally, giving reasons for what they do. 

The second is Aristotle is looking for what is idion to htunans, by which he 

understands neither what is distinctive of or essential to htunans, but rather what 

is 'convertibly predicable' with humans, such that it is both distinctive of humans 

and also the case that whatever is human has it.^^ By this criterion, however, 

both physical capacities and theoretical reason are ruled out, since animals share 

the former, and god (according to Aristotle) shares the latter. This leaves orJy 

the "practical life of what has reason", which is distinctive to himians as opposed 

to god and animals. If the ergon argument is supposed to give a specification of 

what happiness is in terms of what is idion to humans, then contemplation 

[theoria) should not be a candidate. 

Third, at the end of his discussion of the ergon of man, Aristotle thinks he 

has neither shown very much, nor does he need to show very much. He says 

Let this serve as an outline of the good; for we must presumably sketch it 
roughly, and then later fill in the details. But it would seem that anyone is 

Stephen Everson makes this point in his "Aristotle on Nature and Value," in 
Companions to Ancient Thought 4: Ethics, ed. Everson, Cambridge: CUP, 1998, 77-
106. 

Everson, 88. 
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capable of carrying on and articulating what has once been well outlined, 
and that time is a good discoverer or partner in such a work; to which 
facts the advances of the arts are due; for any one can add what is lacking. 
And we must also remember what has been said before, and not look for 
precision in all things alike, but in each class of things such precision as 
accords with the subject-matter, and so much as is appropriate to the 
inquiry. 

Now 1 take it that most conimentators interpret what follows in the Nicomachean 

Ethics to be just that filling out of a substantive theory of the human good, where 

this turns out to be either the life of theoria, where this can be characterized in 

terms of the content with which it deals. But before we get to that, there are 

some questions the above passage raises. Why does Aristotle think that anyone 

can discover the specification of what is well-outlined, and what does this imply 

about what he takes himself to be doing in the remaining lectures that constitute 

the Ethics? If anyone can discover the specification, why bother? 

Aristotle says these things because he is making some assumptions 

modem philosophers may not. Aristotle is addressing an audience of people 

who are in broad agreement about what sorts of things make life worth living. In 

this respect 1 think his view is intuitionist: when we have been brought up well 

and reflect on what is important in life, things like friendship, understanding, 

achievement, recogrution, challenge, enjoyment, aesthetic pleasure, and the like 

are obviously good whether some people think so or not. Aristotle is not writing 

for people who are in doubt about this: he thinks no explanation is needed. If 

you can't see why these are worthwhile, you don't need argument, you need 

NE 1098a20-25. 
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experience. The real question about these plural goods is how they are to be 

organized. But so far, we've seen nothing in tiie ergon argument to suggest that 

they be organized according to some Objectivist ranking of goods based on the 

notion of man having a nature independent of what he finds worth pursuing. 

One might think this is only because the discussion in the Nicomachean Ethics is 

rather truncated, but in the next section, I will show that Aristotle's more 

elaborate discussion in the Eudemian Ethics only strengthens my case. 

2.3.2. The ergon argument in the Eudemian Ethics. 

In the Eudemian Ethics, the ergon argument is presented in considerably 

more detail.^® Here is the argument: 

(1) All goods are either inside the soul or outside it. (1218b32) 

(2) Goods of the soul are more worthy of choice. (For wisdom, virtue, 

and pleasure are in the soul, and these are sought as ends.) (1218b34) 

(3) What is in the soul is either a state or capacity, an activity, or a 

process. (1218b36) 

(4) Excellence is the best disposition, state or capacity of anything that 

has a function. (1219al) 

(5) A better state has a better function. (1219a6) 

(6) Each thing's function is its end. (1219a8) 

(7) The final thing, for which everything is chosen, is best. (1219all) 

Aristotie, Eudemian Ethics, trans. M. Woods. Specific passages are dted 
parenthetically in the text. 



(8) This is the end. (1219al0) 

(9) Therefore, the end is best. (1219al0) 

(10) Therefore, the function (being the end) is better than the state or the 

disposition. (1219al2) 

(11) Functions may be of two sorts: they may be processes that result in a 

product, or they may be activities. (1219al3-16) 

(12) Where a thing's activity is its function, the employment is better than 

the state. (1219al7) 

(13) A thing and its excellence have the same function. (1219a20) 

(14) The function of the soul is to make things live, which is an activity. 

(1219a24) 

(15) Since the function of the soul and its excellence are the same, the 

function of the excellence of the soul is a good life. (1219a25) 

(16) This is happiness, which we assumed to be the best thing in the soul. 

(1219a26) 

1. All goods are either inside the soul or outside it. The first premise refers to 

Aristotle's distinction between internal goods and external goods. Innate 

physical beauty or talent is an external good, and so are wealth or honor. The 

former are features of our bodies that are given to us rather than something we 

bring about, and the latter are benefits conferred on us by others. Health might 

appear to be an internal good, since we can work to bring it about and it does not 
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depend on others giving it to us. But Aristotle does not classify health as an 

internal good. His examples of internal goods are wisdom, virtue, and pleasure. 

Each of these is an attribute of the soul or mind, whereas health — as opposed to 

a healthy outlook or health-consciousness — is an attribute of the body. One 

important difference between these is that I could have healthy attitudes and 

outlook, and still not have physical health. My own efforts to produce physical 

health are not sufficient to insure it — I need cooperation from the environment I 

have control over my attitudes and responses to circumstances in a way 1 do not 

over what happens to my body. This difference explcdns why Aristotle has 

wisdom and virtue internal to the soul rather than external to it. Whereas 

interned goods lie under our control, external goods are things one cannot get 

simply through one's own activity: nature or society has to cooj?erate. What 

about pleasure? Surely we can get pleasure from things without having 

ourselves to bring it about. But Aristotle thinks there are different kinds of 

pleasures, the most important of which involve our being active, and depend on 

our developing the ability to appreciate what is fine, whether in the arts or in 

moral action. So for Aristotle pleasure, too, is a good of the soul that depends on 

our activity. 

2. Goods of the soul are more worthy of choice. (For wisdom, virtue, and 

pleasure are in the soul, and these are sought as ends.) Why are goods internal to 

the soul better than external goods? Aristotle says this is because "some or all of 

these appear to be an end for everyone."^^ As an empirical claim, this does not 

NE 1218b35-36. 



stand up very well. People regard all sorts of things as ends, and there is little 

reason to think these predomirute. Further, the orJy candidate on the short list 

likely to be sought by all is pleasure, and even here there are different kinds of 

pleasures people seek. The claim that internal goods are better than external 

goods is better read as a normative claim: while external goods like money and 

physical health are good, this is primarily because of the uses to which they can 

be put: money offers opportunity for leisure, and good health brings pleasure 

both in everyday life and in challenging activities. The point of having external 

goods is to be able to put them to some use, and these involve some active role 

on our part. 

Note that internal goods are considered superior, not because they have 

been identified as what is idion to human beings, but because they are sought for 

their own sakes. Aristotle's commitment to this premise alone avoids a common 

criticism of Objectivist accounts of well-being: that Objectivist value is 

conceptually separate from how well a life goes, since a person could have all the 

perfections and still take no delight in her life, since having the perfections is no 

way related to her ends. Aristotle assumes that our entire discussion takes place 

within the context of people's aims. 

3. What is in the soul is either a state or capacity, an activity, or a process. 

The soul is what produces action. But since we are talking about distinctively 

human, i.e., intentional, action, soul is basically practical reason: the faculty of 

acting on the conception of something as good in some respect. By state in this 

discussion Aristotle means a disposition to act; but again, here the disposition 
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must be understood as a tendency to act for a certain kind of reason, not just a 

tendency to produce a certain sort of behavior or result. A process (kinesis) is 

some intentional activity that has as its aim a product external to it, such as 

building a house, or walking to the store. An activity is involves no such external 

product or outcome. Examples of activities are dandng, or just walking as 

opposed to walking to ttie store.^ This emphasis on the active elements of the 

mind fits Aristotle's conception of the goods of the soul, because what makes 

something a good of the soul is that it is valuable as an end, something that is 

worth realizing through action. 

4. Excellence is the best disposition, state or capacity of anvthing that has 

a function. Aristotle thinks this is just a commonplace that we observe by 

induction. The excellence of a knife is its sharpness, which contributes to its' 

realizing the function of cutting. The excellence of a winter coat is its capacity for 

keeping someone warm, and perhaps stylish also. What is the excellence of a 

rock? Aristotle would say we cannot answer this question if we do not already 

have some function or purpose in mind for it. Once we decide what the rock is 

for ~ climbing, building, skipping across water, warding off evil spirits and 

disease, or just appreciating - we can give it an evaluation. The same is true of 

20 It should be apparent even at this point that the reasons guiding activities will 
be of a different sort from the reasons guiding processes: in the latter the guiding 
reasons will be derived from the nature of the end product to be realized, while 
in the former there is no end product apart from the guided activity. Insofar as 
action is an end, it is an end in a different way than material products are. 
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the soul, since it has the hmction of producing life, or acting according to 

reasons.2i The excellence of the soul will be its best state. 

5. A better state has a better function. 6. Each thing's function is its end. 

Aristotle asks us to assume (5), and simply asserts (6). What he has in mind is 

perhaps best understood by thinking of 'better' as 'more choiceworthy.' The 

excellence of a piano is better than the excellence of a nightlight, because good 

music is more choiceworthy than assuring that interior spaces are dimly lit. 

Similarly, the excellence people exhibit in creative endeavors is better than the 

excellence of their noses. One can only admire one's nose of those of others so 

long before the activity begins to lose its point. But one can make a good life out 

of making works of art. 

(6) is a matter of definition: each thing's characteristic activity is its end. 

The purpose or end of a knife is to cut, of a Ijre-player (qua lyre-player) to play 

the lyre. The purpose of a house cat is to lounge around and be looked after. In 

the case of objects such as knives, the function helps us to determine that the 

thing is a knife. But there is an important difference here between objects such as 

knives and human beings; knives don't give themselves ends, but we do. A knife 

gets its end from our having some purpx)se we want to realize with it. But we do 

not get our ends from having some purpose given to us by some other agent or 

by nature itself. The knife depends upon an agent to put it into motion in order 

to realize its end. We don't. While both knives and humans are said to have 

characteristic activities or ends, they have them in different ways. 

21 NE 1219a5. 
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7. The final thing, for which everything is chosen, is best. 8. This is the 

end. 9. Therefore, the end is best 10. Therefore, the function fleeing the end) is 

better than the state or the disposition. These claims derive from the structure of 

intentional action and our purposes in acting. In asking a person why he does 

something we can press the question past his immediate purpose to broader and 

more important (better) purposes he has in mind. Why is it valuable for a knife 

to be in a good state? Well, our interest in knives stems from the use, or purpose, 

we put them to. We don't choose knives just because they are in a good state. 

We choose knives in a good state because they perform their function well, 

whether this function is cutting or looking pretty Ijing on a piece of velvet in a 

glass box. 

11. Functions may be of two sorts: they may be processes which result in a 

product, or they may be activities. The function of a knife (usually) is to cut 

things. We don't go waving knives around for the hell of it with no further end 

in view: we want to cut things into pieces. When we have to struggle to get a 

thin slice of onion or get the fat off a chicken, we say, "This is a bad knife!" We 

can tell the knife is bad because it doesn't help us produce the desired result: a 

thin slice of onion or a lean piece of chicken. It isn't the intrinsic property of 

sharpness that is our main concern: if the world were such that dull blades 

produced beautifully cut food, we would celebrate dullness. 

By contrast, what is the product independent of the act of dancing that a 

modem dancer produces? There is no product when the dance ends, the 

dancers leave the stage and the world is the same as it was before. We are 
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different (perhaps), but we do not evaluate the dancers by the change they 

produce in us. We don't say, "That must have been a good dance, because I feel 

so good now." We change because of our evaluation of what they do. If we feel 

good after the dance, it is because we thought the dance was good, it met 

objective standards of good dandng. Unlike the act of cutting a piece of meat, 

there is nothing that stands independent of the performance itself by which we 

evaluate the performer. If some people are such that they are moved deeply by 

lousy modem dance, we may just think they are idiots. 

12. Where a things activity is its function, the employment is better than 

the state. In the case of a dancer or anything where the function is an activity, the 

activity is better than the state, in the sense that there would be no point 

becoming a good dancer if one did not go on to perform: it is the activity of 

dancing well that makes it worthwhile to be a good lyre-player. 

13. A thing and its excellence have the same function. Aristotle's example 

here involves shoes. Just as the function of the art of shoe making is a good shoe, 

so is it the function of a shoe-maker qua shoe-maker. We judge not only some 

technique for making shoes by the products it leads to, but also those who make 

the shoes. 

14. The function of the soul is to make things live, which is an activitv. 

Just as the excellence of the dancer consists in dandng, the function of the soul is 

to make things live. The soul is not just a state or disposition, for if it were we 

would need some other thing that explains how activity is brought about. 

Producing life is an activity and not a process because there is no state 
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independent of the person's activity that constitutes living. A life is not a 

product of activity, but activity itself. And we've seen that on Aristotle's view, 

distinctively human activity of the sort he is concerned with is intentional, 

rational activity. 

15. Since the function of the soul and its excellence are the same, the 

function of the excellence of the soul is a good life. Does the soul have a purpose 

external to it? No. The soul's activity is producing life, and a good life is the 

function of the this activity, and also of the soul whose activity it is. Since a life is 

not something independent of the activity of the soul, and cannot be evaluated 

independently of it, our evaluation of the soul will have to be not in terms of 

some result it produces, but rather it's activity, where this means the reasons it 

acts on. 

16. This is happiness, which we a«;siiTnpd to be the best thing in the soul. 

Since we have said that happiness is that for which everything is done, and is 

therefore the greatest good, and the soul's activity is the greatest good, happiness 

is the activity of the soul. 

In this more detailed argument, Aristotle leads us from general considerations 

about a things function to the identification of this, in the case of the soul, to the 

idea of happiness, which is the object of our greatest concern. In other words, far 

from employing an Objectivist strategy to identify some particular good that we 

ought to realize above others, Aristotle simply leads us back to the idea that our 

good consists in our acting on the best reasons available to us. We do not yet 
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have on board a view about what those reasons are, or how they are grounded. 

The argument does not yield anything like a specification of what the 

characteristic substantive goods achieved in human living are. Without a view of 

what rational principles are and what things it is rational to go for that does not 

depend strongly on what practical reason is, the Objectivist strategy does not 

even get started here. 

We might ask, is happiness just the activity of the soul according to reason 

at a given point in time, or is it something more lasting? Clearly we want to say 

that happiness, insofar as it is the goal of human life, is not just an isolated event, 

but extends across time in some way. But in what way is happiness supposed to 

extend across time? One answer is that it must simply have a certain duration. 

This interpretation has been suggested by a number of commentators who pick 

up on Aristotle's claims about when we may judge the happiness of person's life. 

How one interprets the next passage depends on how one understands the 

notion of completeness. 

But happiness too was said to be the best thing: so happiness is activity of 
a good soul. Now as happiness was agreed to be something complete, 
and life may be complete or incomplete - and this holds with excellence 
also (in the one case it is total, in the other partial) - and the activity of 
what is complete is itself incomplete, happiness must be activity of a 
complete life in accordance with complete virtue.22 

If 'complete' means 'comes to a temporal end', the requirement of completeness 

adds another, quantitative dimension to the argument. But Aristotle introduces 

the idea of completeness by referring to the discussion of happiness being 

22 NE 1219a34-39. 
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complete, and in that discussion complete just meant that there is no other end to 

be sought in addition. If that is correct, one of the things not necessarily to be 

sought is some future expaiise of time. I suggest that the way it ought to be read 

here is as covering (completely) the different aspects of life: so for instance the 

excellence of the soul here is not just in bringing about specific sorts of activities, 

but activities generally, such that they are organized properly within a single life. 

But notice that such organization will necessarily extend across some extent of 

time: if one has commitments to a job, family, neighbors, and good causes, all of 

these things require not only some extent of time in which to perform the 

relevant actions, it is also the case that what the relevant actions are will be in 

part determined by where one stands temporally in a narrative that shapes these 

commitments. What it is appropriate to do in one's job now, or in one's family 

now, depends strongly on a long term view of what is required to do that job 

well, or to be good to the members of one's family. A complete life is one in 

which, given these commitments, a person acts with respect to all of them for the 

right reason, at the right time, and in the right way. 

2.3.3. The ergon argument in Politics 1.2. 

More evidence that the view of the good is to be found in the conception 

of practical reason can be found in the Politics, where Aristotle gives another brief 

version of the ergon argument. I will quote it in full. 

Now, that man is more of a political animal than bees or any other 
gregarious animals is evident. Nature, as we often say, makes nothing in 
vain, and man is the only animal who has the gift of speech. And whereas 
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mere voice is but an indication of pleasure or pain, and is therefore found 
in other animals for their nature attains to the perception of pleasure and 
pain and the intimation of them to one another, and not further), the 
power of speech is intended to set forth the expedient and inexpedient, 
and therefore likewise the just and the unjust And it is a characteristic of 
man that he alone has any sense of good and evil, of just and unjust, and 
the like, and the association of living beings who have this sense makes a 
family and a state.^^ 

As Stephen Everson has noted, here Aristotle begins with the idea that speech is 

characteristic of human beings, but emphasizes that the main function of speech 

is to 'set forth the expedient and inexpedient, and therefore likewise the just and 

the un just'.24 Aristotle says nothing here about humans' capacity for theoria, nor 

does he produce a list of objective goods: rather, he focuses on humans' 'sense of 

good and evil' as characteristic of them. What is characteristic of humans is that 

they are political animals, and that their fundamental concerns are not with 

objects of theoretical knowledge, but with good and evil. 

2.4. Another view of the ergon arguments. 

What can we take from the ergon arguments? I think there are a couple 

conclusions to be drawn. The first is that instead of introducing a substantive 

theory of the human good to come later, it merely points in the direction where 

the answer to the question 'What is our final end?' is to be found. Many things 

can be sought for their own sakes, but Aristotle, using the idea of what is both 

^ Aristotle, Politics, trans. E. Barker. Oxford: Oxford World's Classics, 
1995,1253a7-18. 
24 Everson, 95. 
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complete and self-suffident, narrows down the possible options for what could 

serve as the purpose for a human being alive anyway. He thinks that no one 

would choose a life in which he just has pleasure, or even honor, if it is also one 

in which he is not an agent in the sense that he brings about his own action. For 

happiness, as the final end, we see does consist in distinctively human action, 

which is guided by practical reason rather than simple desires. With this 

interpretation in hand we can look again at some of the standard objections to 

eudaimonist theories considered as accounts of well-being, and to see whether 

they apply. 

One of the results of this study is that Aristotie's theory is plausibly a 

theory of well-being. Instead of starting from premises about Objective values 

that bear a contingent relation if any to people's aims, eudaimonism as 

characterized by Aristotle is built around the goals people have in life, and seeks 

to guide people in what is not only good in general but most espedally good for 

them. While it is popular in contemporary value theory to look for a 

metaphysical grounding for ethics — owing perhaps to our concerns to decisively 

resolve disagreements, or to make our ethics sdentifically respectable, this sort of 

concern does not seem to be present in Aristotle and in other eudaimonists. 

Instead, it is taken as obvious that human action has a distinctive, goal-directed 

character, and that an acceptable ethical theory will address humans as agents 

who already have goals, rather than as members of a spedes that has spedal 

abilities. 
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Seeing this allows us to see what is wrong with some common objections 

to eudaimonism. One objection is the one we began with: it is weird to think of 

humans as having a function in the sense that knives or lyre-players have a 

function. There is no set role they are supposed to play: in fact it may be 

regarded as distinctive of humans that what they are to do is just in question for 

them in a radical way. But Aristotle can, and does, allow all this: the principle he 

is committed to is just that the good for a thing consists in the fulfillment of a 

things nature. But this is a principle so neutral even contemporary theorists can 

endorse it. Desire-satisfaction theorists represent us as creatures whose nature it 

is to desire things and to go for their satisfaction, in an instrumentally rational 

way. Hedonists represent us as beings interested in getting pleasure that have 

considerable powers of abstraction and calculation. Reflective endorsement 

theorists think of us as creature whose nature it is to form second-order 

judgments about what we do and what happens to us. The general schema 

Aristotle employs here is hard to object to. Eudaimonists simply have a different 

way of filling it out: they say human nature is essentially rational nature: their 

nature as beings in whom reason is an active principle, beings whose action is 

brought about by reason. 

This is closely related to another objection to eudaimonism understood as 

an Objectivist theory. What does being an excellent thing of a kind have to do 

with what is good for that thing? In other words, what does perfectionist value 

have to do with prudential value? It would appear that someone could succeed 

at realizing various Objective values and still think one was not acting on the best 
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reasons available to one. As we've seen, this objection may apply to Objectivism, 

but not to eudaimonism. If the eudaimonist assumption that everyone aims at 

happiness is correct, then of course eudaimonism's investigation into the nature 

of happiness is of interest to everyone. One can dispute about whether that 

investigation is successful, but that is a different objection from saying that it 

doesn't even in principle address a person's interest. All we have to admit to 

allow the eudaimonist assumption is that a person can be wrong about what is in 

her interest. 

On this reading, the ergon arguments do not involve the Objectivist 

strategy of deriving the content of the human good from a theoretical conception 

of human nature. The theory does not specify the content to go after, it just says 

to go after whatever it is you choose in a certain way. For instance, if practical 

reason is just an aid in effectively achieving what you want, then the theory has 

an easy explanation for how its favored good is good for an individual. But this 

may generate a different set of worries. The theory ought to say 

something about what is a good end, if it is going to give any guidance. But if it 

does, one might think the goodness of practical reason is no longer really 

supreme, since it depends upon the goodness of the ends sought (we would not 

say that a person who systematically and efficiently goes about counting the 

blades of grass on his lawn is living a good life). So it may have secured the 

connection to an individual's reasons for doing things at the price of having 

nothing interesting to say. 
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Now Aristotie might be able to avoid this, since his conception of practical 

reason involves virtuous action, action that is courageous, just, self-controlled, 

and beneficent. Insofar as these characterizations are capable of providing 

guidance, the theory will not be empty. But some have doubted that these 

characterizations can provide sufficient guidance. James Griffin worries that 

Justice is not merely approaching others in a certain spirit, respecting their 
interests. We have to know in what such respect consists. What 
restrictions, if any, are there on trade-offs of one' person's interests against 
another's? What are our obligations to the Third World of to future 
generations? How partial to family and friends can one be and remain 
moral? When are abortion and euthanasia permitted? Is the policy of 
nuclear deterrence immoral? To fill out the account of virtues for it to 
answer these questions would be to abandon it purely as an account of 
practical rationality. Filling it out would require determiriing the sort of 
content for moral principles that the formal account of perfect human 
functioning was meant to do without.25 

This is not the place to defend in any detail Aristode's conception of the how the 

virtues can be action guiding, but it will help to point out some avenues of reply. 

First of all, the same critidsms apply to any formal ethical theory, including 

Kantian theories and contractarianism more generally. If this sort of criticism 

were truly devastating, it would take out these theories along with a formal 

account of the virtues. But these complaints against formalism in ethics have 

been heard before, and the few things I will say here will not surprise anyone 

familiar with these debates. 

^ Griffin, 63-64. 
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The most general reply to make here is that we are not morons. For 

instance, we have fairly stable criteria for when a person is being respected and 

when he is not. There are grey areas here, and there are cultural differences that 

present challenges, but there is no reason to think we lack sigruficant guidance 

when we are told that justice involves treating others as equals. Similarly, the 

fact that some people think they really need private jets and multiple residences 

doesn't lead us to be confused about the concept of needs or basic interests. A 

plausible principle regarding our obligation to future generations is that, in 

fairness, we ought to leave the environment as much as possible in the state we 

found it. One can be partial to one's family and friends only to the extent that it 

does not undermine other people's pursuit of family and friendship. From the 

fact that formal principles by themselves are not sufficient to guide action it does 

not follow that they do not guide action at all. Any formal theory is going to 

make an appeal to the content of what is intuitively good for human beings: it is 

just going to say that this content does not play a foundational role in the theory, 

because the fundamental good of autonomy lacks this content, and must be 

represented in another way. Formal theories of ethics typically involve or just 

assume a rough conception of the content of a good life that is to be employed in 

ethical decision-making. Aristotle is no different: he doesn't think one needs to 

argue that friendship, for instance, is part of a good life. 

Even if one thinks a defense of the action-guiding character of 

eudaimonist theory succeeds, there is another worry. On Aristotle's theory, 

practical reason generates moral requirements on action, so that whatever a 
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person chooses to pursue (so long as it is not outright immoral) there will be 

moral constraints unrelated to achieving her particular aim which the theory says 

are just part of her good. Even if the theory allows individuals to determine their 

own course in pursuit of the good, it may impose restrictions that appear not to 

be any part of that good, but are rather external impediments to a person's 

pursuit of a good life. And here again it will be no good to claim that the person 

must obey these restrictions because, due to her nature, it is part of her good life. 

Eudaimonism will require another kind of argument in order to make that claim 

stick. This is a fair objection, and in the following chapters I will be developing 

the sort of account 1 think a eudaimonist can make for this claim. 

James Griffin, however, doubts the claim could possibly be made to stick. 

Such a claim would demand that a life in which one refused to save several 

children from a burning house is necessarily worse than a life in which one made 

the attempt and died. Griffin thinks that although the first is not "the finest life: 

the life one would hope to lead," there is nevertheless 

another conception of the good life, a life one would hope to lead. It is this 
sense that appears in judgments such as that it is better to be moral and 
alive than to be morcil and thereby lose one's life, or that it is sometimes 
better to fail morally and stay alive than not to fail an thereby lose one's 
life. And it is this second conception that should be the base for 
judgments of well-being in moral theory.... We do not want to lose this 
prudential notion of a good life by merging it altogether with morality. 
And we do not for reasons of moral theory: it needs the notion.^^ 

26 Griffin, 69-70. 
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I think everyone can agree that it is better to be moral and alive than to be moral 

and thereby lose one's life. The problem occurs when the first option is not 

available to us. Is it better to fail moredly and stay alive than not to feiil and 

thereby lose one's life? This is a difficult question, and I suspect the answer will 

depend on what sort of moral failure is involved. How would you view your life 

if you had knowingly traded it for the deaths of three children? Would you say 

you are better off than if you hadn't? 

Now there is some obvious sense in which you are better off: you are still 

alive, and presumably still have your powers and some opportunity to exercise 

them. Considered in the abstract, that is much better than being dead or 

incapacitated. This is the sense Griffin thinks we need to preserve for moral 

theory. Much of what we owe to others captured by this idea of the necessary 

conditions they need to live well, but how could we possibly owe it to others that 

they do the moral thing? We might think the person who goes into the fire to 

save the kids is morally admirable, but we don't think we should force her to go 

(because she would be better off, and we therefore owe it to her). Aside from the 

moral objection to such coercion, there is also a kind of incoherence here: if it is 

only by coercion that she does what she ought, there is a sense in which she 

doesn't own the action, and doesn't own whatever moral worth is supposed to 

be so good for her. 

Clearly, some such sense of well-being is important for moral theory and 

for thinking about our obligations to others. If Griffin is right, and the correct 

moral theory is a consequentialism that has as its ultimate object the promotion 
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of well-being generally, it will play an absolutely fundamental role. But what 

role is this restricted, 'prudential' conception of well-being supposed to play in 

one's own thinking about how one ought to live? For instance, what role is it 

supposed to play for the person thinking about whether to help save the kids 

from the burning building? This is the question eudaimonists are addressing. 

At this point we should conclude that eudaimonists are not interested in 

well-being in the sense that modem consequentialists like Griffin are. How much 

of a concern that presents depends on the proper role such a notion ought to play 

in moral theory. But by the same token, I think it has become clear that in 

circumscribing their notion of well-being, modem cor\sequentialists are no longer 

concerned with the good life in the way we are most immediately concerned 

with it, viz., how ought I to live my life? What reasons do 1 have for living one 

way rather than another? 
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3. AGENCY AND NATURE 

3.1. The eudaimonist conception of human nature. 

In the last chapter, I argued that insofar as Aristotle invokes some concept 

of human nature, it is not in order to specify and recommend particulcir ends that 

are distinctive of human nature, but rather to focus on the fact that we are 

practical reasoners, and we seek to act for the best reasons we can. One might 

have some concerns about this. Contemporary naturalists might say that our 

nature is whatever natural science eventually says it is. If cognitive scientists 

succeed in explaining what we do in terms of functional processes or 

neurological responses, then that will be the true story of our nature, and talk 

about better and worse reasons for acting will be beside the point. Our action 

will best be explained in terms of subconscious operations of the brain that occur 

according to natural law. We might get try to get around this by adopting a view 

that acting for reasons is compatible with a reductive accoimt that describes our 

action in the causal terms of subconscious processes. But this would still not be 

compatible with what I have said is Aristotle's conception. This is because his 

conception of the best reasons we have involves references to what is objectively 

good, and more importantiy, it involves the idea that virtuous action is required 

of everyone, regardless of their psychological history. If the bottom line about 

our agency is that we are determined by the operation of causal laws, there will 

be a limit to the reasons we can possibly act on, and that limit will be set by the 

existing set of desires, understood as functional tendencies to be moved in certain 
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ways. Aristotle will have to admit that his theory does not apply to everyone, 

but only to people who are predisposed to follow it anyway. 

In this chapter, 1 defend the Aristotelian conception of practical reason 

and agency from this sort of skepticism about what reasons can apply to us. The 

key to this defense is distinguishing between two ways of conceiving human 

action, and arguing that only one of them is a conception of intentional action. 

Insofar as we are agents capable of intentional action, who act for reasons, the 

skepticism which says what can be a reason for us is limited to already existing 

desires depends on a description of us that misrepresents our agency in the 

causal, non-intentional terms of empirical science. In contrast, eudaimonism 

rests on a conception of agency that is essentially first-personal. The first-

personal perspective, for my purposes, is the perspective of a human agent. The 

claim that we cannot understand human intentional action from the third-

personal perspective means we cannot understand it as the behavior of some 

object in the world acting in accordance with naturcil laws. We have to take up 

that agent's (first-jjersonal) persf)ective on what he does. We can do this because 

we ourselves are human agents, and we cire familiar with the sorts of things that 

count as reasons for doing something.' From this perspective, agents view what 

they pursue intentionally as good in some resp)ect, and are responsive to claims 

that it is not good, or not good enough. In other words, they seek to act for the 

best available reason. In this chapter I will not yet offer a theory of what are the 

' In this sense, it is through employing the first-personal perspective — seeing 
things as another agent sees them — that we make third-personal attributions of 
intentional agency. 
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best sorts of reasons, but I will argue that they are not limited to desires a person 

already has, and that the best reasons a person has stem from a conception of a 

good life as a whole. 

3.2. Puzzles about normativity and explaiwtion. 

We have some very deep intuitions about understanding human action as 

aimed at the good or apparent good, which generates a sense that not everything 

can sensibly be an end of intentional human action. At the same time, it seems 

appropriate to regard human action as in some sense just the behavior of a very 

complicated sort of animal, and to that extent, ultimately explicable in the terms 

of natural science. And in those terms, we don't need to refer to any properties 

of goodness objects might have in order to explain why people go for them. In 

this section I describe a sort of skepticism the latter view engenders and diagnose 

it as the result of taking the wrong perspective on human action. 

The sort of skepticism I have in mind here is best represented in Bernard 

Williams' work on reasons. Williams' view is that in order for something to be a 

reason for a person to act, it must be capable of explaining that person's action. ̂  

Therefore, for something to be a reason for a person it must necessarily motivate. 

But it is hard to see how the bare consideration that something would be good, 

or best, to do (by some objective standard) can necessarily motivate a person. 

Indeed, it is easily observed that in many cases the consideration that something 

2 Williams gives his version of the intemalism requirement in "Internal and 
External Reasons", in Moral Luck, Cambridge: CUP, 1981,101-113. My discussion 
here follows this account. 
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would be good to do simply doesn't motivate many people: they go ahead and 

do something less good anyway. The most natural explanation for this is that 

they had no desire to do what it would have been good to do. Williams thinks 

we can explain this by the fact that what a person can possibly be motivated by 

has to be derivable in deliberation to a current motivational set (which he calls 

"S") of what she is motivated by now.^ 

The deliberative process, according to Williams, can add new motives to S, 

in virtue of uncovering the following sorts of relations: showing that some act is 

a "convenient, economical, pleasant" way to satisfy some element of S; showing 

how satisfaction of elements of S can be combined; weighing elements of S as to 

priority; and finding solutions for how to realize ends.'* So while reason can add 

elements to S, any ability for reason to motivate us depends on our already 

having some motivation for doing what reason recommends: there must already 

be some member of S that makes the addition of a motivation possible. 

Williams' view about the limits of reasons has come in for much critidsm.s 

While I agree with many of these criticisms, in what follows I will be more 

concerned to diagnose what I think is compelling about his brand of skepticism. 

3 It will be important later that Williams apparently takes S to consist of 
motivations to achieve goals with already specified content, rather than 
indeterminate notions such as happiness. 
* Ibid.. 104. 
5 Most prominently, Christine Korsgaard in her "Skepticism about Practical 
Reason", in Creating the Kingdom of Ends, Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 1997,311-334; John McDowell in "Might There Be External Reasons?" in 
Altham and Harrison, eds.. World, Mind, and Ethics, Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1995; and Jean Hampton in The Authority of Reason, Cambridge: 
CUP, 1998, Ch. 2. 
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It is a testament to the power of the idea behind William's view that is has 

attracted so much attention in philosophy. That idea is our explanations of 

human agency ought to be continuous with our explanatioris of events in the 

world, and expressible in the same terms. These, roughly, are the terms of 

objects in the world interacting with one another in terms of the law-like 

operations of nature. In contrast, William's critics appeal not to scientific terms 

but to the ordinciry way we talk about people as responsible agents capable of 

doing things rightly and wrongly, and making mistakes that they were not 

determined to make. In doing so they adopt a distinct, intentional perspective on 

him\an action that is incompatible with the description of human action as just 

another event in the natural world. One of my aims in what follows is to 

convince the reader there is no hope of reducing this distinct perspective on 

human action to the scientific model, so we are free to regard the way we 

ordinarily talk about human action as expressing truths about human nature. 

From that perspective, the limits on what reasor\s a person has stem not from 

what can motivate them, but from what they are capable of doing or bringing 

about. 

Let's look at the way a naturalist such as Williams and a non-naturalist 

would go about explaining an event such as Tom's putting the cat on the mat. A 

naturalistic explanation of this occurrence would be that Tom had a desire 

(where this is a sort of cause, usually understood as a functional state) that the 

cat be on the mat, along with some beliefs about where he, the cat, and the mat 

were, and there was no conflicting and stronger desire that the cat not be on the 
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mat, or that he instead get a beer from the fridge now, or whatever. While this 

desire may come with some attending phenomena — a sort of yearning, thoughts 

of appropriateness, and finally elation when the cat is placed - we don't need 

these for our explanation. We need only the idea of his having a disposition to 

perform this sort of action in certain sorts of circumstances. So the (functionalist) 

idea would go something like this: 

Tom desires that the cat be on the mat = In circumstances where Tom is 
around the cat and the mat, and has no conflicting stronger desire, Tom 
will put the cat on the mat. 

Of course, if Tom is really into the cat being on the mat, we will need to amend 

the account, adding that he tends to hang around the cat and the mat a lot, 

looking for and even creating opportunities for cat deposition. But we can see 

the main idea: the explanation of his action does not need to refer to the way he 

conceives his action. 

One might well thiiJc this is too strong. We are all familiar with the sort of 

phenomenology that goes with desiring, so we may want to amend the account 

to include this. So we might say something like the following: 

Tom desires that the cat be on the mat = In circumstances where Tom is 
around the cat and the mat, Tom will think of the cat being on the mat and 
feel an attraction to this which moves him to place it there, given that he 
has no stronger conflicting desire. 
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This account has the advantage of including something of what it feels like to 

desire something: to this extent, it invokes an element of the first personal 

perspective. When someone tells me Tom really wants that cat on that mat, he's 

really torn up about it, I have some sense of how things are internally with Tom. 

Some, of course, will count this a disadvantage: they will ask how a phenomenal 

feeling is supposed to make physical stuff move. There are some interesting 

debates to be had here, but even if we allow the amendment, we can see that 

there is still no need to invoke something like the goodness of the cat being on 

the mat, where this is a property of the world not reducible to some desire of 

Tom's. On this account, the characteristic feeling of attraction is all we need to 

account for the first-personal aspect of the explanation of action. 

Non-naturalists want more. They contend that beliefs or perceptions of 

what is good play a proper role in explanation. An agent's motivation can be 

explained in terms of he perception or intuition of some property ('goodness') of 

states of affairs in the world, without having to attribute to him some pre

existing desire to bring that sort of thing about.^ This property is one which can, 

in principle, be perceived or intuited without taking up the agent's perspective: if 

it is really a good thing for the cat to be on the mat, some observer, especially an 

ideal one, ought to be able to see that this is so. In the above example, the idea 

would be that the correct explanation for Tom's putting the cat on the mat is his 

belief that the cat ought to be on the mat (We can imagine a case where Tom 

does not really want the cat to be on the mat, but thinks, nevertheless, it is for the 

*' Some examples here are McDowell's view in his 1995, and Thomas Nagel's view 
in The Possibility of Altruism, Oxford: Clarendon, 1970. 
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best.) On this picture, a belief about the goodness of some state of affairs is a 

kind of cause in the world, and of course it is the strangeness of this sort of cause 

that attracts the abuse of naturalists.^ Why should we make reference to this 

property when we saw above that it is not needed to explain Tom's action? 

Furthermore, what is the faculty by which Tom apprehends this mysterious 

'goodness'? Why not just say that what is going on in the above example is the 

phenomena are misleading, i.e., Tom does have a strong feeling of not wanting 

the cat on the mat, but the bottom line is, he really does. 

Note that it is open to the naturalist here to admit that we do often or even 

always have this sort of phenomena when we act — in our minds we play out a 

drama where things appear good or even obligatory, and we talk about things 

seeming that way to us and tell our stories to one another — but the bottom line is 

these justifications are all ways of talking about what we desire, what appears 

attractive to us. The objectivist, on the other hand, has the burden of explaining 

the nature of goodness, how we apprehend it, how it is a cause of action in the 

world, etc. 

3.3. The naturalist's perspective. 

Naturalism is a fundamentally non-intentional view of human agency. 

This is most obvious of the version that dispenses with the phenomenal aspects 

of agency, completely discounting the first-personal appearances before an 

agent's mind. But it is also true of the modified version which allows for the 

' Nagel aptly describes this as "motivational action at a distance." Ibid.. 27. 
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phenomena of attractiveness; although it acknowledges this first personal 

element, it is understood primarily as something a person observes about tiieir 

own action, rather than something a person does. This view has its home in 

Hume's way of thinking about the mind. 

Hume's conception of inquiry and the mind is observational. We are to 

observe the perceptions of the mind and note their associations. Some of these 

associations occur in virtue of relations between kinds of content, such as the 

relation between numbers or geometrical figures, and others obtain because of 

constant conjunction in temporal ordering. In this conception of inquiry into the 

mind, the question of what brings about behavior naturally becomes the question 

what appearance stood before the mind shortly before action took place. This is 

just how we reason about observed causes and their effects. The same method of 

inquiry we apply to objects in the world is applied to the objects of the mind. 

Hume goes so far as to say that 

The mind is a kind of theatre, where several perceptions successively 
make their appearance; pass, re-pass, glide away, and mingle in an infinite 
variety of postures and situations. ® 

The basis on which these perceptions "pass, re-pass, glide away, and mingle" is 

due to their resemblance, contiguity, and temporal relation of constant 

conjunction. So long as we agree that Hume's observational method is the 

correct way to proceed in understanding the mind, all we can do is note these 

® David Hume, A Treatise of Human Nature, ed. L.A. Selby-Bigge, rev. P.H. 
Nidditch, Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1985,253. 
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features about them. When we want to explain the cause of some action, our 

inquiry will take the form of asking what comes before it. 

For instance, in our example we might say what caused Tom's action is the 

desire that was present before he acted. In this particular case, the desire might 

have been especially evident in the form of a picture before his mind or a 

characteristic feeling, but for other cases we can apply the same principle and 

talk of less evident desires — what Hume calls 'calm passions' — that are 

somehow present in the mind before the action they give rise to. This goes not 

just for isolated cases like putting the cat on the mat, but also for more general 

desires that govern more extensive courses of behavior. On this way of thinking 

about the mind, it is impossible that there could be something like a categorical 

demand on a person's action: anything which could possibly explain a person's 

action would have to refer back to a prior desire that was present already in the 

individual in question. 

A human agent, on these pictures, is a collection of various desires. Some 

of these may be fleeting and have only momentary influence on action, others 

will be more robust dispositions that explain more extended and complicated 

courses of action. Some of the desires may involve very robust phenomenal 

appearances, others are better understood as standing dispositions to act in 

certain ways. There is no mysterious self that lies behind or unites these various 

elements: it just happens to be the case that they are found together in one body. 

Subtle variations of this picture of human agency are widespread in the 

profession today. The considerations that favor them all stem from adopting a 
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third-personal, observational approach to inquiry into the mind. And, if it is true 

that the human mind is another thing in the world that can be understood 

through the same sort of method we employ for objects of natural science, some 

variant of this picture is probably correct. But perhaps the human mind is not 

like other things in the world, and can only be understood from a different sort 

of perspective. If this is the case, then the move to the third-personal perspective 

on understanding it is too hasty, an a priori determination that whatever the 

nature of the mind is, it must be amenable to such treatment. 

3.4. The first-personal perspective. 

The mind is not just another thing in the world that can be understood the 

way we think about objects. Let's go back to Tom and his cat. Suppose we ask 

him why he wants the cat on the mat. He says, "She looks kind of nice, sitting 

there." We may not share this judgment, but we can now see why he acted as he 

did, for we understand the point of doing things because they create a little 

beauty. Tom has explained his action in terms of a general good-making feature 

that we can appreciate. We can see him as acting on a reason. 

This much might seem consistent with the view we saw above. When we 

give reasons, we are really just reporting the fact that things appear attractive to 

us. In this sense, Tom is still caused to do what he does by his desire, but we are 

satisfied that at least he can report something phenomenal in his mind - the fact 

of feeling attracted - that we can use to see him as doing the kind of thing we 

might do. This might be the case if all Tom says is, "I just wanted to, thaf s all." 
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But simply rejxjrting the mere fact of attraction is not sufficient to show he did 

this for a reason. If we are inclined to accept his statement as a sufficient 

explanation, it is probably only because we imagine him having in mind 

something like the aesthetic aspects of the cat sitting on the mat, or perhaps 

curiosity over how long the cat would stay there once placed. We are not always 

clear to ourselves about why we do what we do, and Tom may not have thought 

about what it was he found attractive, over and above the mere fact of his being 

attracted. 

The mere fact of being attracted is not sufficient to give a reason for an 

action. As Anscombe pointed out, someone can be attracted to eating a saucer of 

mud, or having a pin, but that does not show there is any reason involved.^ An 

agent must be able to appeal to some feature that makes an object an intelligible 

object of pursuit, and some things will simply not qualify. If someone tells me he 

wants a saucer of mud, or to eat a can of paint, and cannot explain why he wants 

these things, he will be unintelligible to me, and I will explain his action as not 

happening for a reason, but stemming from a simple urge. Some might argue 

this is too strong, and ask why there can't possibly be a reason to want to eat a 

saucer of mud or a can of paint. The answer is, there can, but only in special 

circumstances. We can distinguish between cases where a person says "I just 

wanted to eat that can of paint," and expects us to understand him, and cases 

where he says "I know it's crazy, but I've had this stupid urge for years, and I 

thought perhaps if I just went ahead and did it, that would be the end of the 

' Anscombe, 70-71. 
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matter." This is the sort of case where eating a can of paint might be intelligible, 

not in virtue of the attraction the person feels, but rather in virtue of the fact that 

the person wants to be rid of this attraction. We can all understand that. 

Sometimes the only way to get rid of a senseless craving is to indulge it But that 

does not change the fact that we would rather be without such cravings, since in 

themselves they do no good, but rather interfere with our pursuit of what we 

think is worthwhile. 

If eating a can of paint is intelligible, this is so only in virtue of the role the 

attraction plays in a person's life, including the person's failed efforts to defeat 

the attraction by other means. But the same can also be said of some actions that 

have prima fade reasons attached to them. Let's go back to Tom: suppose we 

agree there is something aesthetically pleasing about the cat being on the mat. 

Still, there are circumstances in which putting the cat there will be intelligible to 

us, and circumstances in which it will not. If Tom is just sitting around on the 

patio passing the time, sees the cat, and puts it on the mat, we might see this as 

intelligible. But if Tom leaves an important meeting, gets in his car, drives home, 

finds the cat, puts it on the mat, his justifying this by saying it has a pleasing look 

about it will not suffice to make his action intelligible. (Nor will it suffice if Tom 

is sitting on his patio, but repeats this performance, again and again and again, 

each time offering the Scime justification.'") Note that this is true even if while in 

the meeting — which we may imagine is one of those meetings which is both 

'very important' and very boring - Tom, sliding into a reverie, forms the image 

Mary Coleman made a related point in her talk at the University of Minnesota, 
February 2000. 
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of the cat on the mat, and feels a compulsion to go put it there. In order for 

doing so to be intelligible, it has to fit in prof>erly with other aims Tom has in life. 

If Tom is in the meeting, it is probably because it is important to one of his aims 

in life, even if only instrumentally. If he is not able to resist attractive 

appearances in order to realize longer-term aims he has, his behavior will not 

make much sense either to us or to him. 

These considerations show that more goes into an agent than being a 

collection of desires or attractions. The mere fact of being attracted to something 

is not sufficient to show there is reason to go for it, or to show that an agent who 

does is rational, no matter how much ingenuity he or she displays in doing so. 

An agent has to be able to explain the goodness of what he goes for in terms of 

general features of the object of his pursuit or his pursuing that object which 

other jjeople can see the point of. Furthermore, he has to be able to show how 

the pursuit of that object is intelligible within the complicated story of his life and 

the various ends he has. 

How much is required? I doubt there is a clear answer here, but if we 

make the reasonable assumption that most people have several important ends 

in life, say their job, family and/or friendships, and one or two avocations, then 

they should be able to explain how what they are doing relates to these ends of 

theirs. We understand human action as part of a narrative a person is 

constructing on the basis of his or her aims.'i Organizing these ends involves the 

" For the idea of self-constitution as an essentially narrative project, see Marya 
Schechtman's excellent Tne Constitution of Selves, Cambridge, MA: Harvard 
University Press, 1995. J. David Velleman also discusses the narrative aspect of 
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ability project oneself in imagination into the future, bring this to mind in 

deliberation, and to choose between courses of action on the basis of 

considerations in favor of them. When we understand what another person 

does, it is not because we imagine them being compelled by different desires, or 

because we imagine them having a characteristic sort of phenomenology, but 

rather because we see them as doing the same kind of thing we do in thinking 

about our own lives, making decisions about what to do on the basis of what we 

see as worth doing. We need to take up a perspective on their action much like 

the perspective we have on our own. This conception of human agency lies at 

the core of eudaimonism and informs its conception of the good for a person. 

3.5. Developing the account: Aristotle and the Stoics on action. 

In this section 1 discuss in detail the conception of agency found in 

eudaimonism. For the most part, I am going to focus on Aristotle, but there are a 

couple points at which I will refer to Stoic ideas, since these develop in greater 

detail elements implicit in Aristotle's account. The upshot is going to be that we 

can only understand human agency by employing the first person perspective, 

and from that perspective human agents are a kind of cause in the world. 

Aristotle characterizes human action as action from a principle: He says, 

"the principle that moves the instrumental part of the body in such actions is in 

(the person)..." and, "the end of an action is relative to the occasion."!^ This alone 

well-being in his "Well-Being and Time," Pacific Philosophical Quarterly, vol. 72 
(1991), 48-77. 
•2 NE 1110A12-4. See also lllla20. 
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is not enough to establish that human action is different from the behavior of 

animals, because Aristotle is willing to allow that even animals move according 

to a sort of principle, understood to be the desire or desires that are peculiar to 

certain species. Martha Nussbaum takes this view, arguing Aristotle thinks 

human action is to be understood as a subspecies of animal action in general. On 

her view, the three qualities of the human soul involved in action — wish 

(boulesis), appetite {epithumia), and emotion (thumos) - are to be explained in 

terms of the more basic orexis, an "object-directed, active inner reaching-out"" 

common to both humans and aiiimals. On this picture, the difference between an 

observer and a participant is not in mental content, but in a certain feeling 

associated with it, and disposition to move towards it. It is a short step from here 

to the claim that the disposition to move toward the object really does the work. 

On this reading of Aristotle, he is the first in a long line of philosophers who have 

sought to 'naturalize' intentionality, to account for the peculiar first-personal 

phenomena of human action in terms amenable to third-personal empirical 

science. 

I suppose some will find attractive the idea of being able to accoimt for 

adult human action the same way we account for the behavior of children and 

animals, but before we embrace this account, we should pause to consider some 

of the ways they differ. One thing that immediately comes to mind is we usually 

think of the object of our desire as 'good', something that we ought to go for, in a 

way it seems unnecessary to attribute to animals and even children. This is 

'^Martha Nussbaum, The Fragility of Goodness, Cambridge: CUP, 1986, 275. 
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shown in the fact that we take ourselves to be able to justify our own behavior in 

terms of the goodness of our aim. 

Another difference between adults and children and animals is a self-

awareness that gives rise to higher-order reflection on the goodness of what we 

desire. Charles Taylor expresses this nicely in explaining the difference between 

him and his dog.'^ Whereas a dog is clearly able to evciluate things such as a 

beefsteak set before him, adult human beings can reflect on whether something 

like the desire for beefsteak is something they ought to have. "Human subjects," 

says Taylor, 

are capable of evaluating what they are, and to the extent that they can 
shape themselves on this evaluation, are respxjnsible for what they are in a 
way that other subjects of action and desire (the higher animals for 
instance) cannot be said to be.'^ 

While it is sufficient to account for the action of animals (and young children) in 

terms of their conscious appreciation of some object of intention, we expect more 

out of the sorts of creatures we hold responsible for their actions: we expect adult 

humans also to be conscious of themselves cmd to evaluate the appropriateness 

of their object of concern in the light of a correct self-conception. 

Central to such a self-conception is one's awareness of being someone who 

will be around for a while. Things that appear attractive may not actually be so, 

and usually this has to do with their future implications. But such consciousness 

"Oiarles Taylor, "Responsibility for Self," in The Identities of Persons, ed. A Rorty, 
Berkeley: University of California Press, 1976, 281-300. 
•5 Ibid.. 282. 
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of oneself is something animals lack, and children only gradually develop.'^ My 

dog routinely goes out to the back yard to capture and eat bees, an inevitable 

consequence of which is her getting sick to her stomach and vomiting. None of 

this deters her: the next time she goes out to the backyard, the bees look just as 

inviting as they did before. She is not aware of herself as being that same dog 

who will later be vomiting, she is not aware of the course of events she is 

bringing about, and hence she literally does not know what she is doing. All that 

is before her mind is the attractive appearance of the bees: she is apparently 

unable to consider whether that appearance is sufficient grounds for bee-eating 

in the light of her ongoing existence as a dog with the usual doggy gastronomies. 

She is thus unable to fjose the question of bee-eating's goodness to herself; hence 

the idea that "bee-eating is good' plays no role in her motivation, and ought not 

play any role in our explanation of what she does.'^ (As for children, most of 

Some recent research has even begun to establish a neurological basis for this. 
Scientist have found that kids in their early teens process tasks involving 
temporal projection in a different part of the brain than do adults. This may go 
some way toward explaining much teenage behavior, but it doesn't make it any 
more intelligible than it already is... or isn't. 

In her effort to give a unified account of human eind animal orexis, Nussbaum 
appears to simply miss this very important point about the intentionality of 
human action. She thinks it is sufficient to show intentionality merely to refer to 
the animal's own apprehension of something as desirable: but the dog has that 
apprehension. (Conversely, if she means more than this than I think she does, 
and wants to say that animals view the object of their desire as good, that is, as the 
example shows, highly implausible.) The view that our self-conscious awareness 
of our going on into the future being the source of the idea of the good is found 
in Seneca, Letter 124. 
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them are not as dumb as my dog: but I suspect any parent is capable of 

recognizing something like what the dog does in their kids.)'® 

Aristotle suggests this distinction when he says children and animals can 

have natural virtues, which are simple tendencies to behave in what appear to be 

virtuous ways, but they are not capable of true virtue because they lack reason.'^ 

Only adult humans have the capacity for deliberation.^'' Aristotle says, 

only reasoning animals have deliberative appearance. For when we come 
to the question whether one is to do this or that, we come to a task for 
reasoning. And <in this case> one must measure by one <standard>, since 

'®There are some cases where my dog has appeared to leam something about the 
goodness or badness of what appears to her. For instance, due to an incident in 
which someone who shall remain nameless cut the quick of her nail with a 
clipper, my dog now gets very agitated and evasive when the clipper appears to 
her. The appearance that was once indifferent to her has, through association 
with the pain of having her flesh cut, taken on a terrifying aspect. So one might 
argue, with Hume, that this sort of association of appearances with previous 
experiences of pain and pleasure is sufficient to accoimt for what I have called 
our understanding of things as good. If this is right, then there is no need to 
appeal to the idea of a conception of oneself as an ongoing being, one only needs 
this association of appearances. 

One might still wonder, however, why it is that dogs and young children 
can handle cases like the nail clipper and the hot stove, but have difficulty with 
temporally distant causes and effects like bees and vomiting, or not sleeping and 
being irritable. Clearly there is a connection between these, but it is not clear that 
it is one found in a constant conjunction of appearances. After all, my dog can 
have a wide variety of appearances between the bees and the vomiting: why pick 
these out as being connected? One way of answering this is they both refer back 
to or are united in one's self in some important way, unlike other appearances. 

N£, V1.13. 

Terence Irwin, "Reason and Responsibility in Aristotle," in A. Rorty, ed.. Essays 
on Aristotle's Ethics, 117-156. 
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one pursues the greater <good>. And so one is able to make one object of 
appearance out of many.^' 

Aristotle distinguishes reasoning animals by their ability to "make one object of 

appearance out of many." This involves the power to call up in imagination two 

or more conflicting courses of action and to opt for one over the other for some 

reason. I see little reason to ascribe such an ability to animals, and there is even 

reason to think that young children lack this ability: parents of young children 

often find themselves not reasoning with them about why what they want is 

wrong, but rather trying to replace their object of desire in imagination with 

some other attractive object of desire — in effect simply distracting the child and 

throwing it off its original course. No one thinks that when a parent succeeds in 

doing this that the child has deliberated. One reason for this is the child can 

usually not produce a reason for doing the thing he does. 

Still, we may suppose that deliberation has this appearance of not being 

necessitated, but nevertheless hold that the decision ultimately gets made on the 

basis of which desire is simply stronger. 22 If this were the case, the mere ability 

Aristotle, De Anima, 434a7-10. 
^ We need to be careful here, however. My claim is that to understand human 
action we need to look at it from a first-person perspective, and hence I am 
allowing myself to apf)eal to what introspection shows regarding the 
phenomenology of deliberation. Introspection gives the appearance of our action 
not being determined. The reply says that, as an event in the natural world, of 
course our action is determined by some prior cause. This point is usually 
granted without resistance, but only because we shift our perspective on the 
action in question; to regard something as an event in the natural world is to 
view it from the third-person persp)ective and understand it as subject to natural 
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to hold in mind concurrently two possible courses of action would not be 

significant enough to justify the claim that human action must be explained in a 

different way, and Aristotle could still be understood as giving a naturalistic 

picture of human action. But Aristotle says two things in the quote that show 

this is not his view. First, he says the reasoning animal is able to make two 

appearances into one, not that one appearance prevails over the other. Second, 

he says the way the reasoning animal decides is by applying a single standard to 

the two different appearances. Both these suggest that the ground of decision is 

not the power of the attractive appearances themselves, but rather some 

understanding the person brings to them. This could be something like the 

thought that 'course of action A will produce the greatest happiness', where what 

is added in thought comes from thinking of the action from the perspective of an 

ideal observer, or it could also be something like representing what one aims at 

as a policy in a maxim, and considering whether this is universalizable. On 

Aristotle's conception there is something the agent has to do over and above his 

being attracted to some object of concern, and Aristotle thinks there must be a 

single standard for deliberation. An adequate account of resfX)nsibility, then, 

will be able to explain these features of human action, which extend far beyond 

what can plausibly be attributed to animals and children. 

Another way of putting this result is when a person acts in a way for 

which she can be held responsible, she acts not just according to a principle, nor 

just out of desire for some end, but rather from a principle. Aristotle says what 

law. But this is to abandon the first-person perspective of self-consciousness that 
we have just seen is distinctive of human action. 
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we are looking for "is not merely the state in accordance with the right rule, but 

the state that implies the presence of the right rule, that is virtue; and practical 

wisdom is a right rule about such matters."^ He thinks it is not sufficient for 

distinctively human activity for it to be in accord with a principle (here we can 

imagine a clever animal who, happily though unknowingly, conforms to the 

expected utility calculus): it must be from a principle, the animal must decide on 

the basis of that principle itself, and have that principle as part of its motivation, 

and hence of the action's explanation. 

On this view the cause of action is neither a simple desire, nor an affective 

response to some intrinsically normative entity or a command of God. Any such 

characterization would make it an external force that acts on the agent, and 

Aristotle would view the agent's action as coerced.-'* Aristotle says 

if someone were to say that pleasant and noble objects have a forcing 
power, forcing us from without, all acts would be for him forced, for it is 
for these object that all men do everything they do... the forced, then 
seems to be that whose moving principle is outside, the person forced 
contributing nothing.^ 

One sort of external moving principle Aristotle would reject is a view that claims 

we are the sort of animals whose nature it is to be drawn to certain kinds of 

intrinsically valuable entities, and we realize our nature better the more we are 

^ N£, 1144b28-30. 
I take it that the recent interest in virtue ethics and Aristotle in particular is 

driven by this Aristotelian thought, that morality is somehow a coercive force on 
the agent. 
^N£,1110bl0-15. 
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drawn to these sorts of things. It is important for Aristotle that we are not 

merely drawn to certain sorts of things, but that we are able to evaluate them, 

apply a standard, and from this choose to go toward them. 

Aristotle's is a two-part theory of action, in which desires play a role but 

are not the source of motion.^ Instead, the person acts on a principle that guides 

her, one she can produce if asked why she is doing something. It need not be 

occurrently in her mind, but the lack of such an occurrent thought does not show 

it plays no role in explaining her action. The fact that she is able to represent it to 

herself as what she acts on means the principle will be take a first-person form, 

such as 

I should do X in order to achieve y 

Notice that the subject, what brings about the action, in such a principle is "I". In 

forming an intention, the agent represents herself as a cause of that which is to be 

brought about. Aristotle is committed to some version of agent causation. What 

is distinctive about humans is not just that their activity conforms to a rational 

principle, but that it is caused by a rational prindple.^^ The rational principle is 

not something external to the will; it is instead the form willing takes. 

^ This is the view Christine Korsgaard takes in her "From Duty and For the Sake 
of the Noble; Kant and Aristotle on Morally Worthy Action," in S. Engstrom and 
J. Whiting, eds., Aristotle, Kant, and the Stoics^ 1996, Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 203-236. 
^ The Greek word here is arche, which implies not just a norm, but also an origin. 
So it is natural to think of a principle of practical reason on this view as being 
both regulative and causal in some way. 
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This is confirmed in Aristotle's claim that the soul is a formal, efficient, and 

a final cause.^ That it is a final cause means we do not look back to some prior 

event in time to ask what caused a person to choose in a certain way, for instance 

some dispositional state he has to behave in particular ways. Since the 

principles of practical reason we are looking for are principles that operate from 

the first jjerson perspective in a person's action, this suggests that the principle or 

principles in question will not be independently surveyable through philosophic 

reflection that takes a third person perspective. 

The Stoics develop this conception of the will as a cause understood from 

a first-person perspective. The explanation for why I do not go for bees in the 

way my dog does is not just that, as a human being, I just don't go in for that sort 

of thing: there are many things both me and my dog go for - getting outside and 

exercising, lying in the sun, eating snacks, and being scratched — and surely 

many things I go for that other humans don't Let's suppose that, given the 

chance, my dog would go for chocolate chip cookies, so we do not differ in this 

respect. Still, the reason 1 don't eat a chocolate chip cookie every time I see one is 

not just that they appear differently to me on different occasions, or that on 

different occasions 1 may be assaulted by other attractive appearances that 

overwhelm my apprehension of the cookies. Rather, the Stoics claim what goes 

on is that, unlike my dog, I understand that appearance as suggesting the lekton, 

or predicate, "to eat that cookie." I understand the attractiveness of the cookie in 

^ De Anima, 415b9-27. Since Aristotle was not intent on explaining everything in 
terms of efficient causality, some of the worries about the compatibility of human 
freedom with determinism didn't occur to him. 
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terms of a possible action on my part. In contrast, dogs do not represent possible 

actions to themselves; they just go for things. But this presentation does not 

exhaust my understanding of the situation; as a self-conscious being who is 

thinking about my own action, I make myself the subject of the possible action 

forming a proposition of the form, 

I ought to eat that cookie.^ 

Once I have expressed the idea of the possible action in this form, I can choose to 

assent to it or withhold assent from it, on the basis of other considerations 

relevant to the "I" that proposes to do this action. "I" am not a repository for 

impulses: I am conscious of my attraction to the cookie, but also of myself as an 

ongoing subject who has other interests and commitments, which I can call 

before my mind. I can call them to mind not because they resemble, are 

contiguous to, or are constantly conjoined with some impression of chocolate 

chip cookies or myself, but because they are mine, and I have the freedom in 

thought to produce these ideas and survey them. 

Because I am conscious of myself as a being that will be around in the 

future and has other things I think I ought to do, for instance lose weight, I may 

have reason not to eat the cookie, and choose not to. It is my ability to unite 

^ In Brad Inwood's terms, this presentation has the form of a command to 
oneself. The similarity to Kant's account of willing, with its corresponding idea 
of giving oneself a command, should be obvious. See Inwood, Ethics and Human 
Action in Early Stoicism, Oxford: OUP, 1986, Chs. 1-2. 
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different attractive appearances in the form of commands to myself such as "I 

ought to eat this cookie" or '1 ought to lose weight" that enables me to deliberate 

about such things. This unification of different appearances into one is made 

possible through my own conception of myself as a persisting subject who is 

capable of bringing one or another of these courses of action about. I can imagine 

a story where I eat the cookie, gain a little weight, and indulge a desire in conflict 

with what I think is my good, and I can imagine a story where I don't eat the 

cookie, 1 develop some measure of restraint, and I get in better shape. The 

second one is a story of my being in charge of my life. The first one isn't. 

Now clearly I don't go through a procedure of consciously weighing 

options and making a decision every time I do something. The Stoics are aware 

of this: their claim is that we do this implicitly, and that this is borne out by the 

fact that adult humans, when asked, are able to justify what they do, or present 

their action as having a principled basis. Our self-consciousness extends far 

beyond what is occurently present to our mind and the fact that we are aware of 

it. For instance, in order for me to write what I am writing now, 1 need to have 

some conception of what I want to say as a whole, what I have said so far, what 

comes next, and what I am writing at this very moment These disparate 

temporal elements must be organized in some way, and that way is through my 

own self-consciousness of being in the middle of an ongoing performance that I 

intend to complete. All this has got to be the case for me to write a meaningful 

sentence, and it is the basis for me to be able to give an account of what I am 

doing if someone asks. But I don't need to represent all this to myself explicitly 
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in order to write; it already is represented, in a way, in my writing. The same 

goes for the person reading this. 

The Stoic conception of action makes even more explicit what is suggested 

by Aristotle: what is distinctive of human action is the first person perspective of 

self-consdousness in acting on a principle, where this principle is based not on 

the intrinsic goodness of some object of desire or thought, but rather on the form 

of self-conscious willing. The Stoics think our idea of good" stems from our 

being conscious of ourselves as beings that persist into the future. Hence the 

concept of good' for them is a concept of practical reason. Reasons for action are 

necessarily motivating for a rational person because they just are the intentions a 

rational person forms. 

Intentions are intrinsically normative mental states, whose normativity 

stems from the idea of willing as a cause of something coming about.^ To will 

something is to set a norm regulating one's future behavior: to make one's 

intention good, one must be sure to work to bring about what one aims at. Not 

to do so is to fail to make one's will effective in the world, to be driven by one's 

passions or impulses (whether they be 'calm' or 'violent'), not to anything 

apart from a conglomeration of causal dispositions. Intentions are first-person 

cognitions having the following form: 

I) I will make it my policy to do X in order to achieve Y. 

^ Anscombe, Section 22. 
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I write 'I will make it my policy' instead of 'I will' to clarify that the statement is 

an expression of intention, and not a prediction.^' Here 'Y' serves as the good-

making feature that gives the reason for the action. There is no reason to think 

'Y' must be a consequence of the action: for instance, I can do things to express 

my love for, or exasperation with, another human being^-. We can see that in 

such an expression "I" is understood to be the cause by contrasting it with the 

following account. 

P) I will be caused to do X. 

(P) clearly has the form of a prediction, not an intention. So it is not normative: if 

I am not caused to do X, (?) is wrong, not me. One might thiiik I am cheating 

here, however: it looks as if the reason (P) does not have the form of an intention 

is because 1 have omitted the 'in order to achieve Y' clause, which is what makes 

the action intelligible anyway. To see that this objection is mistaken consider the 

following amendment to (P): 

Ibid.. Section 2. 
^ Rosalind Hursthouse thinks this is a mistcike; she thinks these actions are more 
reactive than rational. See her "Arational Actions", The Journal of Philosophy, vol. 
88, no. 2 (1991), 57-68. I think if they are truly just reactive — i.e., they are not to 
be explained in terms of the good the agent sees in them — then they are not 
intentional actions. If they are intentional, then the agent will be able to produce 
the good making feature as a reason, even if she didn't have it as an occurrent 
thought while acting. For a defense of this position, see Joseph Raz, Engaging 
Reason, Oxford: OUP, 1999, Qi. 2. 
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(Pa) I will be caused to do X in order to achieve Y. 

The problem with (Pa) is that while it now looks as if there is some point to my 

action, that point does not appear to belong to me, but to whatever it is that is 

causing me to do X. That is to say that there is intentionality here, but it belongs 

not to me, but to some desire, or to some honctional mental state, inside me: this 

state has a goal. But that is simply bizarre. First, we wanted a story that shows 

how I am an agent, not how some state of me is an agent. Second, how are 

mental states supposed to have aims? It is one thing to say a mental state 

functions so as to cause a certain kind of result, or even to say that it constitutes 

being attracted to some kind of result, but quite another to say that it aims tn 

bring about a certain kind of result. On our account, this aiming is explained in 

terms of the reasons we have for what we do. But mental states don't have 

reasons to do anything; they don't have reasons at all. For these reasons I think it 

is better just to say that Y gets dropped in (P), because it is not relevant to the 

explanation of the action.^ 

On the eudaimonist account, what makes Y an end rather than just 

something wished for is the person sets himself to be a cause of the thing — 

whether this is some consequence or the expression of some value - coming 

about. I can wish, desire, or prefer that all sorts of things happen, but the range 

^ I take this to be roughly Hume's view. Hume thinks if we find out that we 
don't like the means to some end, we straightway drop the end. But that is, I 
take it, to say that there really is no end that sets norms for us, but only 
conflicting passions for certain things. 
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of these mental states easily outstrips the range of things that I actually aim to 

work toward, or that lie within my control. In addition, the failure of things I 

wish for to come about does not show that I was wrong to wish for them. Any 

norms pertaining to wishes would have to come from some other source, such as 

an a priori intuition that "it is bad if one's wishes go unrealized." In contrast, the 

normativity of willing is intrinsic. Since it is possible to fail to do what one 

intends (whereas it is not possible to fail to do what one is caused to do) one's 

intention sets a norm for oneself.^ 

One might object that the wrongness of not doing what you intended 

should really be analyzed as simply the disappwintment one feels when things 

don't work out as you hoped. But there is a difference between simple 

disappointment at the way things turn out and the reactive attitudes of regret (or 

in the third person case, blame) for having done something wrong. In the case of 

regret or blame the object of our attitude is some person we hold responsible for 

things being the way they are. Furthermore, it is essential to who we are as 

agents - not just a useful strategy — that we understand ourselves as subject to 

these attitudes.^ 

^ It is also possible simply to change one's mind, releasing oneself from the 
norm. There will be cases where this is prohibited, since many of our intentions 
involve moral commitments to others and to ourselves that we would violate by 
dropping, but so much is consistent with Kant's conception of the will as 
something free which is also guided by universal law. 
^ This is, of course, Strawson's point in "Freedom and Resentment." 
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As we saw in Chapter 2, Aristotle conceives of happiness as consisting in 

the activity that is characteristic, or idion, to humans, and this conception is 

shared by other eudaimonists, who call happiness 'life according to nature.' 

From our discussion of eudaimonist's theory of action, we can see better what 

this is supposed to mean: what is characteristic of humans is the self-conscious 

way in which they do whatever it is that they do, and this self-consciousness 

involves the conception of oneself as a cause of what one does. 

3.6. The first person perspective and the final end. 

Some might take the following attitude to the above considerations: "well, 

that is all very nice, but what you're discussing is only the practical point of view, 

not the full truth about us as agents," Here the thought is something like this: 

the practical point of view is just something we take up for practical purposes of 

making decisions and getting things done, but the scope of this practical point of 

view is limited. It may be that the above story about our giving reasons and 

forming intentions is accurate as far as the phenomenology of our intentional 

action goes, but in the full story, our offering reasons comes to an end in simple 

desires or compulsions. So our deliberation, and hence the appearance of our 

being causes, is ultimately restricted by the simple facts of the matter, which is 

that ultimately, we just find certain things worth going for. We may be able to 

justify our lesser aims and the means to our greater aims, but we carmot justify 

these aims themselves. 
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I hope by now it is dear where this objection is coming from. The objector 

wants to help himself to the points about intelligibility and giving reasons, and 

the sense of the will as free (e.g., 'could have had I chosen otherwise'), but 

reassert the third-personal material end conception at another level: that 

covering a persons final ends in life. This attempt yields a sort of hybrid 

conception of the self: the self is ultimately constituted by a set of desires or 

drives for what is objectively good, and it just happens also to come equipfjed 

with some fancy first-person phenomenology that gives it the appearance of not 

being determined. But the bottom line is, it is determined. 

The reply here is simply to say that our experience of ourselves as agents 

is not truncated in this way. We reason not just about means to our ends, but 

about our ends also. We do this in the following ways. First, we are able to give 

reasons for our ultimate ends in life: we are not simply drawn to particular 

activities and practices, but justify our choice of them in terms of good-making 

features. Second, although we may have various ends that lead us in different 

directions, we conceive them all as contributing to a whole that is our happiness, 

or good life. This is where the idea of a single final end — central in eudaimonism 

- enters into the picture. Third, it is not sufficient to simply say that this single 

end is a mere aggregate of our different ends. If it were simply an aggregate, we 

would not care about the way in which success in these ends comes about. But 

we do care: we want not just that at different points in our life we have various 

successes, we want these to be organized in a certain way that expresses our own 

authorship. We take ourselves to have control over the organization of our ends. 
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control that expresses our distinctive character in how we make our choices 

between them.^ Fourth, our ends change, and when they do change, they 

change for reasons. And we know this about ourselves. We know that if we 

keep our minds open we may come upon things that give us reason to change 

our ends, and that failure to do this will be a failure to continue to make our lives 

intelligible to ourselves and to others. (There are countless stories of people who 

fail in this way: they are stories of people who seem to have gotten stuck with a 

desire that at one point was intelligible, but becomes less so as circumstances 

change. Sometimes this is pathological, but sometimes we hold these people 

responsible, implying they are capable of but refusing to respond to the reasons 

they have.) We can ask ourselves whether in the light of knowing that we may 

change our minds about the importance we place on things, we may regret 

something we are planning to do later. The practical, first person perspective 

ranges not over just immediate and intermediate courses of action, but over our 

lives as a whole. Deliberation is not limited to already set ends, but extends to 

include how we are going to pursue these ends over the course of an entire life. 

In ancient ethics, this debate over the scope of our agency takes the form 

of a debate over whether we are responsible for being virtuous. One view, often 

attributed to the Stoics, was that although our actions were voluntary, we either 

^ Joseph Raz and David Hillel-Rubin argue both that we show ourselves to be 
active when we are properly responsive to reasons, and that we express our 
character through the choices we make, especially when reasons do not 
conclusively identify one option as the correct one, in their "When We Are 
Ourselves: The Active and the Passive", reprinted in Raz, 1999. 
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are or are not virtuous by nature. With this would go a view of deliberation 

which is qualified by whatever dispK>sitions we already have by nature. Aristotle 

is very clear about what he thinks of such a view. 

In Nicomachean Ethics in.5, he argues we are responsible for our being 

wicked or virtuous. If, in any given instance, it is up to us to decide how to 

proceed, and we can do so either virtuously or non-virtuously, then our being 

virtuous - the sort of person who does virtuous things — is up to us.^ If, on the 

other hand, we are simply virtuous by nature, stuck with dispositions to do 

things of a certain sort found socially appropriate, Aristotle thinks it is hard to 

see how we can be held responsible for anything we do.^ If our search for 

reasons explaining an action ends not in reasons but in dispositions, understood 

as a sort of functional state, then the reasons are not doing the explanatory work 

anyway, but are simply epiphenomena. 

Aristotle's view is virtue is not just a disposition to do certain kinds of 

things, but is characterized by its close connection to choice and to determination 

by reason. Aristotie says virtue is 

a state concerned with choice, lying in a mean relative to us, this being 
determined by reason and in the way in which the man of practical 
wisdom would determine it.^' 

37 N£ 1113b2-14. 
38N£1114a31-bl7. 
3" NE 1106b36. 
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What Aristotle means by that state being determined by reason cannot mean 

simply a disposition to do actions of a materially specifiable sort - e.g., 

conventionally courageous actions such as fighting in war or otherwise facing 

common dangers, where it is possible to give a general characterization of these 

sorts of actions and make a policy of doing them when opportunities arise — 

because for Aristotle the virtues are not ultimately separable from one another. 

it is not possible to be good in the strict sense without practical wisdom, or 
practically wise without moral virtue. But in this way we may also refute 
the dialectical argument whereby it might be contended that the virtues 
exist in separation from each other... this is possible in respect of the 
natural virtues, but not in respject of those in respect of which a man is 
called without qualification good; for with the presence of the one quality, 
practical wisdom, will be given all the virtues.^ 

The natural virtues are dispositions to do certain kinds of action: people can be 

naturally beneficent, or naturally courageous... they can be disposed to do the 

sorts of actions conventionally found under those terms. But Aristotle thinks 

these dispositions can be put to good or bad use. Real virtue is that 'in respect of 

which a man is called without qualification good', that 'which is given with the 

presence of one quality, practical wisdom' which somehow uiutes and governs 

what are originally separate dis|X)sitions. A disposition for justice may come into 

conflict with a disposition for benevolence, each suggesting the attractiveness of 

two different courses of action. In such a case one will have to 'make these two 

appearances into one.' (It's notable here that people we think of as truly virtuous 

« NE, 1144b31-1145a3. 
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are often quite creative in figuring out solutions to such problems, in principled 

ways.) In contrast, the sorts of beings who have natural virtues are those we do 

not hold responsible for their actions — children and animals.'*^ We do not hold 

them responsible because their behavior is properly seen as explained by 

principles external to their souls. 

The virtues are not principles specifiable independentiy of their use by the 

reason of a good man. A full understanding of them and their proper relations 

could not be characterized independently of the way this person acts on them in 

the authorship of his own life. Their full elucidation depends on the final end, 

which is not an object of disinterested theory, but of what we do. 

I have discussed some familiar problems that arise about the normativity 

of human action in contemporary theories, and traced them to efforts to account 

for intentional human action in the terms of science. I put forth the conception of 

human agency found in eudaimonism, which is fundamentally first personal, 

conceives the agent as a sort of cause, and is grounded in a person's self-

conception as a being who is concerned with its life as a whole. On this view the 

normativity of action is grounded in the form of intentions, distinctive mental 

states that show the intelligibility of human action. Our experience of these 

mental states is fundamentally first-personal: when we understand other people 

forming intentions, we imderstand them as doing something like we do when we 

form them, and we understand them as viewing what they do as good or 

•»' NE, VI.13. 
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intelligible. (Sometimes, of course, we can't: in some cases this is failure of 

imagination on our part, in others it is a failure of reason on the agent's part.) On 

this analysis, the reason philosophers get puzzled about norms and their 

motivational power is because they are thinking about them in the wrong way. 

In the last section, I discussed the possibility of a hybrid view which tries to 

subsume the first person perspective into the third person and diagnosed it as a 

sort of category mistake: our agency is a fundamentally first-personal capacity 

and cannot be understood in the same way as the behavior of other things in the 

world. 1 showed also that this is Aristotle's view of the matter, and discussed 

briefly the implications of this for his conception of the virtues and inquiry into 

them. 
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INTERLUDE: THE FINAL END AND THE CRITERIA OF COMPLETENESS 

AND SELF-SUFFIQENCY. 

In the last two chapters I argued that the core of eudaimonism lies not in 

an Objective teleology of human nature, but in a view of the will as an intelligible 

cause of action. This has implications for how we are to understand the 

eudaimonist idea of our final end, and its criteria of completeness and self-

sufficiency. The purpose of this Interlude is to explain how these ideas are 

motivated on a Subjective teleological view. Once we have this in hand, we can 

consider some different applications of these ideas and their consistency with the 

basic commitments of eudaimonism. 

In Book I of the Nicomachean Ethics Aristotle argues there must be a final 

end to all we do, otherwise 'desire would be in vain.'^ Since there are different 

ways desire might be in vain, and not all of them require a single final end as a 

remedy, it is worth looking at what Aristotle means by this claim. The possibility 

that desire might be in vain stems from the peculiar reflective aspect of human 

motivation: we want to desire what is desirable. If simple desire for some thing 

or things were the basic motivating force of humcin action, then it would appear 

that human life and action is not different in kind from the behavior of animals. 

Although we would desire different things than dogs do, there would be no real 

difference in kind between our psychologies of action. Like hamsters in wheels. 

1 NE, 1094a20. 
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we would just go after more of whatever we desire 2 But one of the things we 

want to be able to do is point to something that shows how it is all worthwhile, 

and not just an ongoing series of episodes. When Aristotle says there must be a 

final end, 1 think we should understand him as having this in mind also: our 

desires, however well organized, will also be in vain if there is no intelligible 

purpose they serve. The whole phenomenon of human desiring may itself be in 

vain if there is no such end.^ 

But if the Objectivist strategy for settling on a single final end has been 

ruled out, how should we understand Aristotle's claim that there is one final 

end? Isn't it more plausible to think there is a plurality of possible ends, 

corresponding to the number of things that are worth devoting a life to? I think 

the best way to understand this view is to get inside it: the elements of the view 

will best be understood through introspecting features of one's own intentional 

action.^ 

2 This does appear to be a real danger in a culture where consumerism has got 
out of control. For a darkly hilarious treatment of this phenomenon, see Don 
DeLillo's White Noise, New York: Penguin Books, 1991. 

3 This sort of view is also clearly at work in the Book of Ecdesiastes, in which it is 
argued that everyday human concerns are insufficient to show there is any point 
to human life. 

I suspect that the resistance rationalist views encounter is partly due to the fact 
that they are rarely understood in this way. Arguably, one reason Plato wrote 
dialogues is to engage his readers in just this way. 1 believe the same can be said 
for Wittgenstein's continual probing of the reader's intuitions in his Philosophical 
Investigations. Other worries may stem from a long-held distrust of the 
deliverances of introsp)ection, but so long as we constrain the subject of our 
investigation to the phenomena of self-consciousness these worries should be put 
aside. 
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So, do the following: 

1. Ask yourself, "Why am I reading this?" 

2. When you have your answer, ask yourself, "Why do I think that is 

worthwhile?" 

3. Reiterate step 2, until it seems you have come to a stop. 

Eudaimonists thirik everyone who does this will eventually find him or herself 

stopping with something like, "Because I want to be happy" or "Because I want 

to have a good life." If you came up with this sort of answer, you have provided 

a first-personal demonstration of the eudaimonist point that there must be some 

final end to all that we do, and that end is happiness.^ 

Note how peculiar a demonstration this is: it doesn't appear to work via 

logical rules of inference. It doesn't consist of assertions about things and their 

features from which we could establish their relations. Instead, it leaves the 

5 It's possible to run the demonstration in third-person form — e.g., why is Joe 
doing that, etc. — but it appears that what makes the third-person version work is 
that we suppose that Joe is a creature like us who acts for reasons and thinks 
about his action in the way we do: it is not the sort of thing one could infer on the 
basis of causal laws from his outward behavior. If you did not come up with this 
answer, there may be a serious flaw in the theory. Or, there may be something 
wrong with you. Everyone I have tried this on so far has come up with this sort 
of answer. 
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content up to the reader, and produces its result anyway. The result — 

'happiness' - also appears to be devoid of any specific content. It is tempting to 

think the demonstration shows nothing. It does not, for instance, show that 

happiness is one thing, i.e., a kind of thing you could point to in our experience 

of the world, whether objectively observable, or only felt. It is doubtful that any 

one thing in this sense could be happiness. But we should not assimie that is the 

point of the exercise. 

We should note some features of the above demonstration. First, 

happiness will be something that is necessarily tied to our concerns: this is so 

because the demonstration works from a first-person perspective, for whoever 

performs it. You are supposed to approach the topic not by abstracting away 

from the particular aims of particular people and giving a general account of 

what they go for, but instead by reflecting on your own aims. Second, the theory 

is addressed to mature adults who conceive their action as aiming at what is 

good in some respect, and are capable of justifying it in terms others can 

recognize as good-making properties. This excludes dogs, young children some 

teenagers, sociopaths, the insane, and the incorrigibly immature, among others. 

Eudaimonists simply deny that these are rational agents, since they do not 

demonstrate a firm grasp of the sorts of goods that make for a worthwhile life. 

Third, they do not seek to establish the rationality of acting morally 

independently of any reference to objective good-making qualities. As we shall 

see, eudaimonists assume people have at least a minimally moral interest - being 

able to justify their actions to others - and focus on the question of how morality 
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fits in with the aims one already has. The answer stems from the fact that 

happiness must fulfill the formal requirements of completeness and self-

sufficiency. 

Eudaimonists focus on two conditions the exercise reveals: happiness 

must be complete and self-sufficient. An end is said to be complete when it is 

pursued for its own sake and not for the sake of anything else. The 

demonstration above showed that whatever else happiness is, it is this. It makes 

sense to ask why one want to do philosophy, and for happiness to be an answer 

to that. On the other hand, it does not make sense to say one wants to be happy 

for the sake of doing philosophy (expect in special cases where, say, being 

depressed keeps one from working). That happiness is complete means this 

asymmetrical relation holds between it and any other thing you might pursue. 

While it is tempting to interpret this reasoning as consequentialist — i.e., 

happiness is a final consequence of all you do - this is unnecessary, and 

prejudges the inquiry to follow. All it depends on is the fact that we give reasons 

for our aims: we have not yet determined the nature of these reasons. The 

completeness requirement understood as a feature of our self-conscious practical 

reasoning is not a claim about the nature of value independent from the way in 

which we go about pursuing what we think is valuable. 

Aristotle and other eudaimonists all make the distinction between that 

which is sought as a means to something else, that which is sought both a means 

to something else and for its own sake, and that which is sought only for its own 

sake. And most eudaimonists appear to think that the last category is the best or 
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the highest. Why do they think this? One way of understanding why one nxight 

think things best that are valuable only for their own sake, and not also for the 

sake of something else, is to understand how they conceive of value's role in 

explaining action. Eudaimonists agree that the way to explain human action is to 

make reference to the reasons that make this action intelligible. But, as we saw in 

the last chapter, for whatever initial reason a person gives for her action we can 

always ask for a further one. This is true in the case where something is sought 

for its own sake, but also for the sake of something else. Here the answer may 

have a different form: saying that doing philosophy has some social value does 

not preclude doing it because one loves it. But it can and often does indicate a 

condition placed on what we pursue for its own sake. We can assume that most 

philosophers do philosophy for its own sake, but it may still be true that many 

would not do it if they did not also believe that it somehow improved their lives 

and that of others. It is this sort of condition that eudaimonists think we need to 

reach for a full understanding of why people do things. They think when we 

press reason giving to this level we will repeatedly come upon one answer: 

people do things for the sake of happiness, or eudaimonia, as in the above 

demonstration. This commitment indicates a kind of subjectivity constraint 

eudaimonism places on reasons for action. In outline, the subjectivity constraint 

says that I cannot have a reason to do something if it does not in some way 

involve my own proper interests. On the eudaimonist view, an interest is a 

proper interest if it is prof>erly related to some objective good. So for instance, a 

teen-ager's interest in watching a lot of bad TV is not a proper interest, but his 
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interest in developing his skills in schcx>l, sports, or the arts is. The teenager may 

fail to be motivated to pursue what we tell him are his proper interests, but that 

is no excuse for not pursuing them, and it doesn't defend him against a charge of 

irrationality. This is because what kind of life is worth living is not merely a 

matter of preference, even if there is a plurality of worthwhile kinds of lives. 

We can think of the completeness requirement as the demand that our 

explanation of a person's intentional action makes reference to something the 

person pursues for its own sake. Suppose Beatrice tells us the reason she devotes 

her life to doing art is because a world in which there is a piece of art is 

intuitively better than an empty world. We might say to her, "Well, okay, but 

what does that have to do with you?" It would be very strange if she then 

admitted, "Nothing." At best, this response only explains why some 

indeterminate person might devote her life to creating works of art, not why 

Beatrice herself does it. If, on the other hand, she says, "What I meant was, I 

really enjoy making art" or "I love to create", or something of that nature, then 

we have an explanation for why Beatrice does art. It is an explanation because it 

has the first-person form, "I ought to make art," rather than simply "x is good." 

One can allow that x is good, and this can even be given a first person form in "I 

think X is good", but in such judgments there is no conunitment to bringing x 

about (although there is, I think, a commitment that x is the sort of thing it would 

be intelligible to bring about). The "I" in "I ought to do x" is of a different sort: 

it sets a norm the agent must either follow or reject in the future. Thus the T 
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here is projected into the future. But in the simple statement "I think x is good" 

there is no such commitment or projection of the "I". 

Since what is at stake here is the explanation of the particular actions of 

particular person like Beatrice, this explanation needs to make reference to her 

sense that it is something she ought to do. This raises the question of who 

Beatrice is, and what is her nature. One possible answer is Beatrice is just a locus 

of concerns, and her nature is to act for reasons we can see as good in some 

respect. Eudaimonism acknowledges this, but says there is more to Beatrice than 

that: Beatrice is also a person who can reflect on her life as a whole and ask 

herself how all of her concerns fit together in that life. This suggests a stronger 

requirement on the intelligibility of what she does than that she is merely able to 

justify her action in terms of some good-making properties. The properties she 

uses to justify what she does need to be related to her life as a unified whole that 

has some point to it. 

The self-sufficiency constraint adds another dimension to the account. An 

end is self-sufficient when nothing added to it could make it better. This 

constraint again stems from reflection not on particular courses of action, but on 

how these fit together in a life as a whole. What is the rationale for this sort of 

constraint? Suppose after you went through the demonstration, you realized 

you had forgotten something important. If the demonstration had already fixed 

the content of 'happiness', we could not include what you left out, and so would 

have to say that what you really seek, when all things are considered, is not 

'happiness', but 'happiness +', which includes the things you left out in the initial 
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attempt. If this were possible, dearly desire could be in vain: it would always be 

possible to add to the content of happiness something more that we hadn't 

thought of, or hadn't been able to realize, such that happiness would necessarily 

lie out of reach. Then your end in life would be to get something you can't 

possibly get — you would be charged with a task you can't possibly do. That is 

insane. 

But so far we have placed no restrictions on the content of 'happiness': we 

are free to do the demonstration again, add the missing elements, and claim 

again that happiness is what we are really afterIt is that thing to which 

nothing can be added which would make it better, because it covers whatever 

ends up being important to us. This is shown in the feature of the demonstration 

I pointed out earlier: it is supposed to work whenever you do it and whatever 

you put in it. That indicates its formal nature: it is indifferent to whatever 

material is put in it.^ This also marks the fact that our conception of happiness 

naturally changes as we go through life. 

^ Note that our procedure in reasoning here reflects the modification of content 
we find in the formation of intentions and plans. Our freedom to do this just is 
our freedom to change our minds about what we value; the demonstration 
respects this, unlike various theories which suppose these questions are 
determined for us in some way. 

7 This sort of indifference, of course, is widely perceived to be a serious defect, 
rather than a virtue. Since Hegel, the literature on Kantian ethics has been filled 
with objection that a formal theory is "empty' and it is exactly this emptiness that 
a substantive theory of the good is needed to correct. I will address this objection 
in a later chapter, since it deserves more examination than I can give it here. I 
want first to clarify the sense in which our account is formal, so that we can have 
a clearer sense of exactly what the problem here is, anyway. 
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What our happiness consists in is not determined by some previous 

conception. We are free to revise our aims. The point here is not just that what 

we go for will change over the course of time and with changes in circumstance. 

That is consistent with our being somehow determined by prior causes to change 

our minds. The point rather is that that we will see ourselves as deliberately 

revising our aims in virtue of reasons counting in their favor. In this respect it is 

unlike views in which our subjectivity is characterized as simply a matter of 

having a certain set of desires: here, our subjectivity is understood as the ability 

to deliberate from and act on reasons, or resf>ects in which what we propose to 

do is good. Part of that conception of subjectivity is that our conception of what 

is good will itself undergo change not just as circumstances change and new 

information comes to light, but also as we come to better understand the nature 

of goodness. 

Further, happiness must unite our various concerns. If the demonstration 

works at all, it works regardless of what you put into it and when you perform it. 

For anything you identify as a concern of yours in step 2, it is somehow 

grounded in the idea of your happiness. We can call this the unity condition on a 

conception of happiness. This condition can be interpreted in two ways. First, 

various ends might be unified in that they all produce or contribute to some 

other end, such as pleasure, or more generally, desire satisfaction. Second, they 

could be unified through belonging to one f)erson. Here the unification is formal 

rather than substantive; I may do these things for their own sake, but not 

conceive them as worth doing because they produce or contribute to some other 
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end. Still, they are unified in all being my ends. They fit together to the extent 

that I pursue them in a coherent way. 

If the demonstration works, it shows that our reasons for acting are 

somehow unified in the idea of our own happiness, which is our final end. But 

so far this should only be understood as a formal feature of our reasoning, rather 

than a claim that there is one thing or sort of thing in the world at which all our 

action is directed: this would only follow if we were able to show that happiness 

is one thing of sort of thing in the world. Similarly, some have tried to read the 

argument as asserting a form of egoism, but this follows only if we add premises 

specifying the content of the good that is aimed at. 

To say happiness is your final end is not to commit to a version of egoism 

or psychological hedonism, for two reasons. First, we have not specified the 

content: your happiness may not be some state of yourself you aim to bring 

about, but rather may consist in doing good for others, among other things. The 

sense in which it can be called egoistic is merely formal, in the following way: 

whatever your aims are, they are your aims.® While these will involve action on 

® The sense of formal here is roughly the same Kant has in mind when he says 
that "it must be possible for the 'I think' to accompany all my representations." 
See his Critique of Pure Reason, trans. Kemp Smith, New York: St. Martin's, 1965, 
152ff, It does not follow from such a claim that what the thought is about is 
myself. The point is rather that whatever is represented is represented from a 
certain spatio-temporal position. Similarly, whatever it is I think is important or 
valuable I conceive from a certain practical standpoint of action. I think this is 
what Julia Annas intends when she calls eudaimonism formally egoistic in The 
Morality of Happiness, 127. In contrast, Thomas Hurka thirJcs eudaimonism is 
formally egoistic in the sense that the content of the person's fundamental aim is 
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your part to realize some end, and so will contain some relation to you, then end 

sought needn't be a state of yourself. Second, although it is natural to think of 

happiness as something you aim at, the demonstration does not commit one to 

this. All you are doing when you perform the demonstration is giving reasons 

for what you do. One way of thinking of such reasons is of things we have as 

aims, but another way is simply as conditions on our performance of certain 

actions, e.g., principles that we hold ourselves to in acting, which need not be 

grounded in some result to be brought about. For instance, it might be my aim to 

respect others as ends in themselves, but this is not something I bring about, but 

instead a way of bringing things about. 

We need to distinguish the formal unity in intention from a more trivial 

formal unity of desires. One might say that all one's desires are unified in the 

sense that they are all one's desires. But there are well-known objections to 

saying that the satisfaction of any of one's desires is necessarily related to oneself 

or one's own well-being. To use an example from Derek Parfit^, I may desire 

that a stranger I meet on a train go on to live a good life, but it is hard to see how 

the satisfaction or disappointment of that desire has anything to do with how 

well my life goes. Hence the sort of 'formal unity' to be gotten out of the trick of 

saying "all my desires are mine" looks a bit too formal: if the sense in which my 

a state of himself. See his "Three Faces of Flourishing," in Paul, Miller, Paul, eds. 
Human Flourishing, Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1995,66-70. 

^ Derek Parfit, Reasons and Persons, Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1980, 
Appendix 10. 
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desires are all mine is not capable of showing how the satisfaction of those 

desires is related to me, the ground of this unity is ephemeral. 

I think this worry holds for desires but not for intentions. The form of a 

desire is simply "I want x to happen", where x's happening may or may not have 

anything to do with something I do. On the other hand, the form of "1 intend to 

x" is of my now committing myself to do something: it is not indifferent to my 

action in bringing the thing about. If I intend to do something, I commit myself 

to bringing about the doing of this, where this has implications about where I 

will be at some future time. If I do not do it — for instance because I fail to get 

myself in the right place at the right time — I have done something wrong. The 

requirement of unity in intention is stronger, due to the constraints on action for 

spatio-temporally situated beings such as us. In fact, two intentions can fail to be 

unified, in cases where they conflict: if I promise to you and another person that I 

will be at your separate, concurrent meetings, one (or both) of these intentions is 

poorly formed, because they project a split of myself into two separate persons 

who would carry them out.^® Intuitively, not both of these people would be me: 

that is why 1 have to choose in order to determine which is mine. (It is also why 

my simply desiring something is not sufficient to show that the desire really 

belongs to me, or that it is in my interest, or that it gives me a reason for action. 

The point here is not that you can't form conflicting intentions, it's that you 
can't legitimately form them. Imagine someone protesting this: "No, I really did 
intend to be in two places at the same time!" The correct response to this is: 
"How could you have?" 
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etc.) At best, I could say that all my non-conflicting intentions are mine. So a 

requirement on the formal unity of intentions is that none of them conflict. 

So far, the completeness and self-sufficiency conditions are compatible 

with either a view which leaves it up to individuals which of various goods to 

pursue more than others, or a view which says there is one among these plural 

goods which ought to be given priority. 1 will examine the latter sort of view in 

Chapter 4, and develop a version of the former in Chapter 5. 
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4. EUDAIMONISM AS A SUBSTANTIVE GOOD VIEW. 

4.1. The best reason. 

The picture that emerges from the previous discussion is that our nature is 

such that we strive to act for the best available reason. While this is a useful 

result, it is uninteresting without a discussion of what the best reasons are. In 

this chapter I consider one way eudaimonism might be taken to be a theory of 

the best reason or reasons and reject it. 

It will be useful to survey the territory here briefly to locate the 

interpretation of eudaimonism I am targeting. A subjectivist theory of the best 

sorts of reasons says these are established by what will satisfy a person's desires 

or give them pleasure. No a priori spjedfication is made of the kinds of activities 

or dispositions that make up the good life: this is determined by what empirical 

inquiry tells us in fact does lead to pleasure or desire-satisfaction. A substantive 

good theory says there are various kinds of good we can identify in terms of 

specific properties they possess. These goods are not reducible to pleasure or 

desire satisfaction, and it is not an empirical matter whether they are good or not. 

An objectivist in this respect would say it is not a matter of preference whether 

things like friendship, achievement, understanding, art, etc. are goods or not. 

There may be some elaboration of how these are good — say, because they are 

challenging or complex — but these will not be explanations that would 

illuminate the distinctive goodness of the activity or thing for someone who did 

not already have some sense for it. It is thus tempting to regard objectivism as a 
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form of intuitionism: people who understand the activity or thing intuitively 

understand its distinctive goodness, but they may not be able to give any further 

account of it J 

If there is no common feature these plural goods can be expressed in 

terms of, there is also not much to be said about how they ought to be ranked. 

Instead, such a theory simply points out a list of things that are worth pursuing, 

and opposes them to some things are not worth pursuing. The theory will guide 

one towards certain kinds of things rather than others, but it will take no stand 

between members of the favored class. Is it better to spend one's time 

philosophizing, playing or listening to Beethoven, reading George Eliot, or 

conversing with friends? Who knows? Any of these is worth doing, but what, 

apart from people's preference, could possibly count as a general reason for 

picking one of them over the others? 

The great strength of this view, its intuitive plausibility, stems from its 

lack of ambition: it doesn't try to tell us anything really new about how we 

should live our lives. For example, it doesn't say that an individual thinking 

about how to live a good life has more reason to be moral than to do anything 

else. If morality does possess some overriding reason-giving force, that may 

stem from facts about what is good for everyone considered equally, not from 

facts about what is good for an individual. This lack of ambition contrasts 

^ Eudaimonists generally did not even bother. Aristotle takes it as obvious, and 
says here we just need to look to the opinions of people of experience. The Stoics 
said that these are the things that pjeople would naturally come to prefer, 
assuming their development had not been impeded in some way. 
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sharply with the enthusiasm of eudaimonism. While eudaimonists share this 

view of ends valuable for their own sakes, they also think there is more to say 

about an individual's good. They say that over and above these goods or ends is 

one final good or end, happiness, for the sake of which these goods are sought. 

There are different ways this claim about the final end can be interpreted. 

On one version, the dominant end theory, the final end is an end selected from 

among the various things worth seeking for their own sake, in virtue of some 

special feature it alone possesses. Our best reasons to act thus have their source 

in this end, and the goodness of our pursuit of other worthwhile ends will 

depend on its contribution to the pursuit of that one end. On this version, 

philosophical reflection on the good life thus produces a special kind of 

knowledge: the knowledge that the favored activity is uniquely the best sort of 

activity, worth pursing above all others. The way eudaimonism guides action is 

by specifying a particular substantive good that we ought to seek about all 

others. On another interpretation of the claim about the final end, the final ends 

just consists of the various things pursued for their own sake; it is not a 

substantive good independent of the others, but rather a whole made up of the 

various goods. The similarity between this view and the intuitionist view I 

mentioned above raises the question of what work the notion of a single final end 

is supposed to be doing. The idea might be that the effective pursuit of plural 

ends demands order and coherence among them. In this case the notion of the 

final end is sajnng something like, 'T)on't just go about the pursuit of these goods 

in a willy-nilly faction." But that seems like an obvious constraint on rational 
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action no one would challenge. Why call this notion of order amongst one's ends 

itself a final end?^ 

The arxswer is, eudaimonists have something more in mind than mere 

coherence of ends, which doesn't app>ear to have amy value independent of its 

contribution to the realization of independently good ends.^ Eudaimonists think 

our final end is acting virtuously, and they take this to have action-guiding 

implications over and above those provided by the coherent pursuit of 

worthwhile ends. More importantly, they take this value to be overriding: our 

pursuit of worthwhile ends is to be guided and constrained by the demands of 

virtue. This formulation bears similarity to the way Kant speaks about the 

pursuit of our ends. Kant has a formal theory of ethics in which we are to be 

guided in our thinking not by some substantive aim to be brought about — 

although this is of course part of the theory — but rather by the imiversalizability 

of our maxim in pursuing the ends we do. And in fact Kant spoke of this 

character of reasoning as our final end.'* Bur he did not think he was doing 

anything similar to what the eudaimonists were doing. Further, he was very 

clear about distinguishing between our final end as rational agents and our 

happiness. 

2 Dave Schmidtz raised this very sensible question in comments on an earlier 
version. 
31 think intuitively, an unordered life pursuing worthwhile ends is better than a 
well-ordered life pursuing worthless ends. 
" Immanuel Kant, Groundwork of the Metaphysic of Morals, trans. H.J. Paton, New 
York: Harper Books, 1964,68. 
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I will address the claimed convergence between happiness and our final 

end as rational beings in the next chapter. In this chapter I will consider reasons 

for thinking eudaimonists offer a substantive conception of the good, focusing on 

the claims of the dominant end interpretation. I will argue that while there is 

textual basis for such claims, they are ultimately incompatible with some of 

Aristotle's strongest theoretical commitments. 

4.2. The dominant end view. 

The dominant end view is what Thomas Hurka calls a substantive good 

conception, one which "equates flourishing with some determinate state F of 

people or their lives, where both the nature and the goodness of F are 

understood independently of the virtues."^ He contrasts this to a formal 

conception, which "does not equate flourishing with any independent good F but 

only with the general idea of the human good, whatever its content."^ Hurka 

thinks a substantive good view is 

more philosophically ambitious, because it attempts more of the 
explanatory tasks we expect of an account of virtue... it will use one 
fundamental good F to explain simultaneously what unifies the virtues, 
what makes them good, and what distinguishes them from other goods 
that are not virtues.^ 

5 Thomas Hurka, Virtue, Vice, and Value, 2001, Oxford.OUP, 2001, 235. 
^ Ibid.. 235. 
'Ibid., 235 
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In addition to this, Hurka thinks the account must "yield plausible judgments 

about the degrees of virtue" and must "justify the priority it gives virtue over 

other elements of flourishing by showing that F is not instantiated by other states 

of persons."® 

Substantive good conceptions are attractive because they are based in a 

prominent aspect of our practical thought - the idea of bringing some state of the 

world about. When 1 am thinking about what to do, 1 imagine a particular action 

1 want to do, or result I want to bring about, and read back from that what I must 

do to bring these about. A substantive good view holds that the fundamental 

way we guide our action is by imagining states of the world in this way. The 

way to think about the goodness of action is to assign values to such states, and 

go for the good ones. The values may be assigned through some sort of intuition, 

or some associated feeling, or some favored property the state possesses, but the 

key point is the connection with the value to a state of the world thus described. 

The dominant end view holds that one ought to give priority to 

contemplation above other goods, and that one's life is worse to the degree that 

one does not. Contemplation is not considered one among other intrinsically 

valuable goods in a life: it is singled out as a different tfpe, as the one thing that 

is really to be sought for its own sake, and not also for the sake of something else. 

® Ibid.. 236. Hurka is skeptical that a substantive good account can identify one 
property F that does all these things, eind I agree. But in the next chapter, I will 
argue that there is a formal account of virtue that does all the things he thinks the 
substantive account ought to do. 
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like the others. That suggests that the theory has the following structure, where 

5 is an individual and the others are ends the individual pursues: 

s > family > contemplation 
political activity 
broader ethical concerns 

The structure makes it look as if the goods in the middle are sought as 

means to the good at the end. In a sense, this is correct, because contemplation is 

the only thing sought for its own sake: therefore, there must be some sense in 

which the other things cire sought for the sake of it. But these things are also 

supposed to be sought for their own sakes: I am not supposed to think of the 

value of friendship as simply a means to contemplation. The natural way to 

understand how this could work is that while pursuing them I do not conceive of 

them as means, but that m a cool hour of reflection I see that in some resp)ect they 

are: their ultimate value is to be explained in terms of their contribution to a life 

of theoria, and the pursuit of them should be constrained to what is necessary for 

that life. 

The obvious motivation for thinking contemplation must play this role is 

Aristotle's argument in NE X.7-8 that contemplation is the best kind of activity. 

This in itself is not much to go on, since many commentators have dismissed that 

discussion as discontinuous with the earlier discussion of the good life in Book 

1.7. But one might thirJc there are other considerations that support the claim 

that Aristotle must be identifjing the favored substantive good in Book X. I take 

these up in the next section. 
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4.3. Argtiments for the dominant end view. 

In this section, I focus on what I consider to be the three most important 

arguments in favor of a dominant end view. Since Richard Kraut has developed 

the most thorough defense of such a view, I will base much of my discussion on 

his presentation of it.^ 

4.3.1. The need for a hierarchy of ends. 

One argument for a dominant end is that in order to do justice to 

Aristotle's theory, we need to recognize a hierarchy of value with virtuous 

activity at the head of it. There are two reasons for this: one is that Aristotle 

clearly distinguishes virtuous activity as a distinct kind of value that is to be 

ranked above other things valuable for their own sakes. The other is that the 

theory isn't usefully action-guiding if it just consists of a list of things worth 

pursuing for their own sakes. Kraut takes these considerations to weigh against 

inclusivism, but I will argue that is not so. 

One way of understanding the inclusivist thesis is it simply recognizes 

things that are valuable for their own sakes, and that happiness cor^ists in a 

compossible collection of them in one life. On such a view, happiness could just 

be a coherent whole consisting of parts like physical pleasure, honor, friends, and 

virtue, all of which are valuable for their own sakes. But this version of 

inclusivism does not do justice to Aristotle's easy dismissal of pleasure and 

^ Richard Kraut, Aristotle on the Human Good, Princeton, NJ: Princeton University 
Press, 1989. 
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honor as constituents of happiness^^, nor his claim that goods internal to the soul 

are superior to goods external to the soul.^^ Aristotle consistently emphasizes 

that happiness consists in virtuous activity. The external goods Aristotle does 

think are necessary are valuable only insofar as they are needed for the exercise 

of virtue: in this sense they are not truly valuable for their own sake, as 

happiness is. 

Kraut is right to say this sort of inclusivism should be rejected. But an 

inclusivist can agree that virtuous action is the greatest good, but insist that 

virtuous action takes many different forms, directed at different objects, and 

there is no compelling reason to rank theoria above pursuits with different 

objects, so long as they are also worthwhile. On such a view happiness would 

consist in a composite of courageous, just, beneficent, and temperate action in the 

pursuit of worthwhile ends, but none of these would be ranked above the others. 

Since most contemporary theorists who endorse inclusivism recognize the 

priority of virtue^^^ this is the most appropriate way to interpret the thesis. 

Furthermore, since Kraut is content to agree that these virtues constitute one 

virtue that is 'practical', he can't complain that these virtues do not constitute one 

type of good to be ranked above others. Among ends worth choosing for their 

own sake individuals may do their own ranking, so long as they pursue these 

10 NE, 10956-22. 
" ££, 1218b34. 
12 E.g., J.L. Ackrill, "Aristotle on Eudaimonia", in Essays on Aristotle's Ethics, 15-
34; T. Irwin, "Permanent Happiness: Aristotle and Solon," and Armas, "Aristotle 
on Virtue and Happiness," both in N. Sherman, ed., Aristotle's Ethics, Lanham, 
MD: Rowman and Littlefield, 1999. 
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virtuously. The theory doesn't need to do the additional job of picking a 

person's career for him. 

But what is it to pursue these virtuously? Aristotle says virtuous action is 

that which proceeds from 'right reason', but he does not go on to give an explicit 

account of what 'right reason' is.'^ The lack of such an account generates the 

worry Hurka raises about a formal conception of eudaimonia: if you say it is 

virtue that determines the content of happiness, and then say no more than that 

virtue is action done from 'right reason, in the right way, with the right object, 

etc', or action done 'as the virtuous man would do it', you haven't said or 

explained very much. What makes something the right reason? What is it the 

virtuous person aims at?^'* A natural way of reading Aristotle's discussion of 

contemplation in Book X is he is giving us his answer: the virtuous person aims 

at his own contemplation as much as possible, and uses this overarching aim to 

govern his pursuit of other aims. If we reject this sort of account, what can the 

inclusivist provide as an alternative? I will address this important challenge in to 

inclusivism in the next chapter. 

'3 Ackrill rightly identifies this as a lacuna in Aristotle's account that needs to be 
worked out. 

Dave Schmidtz put the question to me this way. I rejected the form of the 
question. 
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4.3.2. The 'for the sake of relation is both normative and causal. 

The dominant end theory is a form of consequentialism. It says the right 

reason one should act on is the promotion of a future state of oneself 

contemplating. It differs from most modem consequentialisms, which specify 

the right reasons as promoting not just one's own happiness, but happiness (or 

well-being, where this is not restricted to pleasure) overall. But it shares the view 

with modem consequentialism that our fundamental relation to value is that of 

promotion. Value is fundamentally something to be brought about. If there is 

independent reason to think Aristotle held this view about our fundamental 

relation to value, there will be even more reason to think that what he is doing in 

Book X is specifying the highest value that we should promote over all others. In 

this section, I discuss Richard Kraut's argument that Aristotle holds this view 

and reject it. 

As we have seen, a central element in eudaimonism is the idea that some 

things are only done for the sake of something else, and even things done for 

their own sake can also be done for the sake of something else, while happiness is 

said to be that which is truly sought for its own sake. Kraut thinks the "for the 

sake of" relation in Aristotle is both normative and causal: 

When B is for the sake of A, then B causally promotes A, and A provides a 
standard that regulates production of B.... Happiness is the good that is 
causally promoted by every other end, and that provides a standard for 
the evaluation of every other end.^^ 

Kraut, 13. 
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This view is incompatible with the part-whole relation inclusivism requires. On 

inclusivism happiness is a composite whole of things sought for their own sake. 

They are also sought for the sake of happiness only in the sense that they are 

parts of happiness. One way to read this is the coherence required by the whole 

of happiness places constraints on the pursuit of different goods for their own 

sakes. On this view I might pursue activities like philosophy and hanging out 

with friends for their own sakes, but I would do all this subject to a formal 

constraint such as coherence on the pursuit of ends. If one is going to do 

philosophy or other challenging activities at all well, one will have to limit time 

devoted to dub-hopping, or other activities. While the coherence constraint is 

probably driven by the weight an individual gives to one good over others - if 

one did not have any priorities, a life flitting from one thing to the next might not 

be incoherent — it is still not the case that one goes club-hopping in order to bring 

about some other good, such eis philosophizing. 

But if the 'for the sake of relation is both normative and causal, as Kraut 

claims, then the sense in which things sought for their own sake are also sought 

for the sake of the further end of happiness is that they must contribute to its 

production. In this case there must be some good separate from the mere 

composite of things sought for their own sake that these goods causally promote. 

This leads natur<dly to the conclusion that contemplation is the separate good 

Aristotie has in mind. If Kraut is right about this relation, inclusivism is a dead 

end. 
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So what is the argument? Kraut begins his discussion by admitting that 

Aristotle doesn't ever give a definition of the 'for the sake of relation, but gives a 

number of examples in the form of productive crafts. Bridle making, for 

instance, is valuable not for its own sake, but because it produces bridles, which 

help promote horsemanship, which helps one achieve victory in battle. And so 

on, with other, similar examples. Kraut's argument thus appears to be as 

follows. 

P Several examples Aristotle gives of the for-the-sake-of relation involve 
the causal production of some state of affairs. 

C The for-the-sake of relation (necessarily) involves the causal 
production of some state of affairs. 

This is a b^d argument. It does not follow from the fact that Aristotle gives 

several examples of cases in which the 'for the sake of relation involves causal 

promotion that the relation itself must involve causal promotion. Amazingly, the 

argument is even worse than it first appears: for Aristotle clearly distinguishes 

between productive activities in which something is causally brought about, 

which he calls processes, and activities in which nothing separate from the 

activity itself is brought about.He says the latter are superior to the former, 

and that virtuous activity is such an activity: "while making has an end other 

Kraut, 200. 
Hence P should actually read, "Several examples that I, Richard Kraut, have 

chosen...." 
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than itself, action cannot; for good action itself is its end."^® And while he does 

argue for the primacy of contemplation in NE 10.7-8, he never says the ultimate 

value of the practical virtues lies in their promotion of contemplation, as Kraut 

suggests. Not only is there insufficient reason to attribute the consequentialist 

understanding of the 'for the sake of' relation to Aristotle, there is reason not to. 

Here is an alterruitive reading. By "for the sake of, Aristotle and other 

eudaimonists simply mean the reason for which something is done. But a reason 

does not have to be some state of affairs one aims at bringing about. It may just 

be some value one hopes to realize or express. Although all actions are done for 

a reason, not all actions produce something. If I say to you "For the love of God, 

please turn off that Britney Sp>ears crap!" 1 may mean only that God's hatred of 

Britney Spears' music is sufficient reason for you to desist. It is easy to imagine 

that, like all people of good taste, God suffers when he hears Britney Spears' 

music, and thus the real reason for turning it off is bringing about the end of 

God's suffering. But it may not be the case that God suffers or undergoes some 

change when you put Britney on; it may just be that God does not like Britney's 

music: He thinks it's intrinsically bad. Now, my use of divine command theory is 

fun, but it is not essential to the point I'm making. Here is a more Kantian tack. I 

may consider myself above your slights, and be made no worse off by them. But 

that does not mean you don't have reason not to insult me, simply because no 

change in me will be brought about if you do. And it doesn't have to mean that 

the reason you have not to insult me is because generally such insults bring 

18 NE, 1140b5-6. 
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about bad changes in people. (I am not going to try to settle this issue here.) One 

way of understanding why you should not insult me is simply because of my 

status as a fellow human being. This is just the sort of view we see in Kant's 

claim that people are ends in themselves: in themselves, they give reasons for 

other people to do and not to do certain things. This sense of something being an 

end is only mysterious if you already think all reasons must ultimately find their 

source in some state of affairs to be brought about. 

4.3.3. The discussion of contemplation in Nicomachean Ethics X.6-8. 

In Nicomachean Ethics X.6-8 Aristotle appears to use the criteria of 

completeness and self-suffidency to identify contemplation as the best good, and 

hence the final end. The arguments that contemplation uniquely possesses these 

characteristics go as follows. 

Completeness: An end is complete if there is no further end for which it is done. 

Contemplation is done for its own sake and not for the sake of anything else. 

This is seen in the fact that contemplation does not produce anything that is 

useful for any other purpose. Note that this argument does not show that 

contemplation is the only end that is complete in this respect: any activity that 

does not have some product external to it would appear to qualify. The weight 

of the claim that contemplation is ^ final end must therefore rest on the 

argument that it is the orJy thing that is self-suffident. 
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Self-sufficiency: An end is self-sufficient if nothing added to it could make it 

better. Because contemplation consists not in learning, but in contemplating 

already known truths, it lacks nothing in this respect by definition one who 

contemplates knows all there is to know. Contemplation is also self-sufficient in 

the sense that it requires nothing external to it: one needs neither tools nor the 

presence of other people to contemplate. Further, it seems to be unique in this 

respect: the presence of other p)eople is required for goods like virtuous and 

political activity, and tools are required for other activities we might engage in. 

Therefore, contemplation is uniquely the end that is both complete and self-

sufficient. One thing you should note about this argument is its major premise 

lacks a qualification Aristotle includes in his definition of self-sufficient. Aristotle 

says an end is self-sufficient if it is always lacking in nothing. The argument just 

claims that in the time in which one is contemplating, there is nothing else one 

needs to do this that could make it better. I will address this point in more detail 

shortly. 

The two arguments above are supposed to identify contemplation as the 

best sort of thing of which we are capable. But the criteria of completeness and 

self-sufficiency, even so construed, do not uniquely identify one sort of activity. 

The above argument rests on an interpretation of the self-sufficiency criteria 

whereby the importance of self-sufficiency lies in the independence of the 

activity from any good external to the person, where we can understand this in 

terms of the needed physical presence of some object or person. The idea is that 
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contemplation is self-sufficient in the sense that it can be enjoyed without 

needing any of the things one might typically think of as goods in order to do it. 

But there are other activities which meet these criteria: dancing does not bring 

anything other than itself about, requires no tools, and can be done in the 

absence of others. One might be tempted to say that nevertheless a healthy 

human body is required, but this is true also of contemplation. Alternatively, 

one might want to reply that one can still do philosophizing 'more continuously', 

or for greater stretches of time. There are some problems with this reply. One is 

that how continuously one is able to dance or philosophize depends greatly on 

one's fitness in either case. If the worry is that you can't dance for very long, we 

can simply answer that by imagining a very fit person who is dancing quite 

subtly, hence able to continue for a long time. This is true even if the time 

involved is thought to stretch over an entire life: think of people like Martha 

Graham or Merce Cunningham, who have continued to dance into their 70s. The 

second problem is Kraut himself does not - at least in certain moods - want to 

suggest that the quality of a life can be read off of the amount of time a person 

does the favored activity: the important point is the priority it is given in a life.^' 

Obviously, one's pursuit of dance may conflict with one's pursuit of philosophy: 

so this interpretation does not solve the problem by providing a single 

substantive good that can be used to evaluate other goods. 

It is no good either to say that the contrast here is between a good internal to 
the soul (philosophizing) and one external to it (dancing): Aristotle's view is that 
activities like walking are activities of the soul: he does not recognize the sort of 
mind-body distinction found in Descartes and contemporary internalists about 
content. 
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Since these criteria alone do not identify a single good, there must be 

something else at work in the theory; for instance, a claim that there is in the 

universe an overall ranking of the different types of beings — and this determines 

what is the best sort of activity. But I have shown (in Chapter 2 and the 

Interlude) this sort of ranking is not part of the core of a eudaimonist view. One 

might still argue that philosophizing should still be favored because it is more 

god-like 20 - i.e., the gods philosophize but do not dance - but aside from the 

obvious question why we should strive to become something we are not, the 

criterion of 'god-like' now has no clear connection to the completeness and self-

suffidency criteria. This goes also for the claim that the objects theoria is 

concerned with are the 'best'.^i 

We can add other cases: it is common to think of political activity as being 

valuable only for the sake of bringing some separable state of affairs about, and 

this may well be the way Aristotle thought about it. But there is no a priori 

necessity to this: one may rightly value democratic procedures for their own sake 

because the process itself is a way of respecting others as ends in themselves, not 

just a means of bringing about certain results, including the supposed 'resulf 

that people are respected.22 The rightness of so valuing will of course be 

determined by the correct overall theory of value: but what that is should be left 

open at this time. In the case of politics, and virtuous action generally, we do 

20 N£, 1178al-2. 
21 NE, 1177a21. 

22 For an argument that democratic procedures should be valued for their own 
sake, see Thomas Christiano's The Rule of the Many, Boulder, CO: Westview Press, 
1996, Ch. 2. 
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have to allow that the presence of other people is required. But how big a 

concession is this really? More importantly, how big a concession would it be for 

Aristotle, who emphasizes repeatedly throughout his work that we are political 

animals? 

A further objection to this view stems from the fact that Aristotle's 

qualification that the final end will always be valuable for its own sake and 

lacking in nothing.^^ That the activity is always valuable and lacking in nothing 

implies that it is so at any time one does it. But contemplation cannot meet the 

self-sufficiency criteria if it is understood as Aristotle defines it: clearly, 

contemplation will lack goodness in cases where it comes at the expense of 

virtuous activity, for instance, if one persists in contemplating next to someone 

suffering a heart attack. A defender of the dominant end view might want to 

respond that what is going on here is a conflict between a person's own good and 

what we might call goodness overall, which is understood to be an independent 

source of reasons capable of constraining pursuit of one's own good. We have 

become quite familiar with this sort of theory in the work of modem theorists 

influenced by Mill and Sidgwick, and it appears to be the sort of theory accepted 

by many if not most contemporary ethidsts. The problem is there is no basis for 

it as an interpretation of Aristotle or other eudaimonists, whose theories proceed 

from the point of view of an individual thiivking about his or her own life, not 

from the point of view of an ideal observer.^^ 

23 NE, 1097bl6. 

This is one of the ways in which Kraut's interpretation of Aristotle has an odd 
result. According his interpretation, Aristotle is not a eudaimonist: he instead 
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One final note before we move on: Kraut tries to make the view that more 

contemplation is always better than less look more attractive than it is by 

assuring us that the person aiming at more contemplation will still never violate 

the demands of virtue. He provides an example of the son of a king who leams 

of Aristotle's theory and is attracted to the life of theoria, but decides that his 

obligation to his father and his people outweighs the value of his going on in his 

studies.^ Kraut assures us that the dominant end view does not need to say he is 

making a mistake, since it affirms the importance of the practical virtues. The 

first question we might ask is, "Doesn't that just mean that the demands of 

practical virtue outweigh the demands of contemplation? Isn't the view now 

that virtue is the highest good, since the pursuit of contemplation is subordinate 

to it?" It's important to ask this question, but I will leave it aside for the moment. 

The second question concerns the individual who does not already have such 

extensive commitments. While we find ourselves already placed in a conimunity 

with obligations, the extent of our future commitments is a matter of our own 

choice: we can choose whether to get married and have kids, whether to cultivate 

deep friendships, whether to socialize widely. Kraut's theory says we should 

restrict all of these commitments in the interest of maximizing contemplation. If 

you really do find it necessary to marry, for instance, this is a sort of regrettable 

weakness of the will to the extent that it involves anything that does not 

holds that other p>eople's good is an independent source of reasons for action 
capable in some way of constraining pursuit of one's own good, which is 
recognized to be a separate thing altogether. 
25 Kraut, 32. 
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maxiniize your contemplating. If you had better character, you would not need 

to make such a time-consuming commitment If you do have to marry, it is 

necessarily better to marry a philosopher, since at least some of the time you will 

be able to contemplate together: so if you find yourself attracted to a non-

philosopher, this again is a flaw in your character. And you should surely not 

have children, since these take up tons of time in which you are defirutely not 

contemplating. Likewise with friends: philosophers good, non-philosophers 

(regrettably) not as good. And so on. It's not a pretty view. 

The attempt to specify a certain kind of good as the dominant end runs 

against Aristotle's other theoretical commitments. As I noted at the beginning of 

the chapter, there are two major reasons for thinking we need to spjedfy a 

dominant end. The first is that individuals need to prioritize their pursuits in 

order to live a good life. But we have seen that we do not need a theory to do 

this for us, and that this effort is not a core element of eudaimonism. The second 

reason is the need for an explanation of what unites the virtues and makes them 

good. But this project need only take the form of a substantive good theory if we 

assume that the 'for the sake of relation in eudaimonism is both normative 

and causal. 1 have argued that we cannot make that assimiption. 

In the next section, I show how the substantive good interpretation cannot 

represent one of the most important goods Aristotle thinks there is in human life: 

friendship. At the same time, friendship provides us a valuable model for how a 

formal conception can be action guiding. 
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4.4. A bigger problem: friendship is not a substantive good. 

So far I have argued that any reason for thinking contemplation plays a 

foundational role as the substantive good to be sought above all others is 

incompatible with some of the deepest commitments of eudaimonism. But this is 

compatible with the possibility that it is a pluralistic substantive good view that 

takes no stand on specifying one kind of good above others. The view could 

simply say that the good life consists in a whole of compossible substantive 

goods such as friendship, pleasure, ethical virtue, and contemplation. In this case 

we would have a substantive good conception which identifies the human good 

not with one determinate state F, but with various states F, G, H, I, etc., arranged 

in a coherent manner. In other words, we are back to the very plausible but 

unambitious view we rejected at the beginning as uninformative from both an 

action-guiding and explanatory perspective. In this section I will argue that 

eudaimonism is not this kind of view either, because two of the important goods 

on the list are not substantive goods. 

While Aristotle does briefly commend contemplation in NE X.7-8, he 

devotes two entire books to friendship. Friendship (philia) covers relations not 

just to family and friends, but also fellow citizens, and possibly even others. 

Aristotle says, "without friends no one would choose to live, though he had all 

the other goods."^^ "With friends men are more able to think and to act,"^^ 

whether this is in hard times when one needs support, or in prosperous times 

26 NE, Il55a3. 
27]V£, 1155al8. 
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when one needs people to benefit. But friendship "is not only necessary but also 

noble"28 something worth choosing for its own sake. This is even true in the 

{X)litical realm: "Friendship seems too to hold states together, and lawgivers to 

care more for it than for justice; for concord seems to be something like 

friendship, and this they aim at most of all...."^' And Aristotle seems willing to 

extend this even further: "(friendship) is felt mutually by members of the same 

race, and especially by mend, whence we praise lovers of their fellow men. We 

may see even in our travels how near and dear every man is to every other."^ 

Friends are people who knowingly bear goodwill to one another, and do 

things together.31 Aristotle points out that simply aiming at another person's 

good is not sufficient for friendship: I don't become the friend of some person I 

haven't met simply because I have sent a check to Oxfam, some of which has 

found its way to him. And this remains true even if he unknowingly does 

something to benefit me in some way. People who are mutual benefactors 

needn't be friends. They must also, Aristotle thinks, recognize each other, and 

recognize that each wishes well to the other for his own sake.^^ gut gygn this is 

not quite enough, since people might achieve all this without ever doing 

anything together. But Aristotle says, "there is nothing so characteristic of 

28 NE, 1155a30. 
29 NE, 1155a23-24. 
30 NE, 1155a22. 
3iN£,1157b20. 
32 NE, 1155b33-1156a5. It's worth pointing out that doing something 'for the sake 
of a person' is not plausibly a causal relation, since a person is not something 
brought about by one's action: a state of the person may be, but we give persons 
as our reasons for bringing such states about, not the states themselves. 
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friends as living together."^ Although distance needn't end a friendship, it is 

hard for friendship to survive circumstances in which the friends don't get 

together in some way (even over the phone, or email), and jointly direct their 

attention to some matter other than their friendship itself. Imagine carrying on a 

friendship that consisted only of you and another person jointly wishing well to 

one another. In addition to the friends having as their objects the well-being of 

one another, they also need something to talk about or do which has some 

content other than each other's good.^ An important part of friendship will 

consist in mutual activity that is directed at something other than the friendship. 

Now recall our discussion of the 'for the sake of relation' that goes with 

the dominant end interpretation. That interpretation claimed the relation was 

both normative and causal, where what is caused to come about is a determinate 

state F, which is characterized independently of the virtues. We saw that on the 

dominant end interpretation, the value and scope of the virtues are explained by 

their role in promoting the final end of contemplation. Similarly, on that 

interpretation, political activity is a second-best good which can be characterized 

independently of the virtues, but for which the virtues are also necessary. If 

friendship is a substantive good in the way contemplation and politic<d activity 

are, it ought also to be something promoted by virtuous action that can be 

characterized independently of it. One the face of it, there is one sense in which 

33A/E, 1157bl8. 

^ In Billy Wilder's The Apartment, Jack Lemmon's character engages Shirley 
MacLaine's in a game of gin rummy as a way of distracting her from thinking 
about her well-being. It's one of the more friendly things he could have done. 
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this appears to be true: we do things with and for other people for the sake of 

bringing it about that they become our friends. In these cases, that friendship is 

the thing for the sake of which we act, and our actions, if they are effective, help 

cause that relationship to come about So for the person not yet someone's 

friend, friendship seems to play just the role in practical reasoning that the 

substantive conception demands. 

But notice that the actions we've been considering are not actions that 

constitute friendship, but rather help to bring friendship about. Once the 

friendship is engaged, the aim of bringing it about no longer plays that role in 

friends' relations to one another.^s A friend does not help or visit another friend 

for the sake of bringing about or promoting the friendship, unless he already 

thinks the friendship is fading. Nor, as we've seen does he do so simply for the 

friend's sake, since one can help or visit other people for their own sakes without 

being their friend. Rather, a friend helps or visits a friend simply because he is a 

friend: in other words, the help or visit is not just to bring about a change in the 

friend or the world (although that may well be part of it), it is primarily because 

the friend has a sort of status. "Because he is my friend," is a justification we are 

all understand, and there is no reason to think it has to be given a 

consequentialist analysis. In fact, there is reason not to: if I go to someone's 

funeral because he was my friend, there is nothing my action brings about that 

benefits him. My action here is expressive: it shows my regard for the person 

Michael Stocker discusses this and the following points in more detail in his 
"Values and Purposes: The Limits of Teleology and the Ends of Friendship," 
Journal of Philosophy, vol. 78, no. 12,1981, 7At7-7(i5. 
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and my relationship with him. While his family or friends may benefit from my 

attending, their benefit is a different reason for going, one that someone who was 

not his friend could also act on. Further, if I go they will benefit in a peculiar way 

just because they understand my going is an expression of my regard for the 

person and my relation to him. The special status and relation is prior in the 

order of explanation to the particular benefit anyone gets from my attending. 

While there are characteristic activities friends engage in, these alone are 

not adequate to characterize what it is to be involved in a friendship with 

someone. A particular sort of reason — "because he is my friend" — must be 

present for the action to be one of friendship. This is not the case with 

contemplation. Whatever your reasons for contemplating, you are still 

contemplating if you are thinking about the right things. Contemplation can be 

specified in terms of the intentional content a person concerns himself with. This 

is the sort of specification that would allow someone to complain, "He's doing 

metaphysics again." We don't need to understand the guy's reason for doing 

metaphysics to understand that he is doing metaphysics. By contrast, it is not 

informative to say, "he's being a friend/doing friendship again," - this doesn't 

tell us what the person is doing, only how he is doing whatever he is doing. In 

this way, friendly action is much like virtuous action.^^ It does not make sense to 

say things like, "he's doing self-control again," or "he's doing justice again." Self-

control and the other virtues are ways of doing things, where what one is doing 

is specified in some other way. 

^ Aristotle says that friendship "is a virtue, or implies virtue." NE, 1155a2. 
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The case of friendship is worth thinking about because it is not a 

substantive good in the way activities such as contemplation are, while at the 

same time, no one will be tempted to think it thereby fails to be action-guiding. 

We have seen that while some of the action-guiding character of friendship does 

involve what we aim at, the core of friendship lies in a mutual recognition of 

status which makes a friend especially sensitive to the circumstances of the other, 

and which brings with it various norms — some of them consequentialist, others 

expressive ~ that guide one's actioris and reactions toward one's friend. 

One might object that there will need to be some moral constraints on 

what we do for a friend's sake, and this is where corwequentialist considerations 

come in: we should only do things for friend's sake when these are compatible 

with promoting the greatest good. In this way the value of the occurrent 

justification that "he's my friend" might nevertheless be controlled and also 

explained by the role of that sort of justification in leading to actions which 

promote the most overall good. Hence there may be consequentialist elements 

lying in the background of a person's motivation, even if the person does not 

consciously refer to them in thinking about what he does. This is apparently the 

sort of thing Kraut has in mind, when he says the perfectly happy man will love 

friends for their own sake, but ultimately he will love them for their contribution 

to his engaging in contemplation.^^ But not only do we not need to appeal to 

consequentialist considerations to establish moral limits to friendly action, 

Aristotle himself shows no inclination to do so. He says that friendship is best 

3^ Kraut, 168. 
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exemplified when it is between two men who are themselves "good, and alike in 

virtue: for these wish well alike to each other qua good, and they are good in 

themselves."^ The moral constraints on friendship thus stem not from the 

overall good it brings or does not bring, but rather from the virtuousness of the 

persons themselves, where this is an intrinsic feature of their character. A 

virtuous person will do things for his virtuous friend, but he will not do anything 

against virtue: nor would his friend want him to, since he is himself virtuous. 

This is not only compatible with, but also more amenable to, a Kantian or 

contractarian conception of virtue.^^ For all these reasons Aristotle's conception 

of the actions of friends does not seem to fit the structure of justification 

employed by a substantive good conception. 

N£, 1156b6-7. 
Note that Aristotle's requirement here is very strong: he appears to be saying 

that people who are not fully virtuous do not genuinely wish well to one another 
for their own sakes — their motives are corrupted at some level by the lesser 
considerations of the pleasure or utility the friendship brings. 
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5. HAPPINESS AS A FORMAL END. 

5.1. Extending friendship. 

In the last chapter, I argued that Aristotle's discussion of friendship gives 

us a different conception of the kind of reason that we can act upon, and showed 

that the structure of reasoning in friendship fits Aristotle's characterization of 

virtuous action. The fact that the friend has a certain status is taken as a sufficient 

reason for doing some things and for refraining from doing other things. In the 

case of friendship, this status appears to be the 'right reason' Aristotle speaks of 

in his discussion of the elements of virtuous action. In this chapter I will develop 

aspects of Aristotle's discussion of friendship into a broader accoimt that handles 

not just our duties to our friends and neighbors, but our duties to other people 

generally. My aim is to provide an account that explains the justificatory force of 

what the Stoics took to be a natural process of the extension of other-concern to 

all people. 

5.2. Aristotle's philia and the Stoics' oikeiosis. 

As we've seen, Aristotle devotes much time and thought to friendship, 

and it appears to enter into practical reasoning in a way that suggests it is a 

candidate for what Aristotle calls 'right reason.' When we consider that 

Aristotie's philia covers not just close friends and family, but extends to include 

fellow citizens, one might think philia could form the basis for an adequate moral 

theory. This appears to be the thought behind some particularistic neo-
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Aristotelian accounts, such as Alastair Madntyre's project in After Virtue} 

Madntyre takes the idea that the virtues are necessary for the good life, and 

argues that the content of the virtues is determined by particular social practices 

people engage in within a particular tradition. On his theory, the ultimate reason 

why 1 am to take another person's interests into consideration is because he or 

she is engaged with me in common activities necessary for my own well-being. 

People not so engaged, I would have no obligations toward. If the scope of 

Aristotle's philia extends only to those we engage in common endeavors with, 

Madntyre's theory may be taken as a modem expression of a deeply Aristotelian 

idea. 

But this sort of view offends a deep sense that the proper scope of moral 

concern involves not just our assodates, but all people. Even if we cannot be 

obligated to actively promote every person's good, we can surely be obligated, 

out of respect for them, to recognize certain kinds of constraints on our own 

pursuits. Both utilitaricir\s and Kantians cirgue that we should benefit or respect 

others for their own sakes, not because their well-being is necessary for the 

furthering of our particular purposes. Although there is debate about the proper 

content of universal human rights, the idea itself and core elements of it are not 

much disputed. We can allow that obligations to our neighbors will be greater 

than those to distant strangers, but it seems arbitrary to restrict the scope of 

moral status to those people you depend on in some way. This would be the 

^Alastair Madntyre, After Virtue, 1981, South Bend, IN: University of Notre Dame 
Press. 
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result, however, if obligations were ultimately based in how well things go for 

us. 

This universalism is often thought to be a modem development, but it 

isn't. The Stoics thought eudaimonism implied the universalizing aspirations we 

see in modem theories of ethics. Diogenes Laertius says for the Stoics 

Living in agreement with nature comes to be the end, which is in 
accordance with the nature of oneself and that of the whole, engaging in 
no activity wont to be forbidden by the uiuversal law, which is the right 
reason pervading everything and identical to Zeus, who is this director of 
the administration of existing things. And the virtue of the happy man 
and his good flow of life are just this: always doing everything on the 
basis of the concordance of each man's guardian spirit with the will of the 
admiiustrator of the whole.^ 

On this understanding the final end is not a particular sort of activity such as 

contemplation, but rather a formal condition of consistency on one's pursuits: 

consistency with the (legitimate) pursuits of all others. The particular ends I have 

are less important than the fact that my pursuit of them meets this standard of 

consistency. As Cicero puts it. 

Nature has endowed us with two roles, as it were. One of these is 
universal, from the fact that we all share in the reason and that status 
which raises us above the beasts: this is the source of all rectitude and 
propriety, and the basis of the rational discovery of our proper functions. 
The second role is the one which has been specifically assigned to 
individuals. Just as there are great bodily differences between people... so 

2 Diogenes Laertius, 7.88, quoted in D. Sedley and A.A. Long, eds.. The Hellenistic 
Philosophers, 1987, Cambridge: CUP, 395. 
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too there are still greater mental divergences... To secure that propriety 
more easily which we are seeking, each person should firmly hold on to 
those characteristics of his which are not vidous but peculiar to himself. 
For we must so act that we do nothing in opposition to human nature in 
general, and yet, while keeping that secure, follow our own nature.^ 

Cicero thiiiks the primary role for theory is not to choose a particular path of life 

for us - he assumes his readers are competent to do this on their own, given their 

self-understanding and sense of what is worth pursuing. These particular 

concerns and attachments, such as our station in life and our membership in a 

nation or clan (matters of philia) ought to be shaped by a more fundamental 

concern with all people as such. 

What sort of argument can a Stoic make for this view? Aristotle 

supported his claims about friendship with the simple observation that no one 

would choose to live without friends, and can rely on our needing communities 

of people working together in order to pursue the things we find worthwhile. 

But we don't just observe that we wouldn't choose to live without having our 

pursuits be consistent with the legitimate pursuits of all others, nor is there any 

obvious sense in which we must find ourselves to be citizens of the universe. 

These claims don't have the intuitive plausibility of Aristotle's claims about 

friendship. We need some further reason to believe them. The Stoics suggest an 

account in their theory of oikeiosis, or familiarization. They think there is a 

natural process of development by which we come to identify with the concerns 

of all people, not just of those with whom we engage. 

3 Cicero, On Duties, 1.107, quoted in Sedley and Long, 424. 
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What is this process? Aristotle says what is special about the best kind of 

friendship - as opposed to those we maintain for their pleasure or usefulness — is 

that in it we come to see the friend as a "second self".'* We view a friend's 

concerns as having the same standing as ours, and we give special consideration 

to what our friend values not because we do, but because our friend does. The 

fact that my friend would derive great pleasure from going to a baseball game 

with me is a strong reason for me to go, even if 1 would not otherwise go to the 

game. 1 am not interested in my friend because of baseball; I take an interest in 

baseball because my friend does. This is an example of the way friends enter our 

practical reasoning: with friends we deliberate together about what to do, and 

aim for some kind of agreement. In thinking of the friend as a second self, I try 

to make sure that my goals are not just internally consistent: I try also to make 

them consistent with those of my friend. (Exactly how consistent with my 

friend's they have to be is a matter of degree: marriage, in which two person's 

goals and plans often must be strongly consistent, is sort of an extreme case of 

friendship. Other friendships require only a small amount of consistency or 

coordination.) 

Giving another person's interests this sort of weight does seem to be a 

natural development in the sense that the vast majority of people come to do it. 

But the Stoics thought it was also natural that something like this concern for 

friends would extend to concern for all human beings. Their idea is once you 

have developed to the point where you appreciate your friend not just because of 

4N£, 1166a30. 
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his usefulness to you or the pleasure he brings to you, but for his own sake, you 

have made a kind of cognitive leap: you now recognize as a source of value not 

just you and your interests, but another person and his interests.^ To wish well 

for another for his sake is to make that wish independent of any goals you may 

have, and to recognize that his goals are as important as yours. Once you see 

someone else as thus having value in himself, independently of his relation or 

contribution to any of your goals, the Stoics thought it was only natural to 

recognize that the same goes for people we are not intimate with, and may never 

meet. 

Is this latter sort of development natural in the way it is natural for people 

to have friends? It doesn't seem to be: almost everyone has friends of some sort, 

but it is not the case that almost everyone shows respiect or concern for others 

regardless of whether they are engaged in some common project. We need to be 

careful here. One might think differences here are not over whether the scope of 

morality covers everyone, but over the content of what we owe to others. 

Making this distinction, one might argue that while morality has universal scope, 

all we owe to others generally is non-interference in their pursuits. So I could 

satisfy the demands of morality by showing orUy concern for those close to me. 

Although this might appear to be an attractive distinction to make, I think it only 

relocates the problem. This is because the view will depend on a distinction 

between interfering actions and non-interfering actioi\s that is very hard to make. 

Does the United States' consumption of exorbitant amounts of fossil fuels 

= 1 am especially indebted to Julia Annas here. 
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interfere with the pursuits of other people? Well, it may not be intended to 

interfere with others: I doubt anyone goes and buys a gas-guzzling SUV with the 

intention to maximize air pollution, climate change, ecological damage, and the 

costs to contemporaries who suffer from these and future generations who will 

have to deal with the threats and challenges these pose. But surely there is 

interference here, even if it is not the obvious sort as when I stand in your way. 

Our world is sufficiently interdependent that our actions very often have broad 

implications for the success of other people's pursuits, and even the choices they 

can make. Given this fact, a natural interpretation of the actions of people like 

George W. Bush, who thinks there is nothing we must do to reduce our impact 

on the environment, is that they simply do not care about the people who are 

and will be dramatically affected by this impact: Bush and others like him think 

these people fall outside the scope of moral concern. 

This sort of reflection suggests that the development of universal other-

concern isn't natural in a psychological or statistical sense, since it would appear 

most people do not extend their concern for others beyond what conduces to 

their own interests, but tend to restrict it to those they either depend on or find 

easy to identify with. What's more, it is hard to see how a psychological 

mechanism such as identification, which depends on people's character and 

imagination, will be sufficient to account for norms saying one ought to accord 

all people (and perhaps animals) moral status. What we need is rather an 

explanation of why (and how) we are supposed to take into account all other 

people's concerns. The basis for such an account will have to transcend our 
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limited experience and imagination. For the Stoic view to be successhil, it will 

have to say that the familiarization account explains how one comes to 

understand a truth based independently of our particular conunitments. 

This is why I call the Stoic theory of oikeiosis only the begirmings of an 

account, because it is not an account of why it is true that we must have regard 

for all human beings in everything we do, but an account of how someone would 

naturally come to appreciate that truth. I think the best way to understand the 

Stoic claim that it is a natural development is that once you have grasped the 

principle that another's interests count as much as yours do, there is no good 

reason for restricting the scope of that principle, and barring some character 

defect, you will come to see this. Again, we may allow that intimates have a 

greater claim on us than 'the furthest Mysian', but that is different from saying 

that the latter don't fall under the scope of the general principle. The Stoics do 

not work out the justificatory account in any detail, but 1 think the elements are 

there. The main points I think are important are the structure of our practical 

thinking, and the importance of others in our lives. 1 will develop these points in 

the next few sections. 

5.3. Thinking you are doing something good. 

We've seen that eudaimonists hold that intentional action is action 

undertaken with a view to the apparent good, and that we should agree with 

them about this. But what is involved in thinking of one's action as good? There 

are a number of ways such an idea could be interpreted, and not all of them lead 
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naturally to the idea that we ought to extend our concern to others universally. 

In this section I will discuss some of the elements of thinking what one does is 

good that lay the basis for this extension. 

Here is one way of analyzing the thought of one's action being good: the 

thought that one's action is good is the thought that either the action itself or 

some consequence of the action possesses some good-making property intrinsic 

to it. What counts as a good-making property is to some extent a matter of 

intuition. For instance, while most of us would generally recognize giving 

pleasure as a good-making property, we would deny that the pleasure someone 

might get from endlessly repeating some meaningless task is sufficient to make 

his doing it good. There must be other properties involved, such as complexity 

and challenge. The rightness or wrongness of a person's thought that what he is 

doing is good is largely a matter of whether his action really does have these 

features. 

This picture is partly correct, but it is not the whole story. If it were all 

there is to thinking of one's action as good, we would be largely indifferent to the 

responses of others to our pursuit of what is good: the really important issue 

would just be whether we have got ourselves properly related to what is 

intrinsically good. But there is more to the thought that what one does is good 

than that. Not only do we think of ourselves as aiming at something good, we 

thir\k that oiir doing this is itself good. This is not just a matter of our action 

being instrumental to achieving that good. We can imagine cases where there is 

some good task to be done, but we think some other person ought to do it rather 
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than us. In many of these cases, our reason will be that the other person would 

be more effective in executing the task. But this needn't always be the case. We 

can imagine a situation where two candidates for the performance of some office 

promise to be equally effective in executing its tasks, but it would be more fitting 

or respectful of the status of one of the candidates if he were to get the job. Not 

every aspect of the goodness of our doing something is a matter of efficacy. 

When we willingly take on a task, we are not just saying the task is worthwhile, 

we are also saying that we are the right people for this task: we are making a 

claim to a certain status. 

That we think this is shown in the expectations we have of others. These 

take two forms. First, we exf)ect that others, given the opportunity to 

understand what we are up to, will appreciate and affirm its goodness. This 

expectation has different modes, according to our relation to people: from some 

we expect involvement with and celebration of what we do, from others we 

simply want some recognition or agreement that what we do is good. 1 will 

discuss this expectation in more detail shortly. Second, we expect others to stay 

out of our way and not undermine our efforts.^ This is a necessary aspect of our 

intending to do something: it would be practically incoherent to will that one be 

the cause of something coming about and at the same time be indifferent to 

whether others prevented this. If a person shows no resistance to impediments 

to doing what he wants, we think of this as a failure of will or intention: we 

^Alan Gewirth develops a full account along these lines in his Reason and 
Morality, 1978, Chicago: University of Chicago Press, Chs. 2-3. 
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wonder whether the person really did have such an intention (as opposed to a 

mere hope) after all. 

There are also other ways one can fail. If one fails because the task is 

simply impossible, given the way the world is, then the mistake is in the 

formation of one's intention. There is no failure in my jjerformance if I do not fly 

to the moon unaided as 1 intended to do. If one fails because one simply doesn't 

take necessary steps available to one, however, the fault lies in one's own 

performance. But what about the case where one fails because another person 

prevents you from completing your task? Here there is (prima fade) nothing 

wrong with your intention or your performance; the fault lies not with the world 

or you, but in what another p)erson does. Regardless of whether you are right or 

not in the final analysis, your thought that what you are doing is good implies 

that this person is doing something wrong: it would be incoherent and self-

defeating to think both that what you are doing is good and to be indifferent to 

whether someone stopped you, and even more so to think that their stopping 

you is good. 

One nught think the commitment to the wrongness of another's efforts to 

stop you is not at work in ordinary practical thought; consider a mafia don's 

attitude about the efforts of police and other families to interfere with what he is 

doing. He may say these people are 'just doing their jobs', or that 'it is not good 

for me, but it may be good for them.' And this sounds like he does not take 

himself to be making any special claim on them in his commitment to the 

goodness of what he is doing. But what exactly is the mafioso thinking, when he 
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says these people are 'just doing their jobs'? At the least, he is saying he can see 

why they do these things, given the political community, its laws, and the job 

market. But this doesn't mean he endorses what they do. He thinks it's bad, and 

that he has a right to defend himself against their effort to stop him. Imagine 

someone saying, "What he does isn't wrong, but I have a right to stop him from 

doing it." This is not coherent. Why would you have a right to stop a person 

from doing what isn't wrong? If our mafioso says things like, "I have no 

complaint against him," he is only expressing the fact that he doesn't recognize a 

common political authority over himself and the others to whom he might 

complain. He takes himself to be in the state of nature.^ He doesn't expect help 

from the political community, since he doesn't think of himself as a member, but 

he asserts his right to stop others from interfering with his action. 

While we may only expect one or a few people to come to appreciate what 

we do, we do expect something of everyone. The form of our claims to doing 

something good is thus universal. Our claims do not 'postulate' the agreement 

of everyone, but instead '(exact) it from everyone else as necessary'.® The 

assertion is 'not that everyone will fall in with our judgment, but that everyone 

ought to agree with it.'' We don't give up on thinking something is worthwhile 

^Sonny Corleone makes this clear when he attacks his brother Michael for 
thinking about joining the Army (The Godfather, Francis Ford Coppola, 1972). 
Sormy thinks Michael is a chump who fails to understand that his overriding 
obligations are to his family, and that the laws of the United States are just 
something they have to put up with and plan aroimd. 
® Inunanuel Kant, The Critique of Judgment, trans. James Meredith, Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 1952, 52 and 59. 
9 Ibid.. 84. 
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just because a specific person or group of people disagree: if such a judgment is 

something we are committed to, we'll say these people are wrong, and go 

lookiiig for other people who will see things the way we do. But while they 

don't all need to go and take up the same activities we do, they should respect 

the value of what we do and not impede our doing it. 

5.4. Interlude. 

I have just argued that thinking you are doing something good involves 

thinking that others ought to respond in certain ways. But what about how you 

ought to respond to others? All I have said so far is compatible with the idea that 

only what you do is any good, and the goodness of what other people do is 

simply a function of their promotion, recognition, or respect of what you do. On 

this view, you would be the one being in the universe capable of putting value 

into the world: although we would recognize that there are good kinds of things, 

you would be the only person with the proper standing to realize these goods. It 

would be as if Calvinism were true, and you were God. The view seems crazy, 

but why isn't it correct? I think the reason is we don't think our realizing good 

sorts of things would have the value it does if we could not share it with others, 

and in sharing it with others we must recognize them as having the same power 

to create value we take ourselves to have. 
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5.5. The value of others. 

If the above view were true, you might regard the presence of others who 

promote, recognize, and respect what you do as something nice (since they are 

around anyway) but not required. They contribute value to your life, but they 

are not necessary for your life to have value: all that is required is you and your 

relation to good things and activities. You could get along fine without them. 

Could you? Imagine a different kind of Moorean test; you are alone in the 

uiuverse, and will continue to be, but you have all the time in the world, and all 

the cognitive capacities you need to solve the philosophical problems that have 

plagued mankind since reflection about them began in earnest. Are you inclined 

to thiiJc that your life could be complete, in the sense that it is valuable for its 

own sake, and lacking in nothing, in the sense that nothing could be added to it 

which would make it better? Would the activities and things you value for their 

own sake retain their value if there were no one to share them with, no one to 

engage and to argue with over what we ought to think, or no one to come along 

later and appreciate what you have done?^° 

If you thirJc that seems like a lousy set-up, devoid of the most important 

values there can be in human life, then you agree with Aristotle: "no one would 

choose to live without friends"." Communicating understanding or finding a 

There are two possible cases here, one in which there is no one in your 
immediate vidiuty to share the activity with, and one in which there simply will 
be no one who could appreciate what you are up to. I am concerned primarily 
with the latter sort of case, since my object is to establish that it is part of the form 
of our claims to value that they appeal to the judgment of another. Julia Annas 
asked me to clarify this point. 
" NE, 1155a3. 
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community of thought is far more valuable than just the understanding alone. It 

isn't just an accident, extrinsic to our nature, that we find ourselves in 

commuruty so that doing things in isolation from others is not a ready option. 

Our submitting what we do for the consideration of others is a necessary element 

of our finding it valuable. The goodness of any one thing we pursue is 

conditional on its being thought good by some other (actual or possible) person: 

it is not just a relation between the thing and me. This is just a fundamental fact 

about human self-consciousness that we can realize through introspecting on our 

own commitments. 

Someone might protest: "Well, I myself wouldn't go in for such a life, but I 

can imagine someone else doing it, and thinking his life valuable. The fact that 

you or I do not find such a life valuable does not show that it is impossible." ̂ 2 i 

have two things to say about this sort of objection. The first is, when the objector 

says he imagines another person finding his life valuable in the absence of any 

reason to think anyone else might, what exactly is he imagining? Is he imagining 

some person doing something most of us would find nuts, like devoting his life 

to pick-up-sticks, and nevertheless merrily going on his way? If that is the case, 

how is this sort of example supfjosed to refute my argimient? Or is the idea that 

the person devotes his life to something many or all of us can find valuable, 

doesn't care about this fact, and nevertheless finds his life valuable? If this is the 

case, what is imagined does not show that the person's life being valuable is not 

an intersubjective matter, but only that a person's life can be valuable without 

'21 owe this objection to David Silver. 
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that person himself being aware of the grounds of its being so. But it is no part of 

my argument that a person has to understand the theory I am defending in order 

to find his life meaningful. On the contrary, it is just part of the theory to argue 

that the meaningfulness of one's commitments depends on others in a way which 

is not obvious. 

My second response to this objection follows up on the difficulties of 

making sure we are imagining this person's life correctly. We have our most 

immediate and basic experience of what makes a life valuable in our own 

commitments. I think it is not a mere accident that when this objection was 

presented to me, it was not presented as something the objector himself thought 

- he agreed that the sort of recognition I am calling upon was an important 

condition of finding what he does valuable - but as something a hypothetical 

person might think. I think it is not obvious that a theory of what makes for a 

good life has to answer to what hypothetical people might thiiJc, but actual 

people would not consider an option. I should think instead the fact one is 

willing to treat such a scenario only hypothetically and not something they can 

see the point of counts against it as a conception. 

A necessary element of our finding what we do valuable is the potential 

for sharing it with others. In the best circumstances, we have people around us 

who understand and appreciate what we are up to. In many cases, these people 

Of course, the mere fact of not being able to see the point is not sufficient. 
Philistines can't see the point of devoting one's life to aesthetic or spiritual 
matters. This is a failure of imagination on their part, not a demonstration of 
these matters pointlessness. 
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may not be close by, and we will have to write, get on the phone, or go to 

conferences to share our work with them. Finally there are those cases where 

someone truly is off on his or her own, with no immediate prospect of someone 

appreciating what he or she is up to. But even these f)eople have an audience in 

mind: they think that someone will come along later and appreciate what they 

have accomplished. Beethoven is said to have reassured musicians who found 

his late quartets too difficult to understand and play, that the music was not 

intended for them anyway, but for people of 'a later age.'^* 

What kind of interest do we want others to take? After all, it may just be 

that others find what we do useful for their purposes. gyf i think we want 

more than that. Beethoven was not just worried about whether f)eopIe would 

think his quartets were good background music. We can explore another 

thought experiment to get at this question. Suppose you are not alone in the 

world: it is as it is, orUy there is no one who places the sort of importance on 

doing philosophy you do. Instead everyone has the sort of attitude toward 

philosophy one commonly finds among undergraduate business majors: 

"Philosophy is kind of neat, really hard, and I can't imagine devoting my life to 

it. The bottom line is 1 am just here to fulfill a requirement." (It is probably hard 

to imagine this; the idea would be that even your colleagues and the teachers 

who introduced you to the wonders of philosophy shared this attitude. One 

Reported by the Lindsay Quartet, "The Great Composers: Beethoven", PBS 
series, air date January 1999. 

This seems to be the idea behind Hobbesian theories of rational action, on 
which our reason for treating others well is that it is a good way of getting what 
we want. 
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might worry about the veradty of an intuition based on something so hard to 

imagine, but I think we can take the mere fact that his is so hard to imagine as 

itself testament to the thorough intersubjective nature of our valuing.) This 

might be tolerable if there were some hof>e that someone would come along later 

and understand what you've been up to. But if there is no prospect of this, you 

might wonder again if all your efforts are not in vain. When others do not 

recognize what we do as valuable in the way we do it, this can undermine our 

sense that what we do is valuable. We are vulnerable here: others have some 

power to call the value of what we do into question. 

If this is right, it shows something about the nature of the concern for 

something you care about that you would like to see others share: you want at 

least some others to view the pursuit of philosophy for its ov^m sake as an 

intelligible thing to do. This seems to be where we truly recognize one another 

as independent agents. If I can view philosophy as only instrumentally valuable 

- e.g., to get a degree - my interest in your activity as a philosopher will also be 

instrumental: I will only recognize what you do as valuable insofar as it serves 

my end. I will also be a bit puzzled by you: I might grant that there is some use 

in pursuing philosophy given that in our society one can earn money doing it, 

but I might think a better world would have no such jobs. In contrast, if I 

appreciate philosophy for its own sake, then I will value what you do for its own 

Tom Christiano alerted me to worries about what we should make of the 
intuitions I am appealing to. That our valuing has this fundamental 
intersubjective aspect to it is persuasively argued by Stephen Dcirwall in his 
Impartial Reason, Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 1983, Ch. 12. 
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sake. I will see what you are up to as valuable ii\ the way you do — that is, 

irrespective of its usefulness for other purposes we may have. 

Others can recognize what I do as worthwhile, for the same non-

instrumental reasons I do, even if they do not give that pursuit any primacy in 

their own lives. This is the sort of case one finds in a student or layperson who is 

enthusiastic about philosophy and appreciative of the understanding it offers, 

but goes on to pursue other things; there is a big difference between this person 

and the sort of commimity possible with him and the person who thinks of a 

philosophy class as just a hurdle to get over on the way to making money. This 

sort of recognition can be shown in the support of what other people do. My 

friend does rock climbing: 1 don't share his fascination for it, but it is not 

unintelligible to me. Our relationship would not be what it is if 1 really could not 

see this: If I thought here were nuts or fundamentally mistaken about the value 

of his pursuit. In recognizing others as making intelligible choices, we recognize 

them as agents who are not determined to pursue what they do, but choose it on 

the basis of an adequate sense of what is worthwhile. We understand our own 

lives in this same way; our self-understanding is made possible by others. 

If 1 am right about the necessity of another valuing what you do, then the 

idea some property could by itself make a life good only gets going against the 

backdrop of intersubjective agreement over what sorts of properties are capable 

of doing this, and what sorts of pursuits have these properties. This 

intersubjective requirement of intelligibility is prior to our finding any particular 

candidate property comjielling. It's worth noting in this context that in justifying 
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what one pursues to others, one does not just point out that one is correctly 

hooked up to that property, but also appeals to their own senses of what is 

meaningful or worthwhile. (That is what we are doing when we offer such 

justifications.) There is, of course, potential for real misunderstanding here 

leading to disagreement -1 can wrongly judge another p)erson through a failure 

of my own imagination - but these cases do not invalidate the fundamental need 

for this background of agreement. 

5.6. Extending the point. 

All that I have said so far is compatible with a view that says the only 

people to whom one owes any concern are those with whom one is engaged in 

common projects. It is clear that we need others around to have truly good lives, 

and that having good lives is going to involve treating them well to some degree. 

But we don't need to have everyone around, or treat everyone well, in order to 

have a good life. This is where one might thiiik there really is a strong distinction 

between a good life and a moral life. Notice that the view is simply an extension 

of the "you are God" view I discussed above: the difference is just that it is not 

just you but your friends also who have the proper status to create value. It is 

the "we are gods" view — where who "we" are gets defined in relation to you. In 

order to make the accoimt plausibly about morality, we need to broaden the 

scope. We haven't really cured the value solipsism of the first view; it's just 
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spread a bit. To cure it, we need to eliminate the particular references to you and 

your people. 

Something is presupposed in the above story of the importance of 

another's recognition in finding what you do valuable: the person is not 

determined to find what you do valuable, but rather comes to that judgment 

freely, on the basis of their own ability to make decisions about what is good and 

bad. What is important is not just the fact of their doing what you do, but your 

understanding that it means the same to them as it does to you. This means not 

only that they do not have some other end in mind, but also that they are not 

driven to do the thing. They do it like you because they view it as good or 

worthwhile. This is what makes it possible for you to form a community of 

interest with them. What we appeal to when we look to them for agreement is 

not a contingent and local fact about them - the mere fact that they do find the 

same things valuable — but their status as free beings capable of conferring value 

on things. 

Consider the following amendment to the Moorean test. This time there 

are other beings around, and they appear to be engaged in valuing activities in 

the same way you are, and some of them even express appreciation for what you 

do. The orily hitch is, when you ask them why they thiiik your work is 

worthwhile, all they can say is, "I don't really know: I just happened to think it is 

worthwhile." So in this world, you have some kind of recognition or approval, 

but it appears to be imreasoned, inasmuch as the people giving it can't explain 

1 owe this way of putting the point to Joseph Raz. See his Value, Respect, and 
Attachment, 2001, Oxford: OUP, Ch. 3. 
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why they do. So now put the question to yourself again: how meaningful is that? 

You are slaving away, trying to do something meaningful, and these people 

assure you that you are, but they can't say why. If you think that is not enough, 

then you thii\k that the appeal to another is not just a matter of their happening 

to do the same sort of things, but has instead the form of a reasoned judgment: in 

looking for other's recognition, you are appealing to their reason, their ability to 

see and show why what you (and they) do has a point to it. 

Now some sodal scientist comes up to you and says, "well, the real reason 

they think this is worthwhile is they've grown up in a certain culture, and 

through a series of causal processes have come to endorse certain beliefs found in 

it." In other words, their commitment can be explained by a story of proximate 

and local causes: nothing that transcends this locale is part of the true story of 

why they do what they do. Any goodness here is just a matter of the fact that 

these people happen to think it so. If they help you in any way at all, it is only 

because of their causal history. 

The contingent fact that these people do happen to engage in the same 

sort of thing you do is also not sufficient to give meaning to what you do: what 

you want is that they freely give their endorsement, from their finding reasons 

for doing so. They are not being driven by contingent empirical facts, they are 

responding to something objective.^® To think of someone as responding to some 

objective value is to think of them as doing it freely: the two go hand in hand. 

Now it may be the case that part of the explanation for why they are able to do 

Cf. Susan Wolf's analysis of freedom as the capacity to decide with respect to 
the True and the Good, in her Freedom Within Reason, Oxford: OUP, 1990. 
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this makes reference to contingent factors - one's familiarity with certain sorts of 

activities puts one in a better position to see the point of them - but it is not just 

this familiarity that forces the judgment on people's minds. In this sense, one's 

apfjeal to their judgment is an appeal to something that is not contingent, but is 

iristead necessary and universal - their ability to reason and confer value on 

things through their choice, This is supported by the fact that we are inclined 

to explain other's confusion or exasperation over the p)oint of what we are up to 

as due to lack of information or experience, rather than some constitutional 

incapacity. We exp>ect that, when others come to understand what we are up to, 

they will be able to see it as valuable, and us as making intelligible choices. 

The presupposition of such an expectation is that the other has the same 

status as 1 do, the ability to confer value on something by engaging with it or 

respjecting it. It is not just the contingent facts of nearness, or the mere fact that 

the other recogiuzes the value of your work, but the fact that this recognition 

represents the freely given judgment of another being capable of conferring 

value on things. But this capacity is one that all human beings have.20 Once this 

is admitted, it must be admitted that all other people, not just those close to us, 

have this status. While factors such as proximity and engagement in common 

projects help explain one's special relationship with a person, they do not form 

My aim here is not to argue for the truth of freedom of the will, which requires 
a different kind of argument. All I mean to establish here is that it is a necessary 
presupposition of practical thought (what Kant called a 'postulate of practical 
reason.'). 
20 The higher animals may have it to some extent, though not to the extent that 
humans do. I take no firm position here on the exact measure of status different 
sp)ecies ought to be granted. 
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the foundation for this relationship. That foundation consists in the recogiution 

that you and the other share the same fundamental status, which is common to 

all people. 

The point here is not that you have to be friends with everyone. This is 

impossible: the very notion threatens to make the concept of friendship 

incoherent. Your obligations to others will decrease to some extent as your 

distance from them increases. But it does mean you must observe the same sort 

of respect you implicitly demand of others. 

5.7. Worries. 

The claims of the above section may still seem too sfrong. After all, 1 want 

my argument to show that there is something wrong with the life of a person 

who only goes in for morality to the extent that is serves his self-interest, that this 

person's life necessarily does less well than if his commitment to acting morally -

if his commitment to others were universal, rather than contingent on their 

contributing to his self-interest or desire satisfaction. How does the fact that a 

person cannot justify what he does to any others that might come along show his 

life goes less well? 

1 think it goes less well because it doesn't meet standards he accepts. If the 

above argument is correct, it shows that in order to find one's life meaningful, 

one is committed to viewing others generally as free beings capable of conferring 

meaning on things through their choice, and there is no non-arbifrary way to 

restrict that commitment: intersubjectivity does not have a principled stopping 
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point. But that means a principle of treating others as ends is just part of a 

person's motivational set - although a person may fail to realize this, for 

instance, by failing to reflect on what gives his life meaning. People do this all the 

time, but this does not count against the theory on offer here. 

Consider the case of the mobster whose life seems to be going well, in 

spite of his commitments he can't possibly universalize. 1 think the intuition his 

life does not necessarily go less well stems from the fact that, as an empirical 

matter, almost anyone can find other people to endorse what they are doing. 

There are more than enough idiots and vicious people to go around. Even if this 

guy experiences some bumps along the way - say, estrangement from his spouse 

or loved ones over his means of employment - he will probably be able to find 

someone to endorse what he is doing and support him in it. So it looks as if, so 

long as the mobster stays ensconced in his community, he can have his life go 

well according to his own values and get the sort of recognition I think he needs. 

But let's look in more detail at the situation where a falling-out over the 

value of what he does threatens. Suppose our mobster's wife comes to decide his 

activity is morally unacceptable, and she neither wants to be a part of it, nor 

wants her kids to be influenced by it. Her reasoning is simply that she wouldn't 

want someone doing to her what her husband does to others. Now the mobster 

has a decision to make: he can try to get out of the mob to save these 

relationships, or he can give up on the relationships. Now, he may try to save his 

marriage just because he happens to be really attached to his wife and kids - i.e., 

not for the reasons his wife gives - but let's put this version aside. What can he 
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say against his wife's argument? He may say. Yes, I realize it my activity is not 

good for them, but it is good for us. But there is a problem with that: his wife is, 

in effect, denying that she any longer is one of 'us'. She used to be, but she now 

views that status as a mistake she is seeking to overcome. If the mobster's claim 

is suppxjsed to be that her membership is a status that essentially defines who she 

is, which she or anyone else cannot overcome, that is simply false. We are not 

determined in that way, and this is shown daily in just these sorts of choices we 

have to make. 

The mobster can surely cast about looking for other people who happen to 

agree with him, and he will probably find them. But I think his failure has 

already been secured: either the mobster accepts that other pjeople who are, or 

may come to decide they are no longer, one of 'us' have a claim on him and can 

constrain his actions, or, he is committed in principle to the overriding value of 

his going on without the recognition of others that he himself wants. That is a 

failure of both completeness, because part of the reason for what he does is the 

recognition of others. And it is a failure of self-sufficiency, since his life would 

obviously be better if he changed it in such a way to insure that this recognition 

is at least possible.21 

To see in more detail how this person's life will go less well, coiisider the 

case where it is not his wife who begii\s to have questions about his mobsterism, 

but himself. The mobster starts to think what he does is wrong, for the sorts of 

reasons we attributed to his wife in the earlier example: it is not the sort of thing 

21 Tom Christiano help)ed me clarify what is at stake here. 
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he would want done to himself. In this case, the mobster has to decide whether 

he is one of 'us'. He has to decide who he is, what his essence is. If he addresses 

this question by simply asserting that he is essentially a mobster-being that can 

do no other, he is effectively claiming that he is determined to do what he does, 

and that questions about its goodness or meaningfulness are not at issue. That is, 

he denies exactly what he asserts in claiming what he does is good. 

I doubt that anyone in this sort of situation actually addresses the question 

in this manner. Instead, the mobster will probably come up with a host of 

rationalizations about his circumstances, the costs of change, and what can be 

expected from people, ultimately relying on the empirical fact that many people 

faced with the need for this sort of change find it onerous. The first thing to 

notice is even here, the mobster is trying to justify what he does both to himself 

and to potential others - that is, he is trying to govern his life on the basis of what 

is good. The second thing to notice is that he simply fails; he's just rationalizing 

and trying not to take respxjnsibility for what he has done. His life goes less well 

because he is not governing it from the basis of what, if he were to thiiJc about 

what gives it meaning, he would recognize makes it good. 

5.8. How is this related to completeness and self sufficiency? 

The view I have given here bears striking resemblance to Kant's view of 

morality: on Kant's view the correctness of action stems not from what it aims to 

bring about, but rather from the form a person's maxim of action takes, whether 

that maxim can be universalized, or serve as a universal law. Kant also thought 
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that making our intentions have this form was our final end. He did not think 

our final end was happiness, because he thought happiness was merely a matter 

of desire satisfaction. But eudaimonists think happiness is best understood as 

our final end, the thing we want for its own sake, which is such that nothing 

could be added to it that would make it better. But now one might ask: how 

does making one's pursuits as they are represented in intention consistent with 

the legitimate pursioits of all others meet these criteria of completeness and sel-

suffidency? 

Take completeness first. That which is complete is sought for its own sake 

and not also for the sake of something else. I have argued that some candidates 

for completeness, such as contemplation, cannot meet this condition, since they 

are sought also for the sake of the recognition of others. Now, is the recognition 

of others sought only for its own sake, or is it also sought for the sake of 

something else? Here we need to be clear about the terms of recognition: if 

someone gains the respect of others for his prowess in breaking idcles, we 

wouldn't call this person a success: the recognition here is devalued because 

what it recognizes is something unintelligible to us as a major achievement. 

People who (wrongly) celebrate someone's folly aren't doing either that person 

or themselves any favors. At the very least, we need some notion of appropriate 

recognition, where this entails that people correctly see themselves and others as 

doing what there is good reason to do. 

One element of this, I suggested in chapter 3, is intuitionist: there simply 

are some things that are intuitively more worth pursuing than others. But I have 
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argued here that there is another, formal element to thinking of what one does as 

good, which is doing what is consistent with the legitimate pursuits of all others. 

This element stems form and analysis of the form of our practical reasoning, 

which expresses the appeal to recognition we make. Realizing this value is not a 

matter of bringing it about (though it does often involve bringing something 

about), it is primarily a matter of forming one's intentions so as to express this 

value. It makes sense to say that practical reason is sought for its own sake and 

not for another because practical reason includes this form of recognition as a 

necessary condition of the pursuit of worthwhile things. 

It also makes sense to say the value of practical reason expressed in a 

correct intention is self-sufficient. Something is self-sufficient when nothing 

could be added to it would make it better. Now imagine someone who has 

succeeded in becoming virtuous, who's reasoning is correct according to these 

standards. Can this person's life be made better by the addition of some good? 

This might seem obvious that it could, since people can better succeed when they 

have more goods at their command. But this is to miss the transformation that 

occurs when a person realizes that the most important value he has control over 

is the quality of his reasoning. Once a person has come to appreciate this, his 

stance toward external goods will change: he will understand that while some 

addition of them may allow him to do some things he otherwise could not, it will 

not make his reasoning any better. Indeed, too much concern for external goods 

may make his reasoning worse. Consider Socrates as he faces his execution.22 

^ Plato, Crito, trans. G.M.A. Grube, in Cooper, ed. Plato: Collected Works, 
Indianapolis: Hackett, 1997. 
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He thinks for various reasons staying in Athens and drirUdng the hemlock is the 

right thing for him to do. Crito comes to him and suggests he can do better by 

escaping. Socrates' response is that by this addition he would lose that which is 

most important: his claim to the justness of what he has been doing. Socrates' 

position has been that he is not a law-breaker, and that he loves Athens above all. 

It is worth keeping Socrates' example in mind when thinking about this 

issue, since it was certainly on the minds of the Hellenistic philosophers who 

followed him, and it remains an example that even some of the most bored 

undergraduates find compelling. It is not just Socrates who thinks his life would 

be worse if he escaped. 

5.9. Conclusion. 

I outlined what I take to be the central elements of the way eudaimonists 

think about happiness. These, I claimed, place important constraints on the 

consistency of one's commitments, which stem from the form intentions take. 

Failure to adhere to these constraints amounts to a failure to construct a unified 

self. I argued that what it is to have a distinctively human self is for it to be 

recognized through its activity by another independent self, seen to have the 

same standing as oneself.^^ This places a much greater constraint on what one 

^ This is just Hegel's idea: "Self-consdousness exists in and for itself when, and 
by the fact that, it so exists for another; that is, it exists only in being 
acknowledged." Phenomenology of Spirit, trans. A.V. Miller, Oxford: OUP, 1977, 
111. I take it the same idea is behind Aristotle's claim that we are politikon zoon: 
"(T)he city," he says, "is prior in the order of nature to the family and the 
individual. The reason for this is the whole is necessarily prior to the part. If the 
whole body is destroyed, there will no be a foot or hand, except in that 
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can will and have a distinctively human self. Because the form of our 

commitments is such that they claim universal agreement, these commitments 

themselves must be universalizable. To fail in this respect is to not live up to 

standards implicit in one's own commitments, hence to fail to govern one's life 

according to one's own standards.^^ 

ambiguous sense in which one uses the same word to indicate a different thing, 
as when one speaks of a 'hand' made of stone; for a hand, when destroyed [by 
the destruction of the whole body], will be no better than a stone 'hand' The 
man who is isolated, who is unable to share in the benefits of political association, 
or has no need to share because he is already self-suffident, is no part of the dty, 
and must therefore be either a beast or a god." Politics, 1253al8-32, trans. E. 
Barker, Oxford: Oxford World's Classics, 1995,11. 

I am indebted here to two works by Christine Korsgaard. First, I understand 
my argument for intelligibility as a requirement for the meaningfulness of a life 
to be an analogue of Korsgaard's (in)famous 'Wittgenstein argument', in her The 
Sources of Normativity, Cambridge: CUP, 19%, 135-139. Second, I have been 
influenced by her discussion of the relationship between moreil action and self-
construction in "Self-Constitution in the Ethics of Plato and Kant," The Journal of 
Ethics, 3 (1999), p. 1-29. 
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6. HAPPINESS AND EGOISM. 

6.1. The worry about egoism. 

It seems wrong to say the reason I should treat others well is because it is 

good for me. But that is what ancient Greek ethical theories appear to claim. 

They take one's own happiness to be the final end, or ultimate reason for acting, 

and argue that virtuous action is at least necessary, if not sufficient, for achieving 

this. I will not go into the details of these arguments here, but we can see the 

general idea at work in Plato's analogy of the soul to the state in the Republic.^ 

Glaucon and Adeimantus ask how it is that moral action is good for a person, 

and Socrates tells a long story in which he argues that the best, most well-

ordered state is the one led by philosopher-kings, and says that the best state of 

the soul is analogous to this: the one in which reason predominates and orders 

the various activities of other parts of the soul. Since that is the best state for 

beings like us, being virtuous is necessarily good for us. Virtuous action — for the 

purposes of this paper, I mean other-regarding virtuous action — thus appears to 

be a mear\s to one's own happiness - the reason you are supposed to be good to 

others is ultimately because it is good for you. That seems like an objectionably 

egoistic account of virtuous action: the pur|X)se of virtuous action is not 

supposed to be your own good, but the good of others. 

In this paper I look at this objection in more detail and argue that it is 

misguided. Although there is a sense in which eudaimonism is egoistic, that 

' Plato, Republic, trans. Robin Waterfield, 1993, Oxford: World's Classics. 
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sense does not give rise to the 'wrong sort of reason' objection. The key to seeing 

this is understanding the conception of practical reason at work in eudaimonism. 

6.2. The "wrong sort of reason" objection. 

One reason for thinking eudaimonist theories give the wrong sort of 

reason for other-regarding moral action is just that we normally think of our own 

good and that of others as two independent sorts of consideration. It seems 

intuitively obvious that promoting the good of others is not the same thing as 

promoting one's own good, even if they do coincide. Note that this conception 

of the good for relation has a consequentialist structure: something is good for 

me as a consequence of some act, and the identity of the agent bringing about 

this good is independent of the way the act is good for me. Here the idea of the 

good is understood fundamentally in a way that it is something that is promoted. 

If this is the right way to understand the relation of good for, then saying that 

virtuous action is good for one just means that it promotes one's good, where 

this implies that one's good is something conceptually independent of virtuous 

action — for instance, pleasure. This is how virtuous action appears to be a 

means. 

While we should acknowledge this sense of the good for relation, we 

should not think it exhausts the ways something can be good for an agent. For 

instance, it is bad for me to act agaiiist standards I should hold myself to, but the 

way this is bad for me needn't be due to some consequence in me such action 

brings about; the very act of going against values I hold dear can itself be bad for 
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me as a being who places im|X>rtance on being guided by a conception of the 

good. While there are things other people owe to me as someone affected by 

what they do, there are also things I owe to myself, not as someone affected by 

my action, but as an agent who originates my own action. I am going to argue 

that this is the sort of good for relation eudaimonists have in mind in saying 

virtuous action is good for you, and that this is the key to seeing how the theory 

is not objectionably egoistic. 

6.3. Why eudaimonism looks susceptible to the objection. 

Even if we recognize this sense in which an agent's action is good for her, 

one might think eudaimonism still has a problem. In saying that virtue is 

necessary for happiness, eudaimonists all claim that this means that you must 

promote the good of others. But still there are reasons — even within the 

eudaimonist tradition — for thinking the theory has a fundamentally egoistic 

structure. Earlier I described Plato as arguing that the best thing for us is for our 

soul to be in an ordered state. Even if one acknowledges that this is something 

only I can bring about — and so I stand in a special relation to it as an agent that 

others do not — one might think that this future state of ourselves — being 

virtuous — is the intrinsically good thing we are to have as an overriding goal, 

that which ought to guide our action. 

But being virtuous, as our final end, is not a static state of ourselves that 

stands independently of actions aimed at producing it, such as a disposition to 

act courageously developed by facing danger on a regular basis, for this. 
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Aristotle notes, "is compatible with being asleep, or with lifelong inactivity...."2 

Our final end is not just to have these sorts of dispositions, but to act from them: 

strictly speaking, our final end is not being virtuous, but acting virtuously. It is 

not some future state we can bring about as a result of past action, it is rather our 

continuing to act in a virtuous way. Whether our acting in such a way is 

objectionably egoistic will depend on what we are aiming at in so acting — our 

good, or that of another. 

Still, there is reason witWn eudaimonism for thinking that what the 

virtuous person aims at is some state of himself. Aristotle says in Nicomachean 

Ethics X.6-8 that contemplation is the best sort of activity, the one we should seek 

above all others. This makes it sound like what we really need to do is to insure 

ourselves the opportunity to contemplate, and we will have to limit our other-

regarding commitments with this in mind: we will take up other-regarding 

virtuous action because it helps insure for us, or to the extent that it is not 

incompatible with, the opportunity to contemplate.^ One's primary commitment 

will be to establishing and maintaiiung a certain state of oneself, one in which 

one is contemplating. This is a form of substantive egoism. I will say a theory is 

substantively egoist if it specifies some state of oneself the content of which is to 

guide one's action or explain the value of it. Interpretations of Aristotle that 

claim we ought to seek a state of contemplating above all else are substantively 

egoistic, because they specify a particular state the achievement of which we are 

to govern our action by. Egoistic hedonism is also a substantively egoist theory, 

2 NE 1095b32. 
3 a. Kraut, Ch. 1. 
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although many hedonists would argue that in a plausible version of the theory 

one's pleasure plays more of an explanatory than an action-guiding role. On 

such a theory one's own pleasure would explain the value of what one does, but 

one would not use the thought of one's own pleasure to guide one's action. It is 

fKJSsible on either sort of theory to construct an argument that virtuous action is 

the best way to reach such a state, but in either case it is clear that one's final end 

— that for the sake of which everything is done - is a kind of state of oneself that 

is characterized independently of whatever principles or dispositions one adopts 

as a means of reaching that state, and that grounds the value of these dispositions 

and principles. 

One might think that sophisticated versions of egoism and hedonism offer 

eudaimonism a way out of the objection: eudaimonism might be interpreted as a 

self-effacing moral theory^; while it is a substantive state of oneself that grounds 

a person's reason for action, one does not and is not supposed to guided by the 

conception of that state: one is just supposed to be guided by the norms of virtue, 

which counsel one to benefit others for their own sake. There are two problems 

with this strategy. First, even if our agent is now thinking only of the others' 

good and not its relation to his own, the theory nevertheless explains the 

goodness of virtuous action in terms of its benefit to the agent, not to the 

recipient of good will. This is highly counterintuitive. So even if the agent's 

motivation is acceptable, the explanation of the goodness of virtuous action is 

bad. Second, and more importantly, the ancients did not recognize the 

^ Derek Parfit discusses self-effacing moral theories In Part I of his Reasons and 
Persons, Oxford: OUP, 1980. 
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possibility of a self-effadng theory: they did not countenance a distinct level of 

thought on which we give explanations about the goodness of things that are 

independent of the sorts of justifications we give in practice and employ in our 

deliberations. 

6.4. The formal egoism reply, and some worries. 

Another reply to the 'wrong sort of reason' charge has been to argue that 

eudaimonism is only formally egoistic. We can allow that the theory grounds 

reasons in one's own happiness, but the content of this happiness is open: for 

example, it could just be that the person acts on whatever reasons apply to her, 

whether they are self- or other-regarding. In this case, the person has identified 

her good with what reason demands of her, where this includes moral 

obligations to others. Here virtuous action is not just instrumental to one's good, 

it constitutes one's good. A theory which is formally egoistic in this sense does 

not conceive one's own good to be something with content independent of what 

reason and morality requires, which would show the point of acting morally 

Does this solve the problem? Some critics, in particular Thomas Hurka, 

have thought it doesn't. Hurka thinks that in making this move the theory 

^Such a theory clearly gives up on a project which has occupied many 
philosophers since Hobbes: that of trying to show that it is in a person's narrowly 
circumscribed self-interest to adopt a policy of acting morally. We can see this at 
work in the way Plato has Socrates respond to Glaucon and Adeimantus in the 
Republic: when they ask him whether acting morally makes a self better off, he 
proceeds to go on a long discourse about what the self is^ which he thinks their 
question shows they do not understand. 
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moves away from a concern for one's own happiness and simply becomes 

another moral theory grounded in what we owe to others. 

To remain consistent with egoism, the formal vdew must still understand 
flourishing as constituting the agent's own good, that is, as making his life 
go best regardless of its effect on others. It cannot so empty the concept of 
flourishing of content that flourishing consists just in the state where a 
person acts on all the normative reasons that apply to him, among which 
are underivative other-regarding reasons. A person's flourishing must 
still be a desirable state of him.^ 

I think there are a couple replies a eudaimonist can make to this. The first one is 

simple and a bit flippant: "Sure, a person's flourishing must be a desirable state 

of her, and we say the desirable state in question is the one where a person acts 

on the reasons that apply to her." If the objection is going to have teeth, it will 

have to constrain the content of this desirable state in some way. 

Hurka does suggest what sort of constraint the specification of the state 

must meet. He says the desirable state must also be what "makes his life go best 

regardless of its effect on others." This would appear to rule out virtuous action 

as a candidate, since whether action is virtuous will depend in part on the effects 

of one's actions on others, even allowing for some non-culpable failures. But 

why does my good have to be conceptually indef)endent of its effect on others? 

One reason might be that we recognize the commonsense distinction 

between what is good for us and what is good for others that I mentioned in 

^ Hurka "The Three Faces of Flourishing", in Human Flourishing, ed. Paul, Miller, 
Paul, 1999, Cambridge: CUP, 56. 
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section 6.2. There is a perfectly ordinary sense of the idea of something's being 

good for someone that makes it a state of the person that can be brought about 

by some action. When we are thinking about what we owe to others the notion 

of good for typically takes on this consequentialist structure of promotion, but 

when we think about what we should do — when we think of ourselves as 

originators and not recipients of action - the notion of good for can have a 

deontological aspect. An action in which I promote the good of others can be 

good for me to do, though it would be odd to call the way in which the action is 

good for me a matter of promotion, or bringing it about that I possessed some 

good. 

Hurka's constraint on what is part of our own good thus assumes that the 

relation of 'good for' has a consequentialist structure. Furthermore, the 

constraint itself, that one's good can't depend on its effects on others - is too 

strong. Ask yourself whether in thinking about your own good, you are 

indifferent to the effects of what you do on others. The idea would have to be 

that considerations of whether I am a good friend, partner, father, etc. - where 

these evaluations depend on the effects of my action on others — are irrelevant. 

This seems absurd on the face of it. Again, while we may recognize a restricted 

sense of one's own good that is useful for talking about what one needs in order 

be an effective agent, or that has to do with what others owe to us, this is not the 

sense of our good we are most concerned with: the sense in which we talk about 

wanting to live a good life. This sense includes our doing things we think are 

worthwhile. If we reject this strong constraint on what is part of our own good. 
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there is rcx)m for a formally egoistic position that says our good consists in acting 

on the reasons that apply to us, where this includes underivative other-regarding 

reasons. So this attempt to show that a formally egoistic eudaimonism does not 

constitute a distinct sort of theory about a person's good is unsuccessful. 

Nevertheless, we may still have worries about eudaimonism that stem 

from the theory's commitments. First, while it may be true that the action of a 

virtuous person is underivatively other-regarding, eudaimonists cdl recognize 

that almost none of us actually are virtuous people. We are not-yet-virtuous 

people, who want - whether we know it or not — to become virtuous. From that 

perspective, the desirable state of ourselves that Hurka is talking about is a 

future state in which we are acting virtuously. If, as eudaimonists claim, 

virtuous action is required for happiness, and happiness is our final aim, then it 

appears that a future state of ourselves acting virtuously is what we most want, 

and what grounds our reasons for acting. It would guide all our current actions 

by being a state of affairs we intend to bring about by means of taking them. 

Any current not-yet-virtuous action, while done for its own sake, would also be 

done for the sake of helping to bring about this future state of us. So even within 

a eudaimonist outlook, the "wrong sort of reason" objection may appear again. 

Second, eudaimonists typically hold some version of the unity of the 

virtues, the thesis that in some sense the virtuous are not actually distinct, 

independently characterizable dispositions, but are unified in some way. One 

obvious advantage of a substantive egoist interpretation of eudaimonism is it 
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offers an explanation of how it is the virtues can be unified; by their contribution 

to the substantive state of the person that is independent of any one of them. A 

formeilly egoistic theory needs to provide an alteniative, informative account of 

how the virtues are unified, over and above simply saying that they are. 

To meet these demands, we need to better imderstand the conception of 

practical reason at work in eudaimonism. Note that the two demands threaten a 

dilemma: if the account leaves open the content of a person's good enough to 

meet the first demand, it may have difficulty providing an informative enough 

characterization of that good to meet the second demand. The converse is also 

true. In the sections to follow, I argue that both demands can be met. 

6.5. Two conditions to be met. 

The fact that we desire a future state of ourselves being virtuous is not 

sufficient to show such a state is our ultimate reason for doing present virtuous 

acts. For that to be the case, two additional conditions must be met. First, this 

future state must have some content independent of our current action that 

shows how current action is a means to — and not constitutive of — our future 

good. If acting in an other-regarding way turns out to be identical to both one's 

current and future good, then a eudaimonist agent has no thought of herself 

independent of the rightness of the current virtuous action, and the worry that 

her action is objectionably egoistic goes by the wayside: there is no reduction of 

the goodness of other-regarding action to its promotion of her good. Second, this 

future state of us must have normative priority over our current action, such that 
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it could make sense to forego a current virtuous action for the sake of having a 

better chance at realizing a future state of being virtuous. If eudaimonism 

invokes a picture of a future state characterized independently of virtuous action 

that leads up to it - for instance, if it says contemplation is the state of oneself to 

be sought above all else — but nevertheless clcdms that the demands of virtue can 

conflict with this and one ought never to act agaimt the demands of virtue, then 

eudaimonism would not be clainung that our own good is our ultimate reason 

for acting: it would be claiming that other people's good, or the good of people 

overall, is the ultimate reason for acting/ I will argue against both of these 

claims in turn. 

6.6. Problems with specifying a future state. 

Can we give a specification of a future state of ourselves independent of 

what virtue demands that could guide us, and thus show how it is that current 

virtuous action is a means to this future state? How would such a specification 

work? One way would be if we adopted the interpretation of Aristotle that 

claims that the life of contemplation is the best life, so that we should arrange our 

lives and develop our dispositions in order to maximize opportunities for 

contemplation. This view has the virtue of giving distinct content to one's 

happiness, such that one can guide one's action and the development of one's 

^ This is Richard Kraut's conclusion (Kraut, 1989). Kraut thinks Aristotle's 
discussion of happiness in Book I of the Nicomachean Ethics refers not to an 
agent's happiness, but to the happiness of people generally. But if that were the 
case, Aristotle's descriptive claim that happiness is the final end would be false 
(see N£, 1094a3). 
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dispositions so as to best realize that contenthil state. And there is some 

plausibility to the idea that one would have to develop the virtues in order to 

realize this good: assuming that a person lives in society and is not completely 

self-sufficient, she will have to get along with people and organize her priorities 

fairly well in order to avoid the sorts of conflicts and entanglements that would 

interfere with her opportunities for contemplation. The problem is that is all a 

person would have to do: develop virtues such as justice, benevolence, bravery, 

and self-control just to the extent that they served her convenience: but 

intuitively, the demands of these virtues are not just identical to what conduces 

to an individual's opportunity for contemplation; we recognize that the demands 

of benevolence and justice, for instance, can conflict with one's pursuit of 

particular ends. But if there are such conflicts, and our contemplater aims above 

all at her having opportunities for thinking about stuff, she will have reason not 

to develop these virtues. Far from being necessary to her best realizing her own 

good, they would constitute an obstacle to that end. The same would hold true 

for any other single, substantive specification of a state of oneself as the one we 

ought to realize. 

One might think the problem here is not with the idea of specifying future 

states of oneself, but with specif5^g just one kind of future state of oneself as 

constitutive of happiness. So the thought might be that the future state of oneself 

one ought to realize is having a coherent collection of dispositions to act in 

certain ways, dispositions directed at different contents that intuitively 

correspond to the objects of the different virtues. So for instance, my future 
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happiness might be a future state of myself in which I have successfully 

developed a disposition to proceed confidently in the face of certain specific 

dangers (bravery), a disposition to be moderate in my enjoyment of certain sorts 

of pleasures such those of food and sex (self-control), a disposition to help others 

in specific ways such as giving money to charity (benevolence), and a disposition 

to be fair in matters of contracts and rights (justice). On such a view, the virtues 

would be characterized by the content with which they deal, and developing 

them would involve seeking out the relevant sorts of situations and practicing 

one's respor\ses to them. Training in virtue would be like boot camp, or the 

drinking parties Socrates advocates in Plato's Laws.^ If having the virtue of 

courage is being disposed to respond positively to dangerous situations in battle, 

and having the virtue of self-control is being able to withstand the temptations of 

a drunken orgy, then such practice might be sufficient to develop the virtues. 

The attraction of this picture is that it seems to capture the idea that the 

virtuous person does not need to deliberate about what to do and is not tempted 

by considerations conflicting with her duty. It captures the idea that one can act 

in a principled way without having to have that principle present in one's 

occurrent thought: one could act according to a rule-consequentialist principle 

that it is good to bravely face danger in battle without having to think about that 

principle, or how it is justified. The general content of that principle is laid down 

in advance, and controls the reactions of the agent to her situation. 

® Plato, Laws, trans. Trevor J. Saunders, London: Penguin, 1980, Bk. II. 
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Furthermore, any sort of training in virtue will certainly require this kind 

of habituation to different kinds of situations; deciding that from now on one is 

going to be good does not take one very far on its own: one needs to be exposed 

to different situations both to understand what is going on in them, and to 

modify one's emotional and impulsive responses to them. For the not yet 

virtuous person, intending to become a virtuous person overall might be to have 

a number of training programs going on for different virtues (however many one 

needs to become virtuous overall), and to develop these habits as much as 

possible.' The person whose overriding end is to become virtuous would have 

these ends alongside others, but would give them priority when there is some 

sort of conflict. Since the controlling ends here are all future states of the agent, 

current action of the not-yet-virtuous person might be thought to be done not 

just for its own sake, but also for the sake of these future states, giving rise to the 

egoism objection: the reason for doing something good for a friend is supposed 

to be simply because he is your friend, not because such action will produce a 

desirable state in you. It is also possible to imagine cases where the demands of 

others — whether in the form of a job, a family, or a charitable project, might 

interfere with one's pursuit of a future, perfected state of oneself, so that one's 

pursuit of virtue might even lead one to opt out of what virtue might intuitively 

require. If the most important thing is to realize a future state of oneself being 

virtuous, then one would have not to do anything that would involve risking 

' It is possible to imagine this idea gone out of control - think of someone who is 
active in Alcoholics Anonymous, Weight Watchers, Big Brothers/Big Sisters, local 
parent-teacher organization, local church missions, the Sierra Club, etc. 
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one's life, for instance. The theory would still be objectionably egoistic, even 

though we have allowed a wide range of future states of one to make up the 

content of one's good. 

The problem is, this is not the eudaimonist view of virtue. Aristotle says 

the sort of disposition I have outlined is not virtue, but "experience with regard 

to particular facts," which leads to virtuous-looking behavior, but is not virtue.^" 

There are a number of reasons for this. First, Aristotle and other eudaimonists 

consistently conceive the virtuous person as one who always gets things right. 

But people who act on the basis of only this sort of training will prove to be 

unreliable. Given circumstances of the sort they are used to seeing, they will of 

course respond in the right way: their training insures that. But when they come 

upon circumstances they are unused to, they will often go wrong." The problem 

here is not just a matter of reliability. Reliability as a dimension of evaluation is 

more at home in normative theories that locate the value of actions or processes 

in states independent of actions or processes that bring them about. But the 

eudaimonist conception is not one where there are states of affairs valuable 

independently of what the agents do and the main question about agents is 

whether they are reliable in bringing them about. Rather, the soldier's 

10 NE, 1116b3-17. 

N£, 1116bl7-18. Contemporary consequentialists allow that these dispositions 
will be relatively 'coarse', but think it is unreasonable to demand much more than 
that. Eudaimonists disagree: they are putting forth an ideal of human action: so 
long as there is no a priori argument that achieving that ideal is in principle 
impossible, they think the ideal should not be compromised in a 'satisfidng' 
conception. This is due to the role the ideal plays in a person's practical 
reasoning. 
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unreliability is an indication that his reasoning is bad. Acting courageously is not 

merely producing a certain sort of behavior in certain kinds of predictable 

circumstances, but action that proceeds from what Aristotle calls 'right reason.'^^ 

Now, what exactly Aristotle means by 'right reason' is a difficult topic, but 

for present purposes we can say one at least needs to be able to recognize 

conflicting moral claims and have some sense of how to weigh them. I can 

intend to act for the best in the future, and even train myself to some degree, but 

when it comes time to act I will still need to employ my judgment regarding 

what it is best to do in the situation at hand. This is not just a matter of reacting 

to anticipated sorts of circumstances or applying a principle that is based on 

realizing a specific kind of result. Part of this is a matter of being able to respond 

to situations that are unlike those one has previously encountered. This holds 

both within a particular domain of action, such as how to behave in war or at a 

drinking party, and outside of these particular domains; for instance, whether to 

go to war or to a drinking party. In cases of moral conflict, for instance, one 

comes upon stimuli that would bring conflicting dispositions to the fore: a 

disposition to respond in a brave maimer may produce an action that is also 

unjust, given the right circumstances. 

Here it is important to note that most eudaimonists subscribe to some 

thesis of the unity of the virtues: rather than recognizing a plurality of 

dispositions developed in a variety of distinct circumstances, they think there is 

some common thread of practical wisdom which runs through them without 

12 ME, 1144b26-28 
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which one does not have any of them. According to this view, the sort of 

disposition I can aim at is not a virtue unless it is guided by a reason that 

understands how to balance the various considerations relevant to particular 

virtue-like dispositions. What is more, this right reason has somehow to be 

present in the agent's intention. Aristotle says "it is not merely the state in 

accordance vdth the right rule, but the state that implies the presence of the right 

rule, that is virtue."^  ̂ in other words, it can't just be that an observer can judge 

that the agent dealt with a conflict in the right way, the agent herself must be able 

to explain her (correct) understanding of the reason she acts on. What matters is 

not that 1 perform certain kinds of behavior described externally, such as "going 

forward confidently in the face of the enemy" but that I act on the correct 

principle. What I have to work on is being guided in the right sort of way. 

Aristotle puts this by saying the virtuous agent "must have knowledge, secondly 

he must choose the acts, and choose them for their own sakes, and thirdly his 

action must proceed from a firm and tmchangeable character. If my choice 

now is justified by my intention to bring some other thing about, I do not choose 

the act for its own sake. 

6.7. Qioosing an act for its own sake. 

1 am not virtuous now. SupfX)se I find myself in circumstances where 

virtue demands 1 sacrifice my life for the good of others. If I sacrifice my life, a 

future state in which I act virtuously is lost to me. If whatever reasons for action 

13 NE, 1144b26-28 
14 NE, 1105a27-32 
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I have are grounded in such a future state of myself, it would appear I have little 

reason to sacrifice myself now: what virtue demands will in this case be 

incompatible with my acting virtuously in the future. But since on eudaimonist 

theories what matters just is acting virtuously, the original pictured state of 

affairs of being virtuous which got me started no longer has any independent 

reason-giving force. If I am always aiming at a future state of myself being 

virtuous, I am never choosing an act for its own sake, hence my motivation, 

according to Aristotle, is always wrong. I will never become virtuous this way. 

In order act virtuously and hence become virtuous, I have to stop thinking of it 

as a future state of myself that I am trying to bring about, and simply focus on 

what virtue demands of me now. 

If virtuous action is, as Aristotle says, action done from a principle, the 

foregoing suggests something about its nature: it cannot be a principle that is 

grounded in some future state of affairs that is to be brought about: if it were, it 

could not be the case that the agent, in acting from it, chooses the action for its 

own sake. It must be the case that the action itself expresses or instantiates 

whatever value underlies its choice. 

We can see how this might go by considering the case of backsliding. In 

the face of temptation, the potential backslider says to himself, "But I want to be 

a virtuous person" or "I want to be a person who acts on principle". The 

situation here is not that if he does not do what virtue demands, he will bring 

about as a result of this the consequence that he is not virtuous. The point is that 

just in not doing what virtue demands he will be an unvirtuous person. It is still 
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possible that even if he does what virtue demands, he will not yet be a virtuous 

person — he may not yet be someone for whom acting virtuously comes 

naturally, from a stable disposition. But his self-assessment in this case can still 

be positive: he will not feel the remorse he would if he acted unvirtuously. 

In such cases of action by the not-yet-virtuous, it may not be the reason 

the agent acts on but rather other elements of the action which account for its not 

being virtuous, e.g., that it is not done v^dth pleasure, or that there is some 

hesitation in doing it. The not-yet virtuous person would then differ from the 

virtuous not in the principle on which he acts, but in other aspects of his action, 

for instance, it being from a stable state, and involving the right sort of attitude. 

These failures do not have to be analyzed in terms of the agent acting on some 

ulterior motive. This is because one's interest in one's good is not necessarily an 

interest in a future state of oneself. It can be an interest in being a certain kind of 

person, where this means that one's intentions are of a certain sort. If you think, 

as Hurka does, that what is good for you has got to be a desirable state of yours, 

ask yourself how it can be good for you to act against a standard you hold to 

achieve that. 

What is the controlling idea that is supposed to let one know how to 

decide in cases of conflict like this? We know what Aristotle says about this, but 

it is less dear what he means. Aristotle says the proper aim of virtuous action is 

"the noble". He does not say much about the content of "the noble", but if we 

recall his views about attempts to give a specification of the good,^= we can 

15 NE, 1.6. 
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assume he would be very skeptical about such a project. Indeed, while he uses 

the example of facing death in battle as a case of courage, he emphasizes that the 

core of courage is fadng fearful things for the sake of the noble: this formal 

characterization is neutral between different kinds of situations that might come 

up and the content they deal with. Aristotle emphasizes the case of death in 

battle because it is rhetorically powerful, and he thinks it is a good test, death 

being one of the most fearful things. But even in that discussion, he emphasizes 

that what matters is not just facing death, but facing a noble death: he thinks 

there is no courage shown in dying for the sake of a bad cause, just misguided 

passion.'^ 

Aristotle's vagueness about what "right reason" and "the noble" may save 

eudaimonism from the first worry: that our good consists in some future state 

that can be specified independently of current virtuous action, such that it makes 

sense to say that he current action stands in a relation of production to that later 

action. If there is no clear specification indep>endent of what virtue demands of 

us now then perhaps doing what is virtuous now will simply be constitutive of a 

future state of our being virtuous: it will be a partial specification now of what it 

would be for us to be virtuous later. So there would be no independent reason 

based in a future state of myself for doing what I ought to do now: it would just 

be the case that doing something good for another person now is also good for 

me as an agent. 

1116al4. 
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One might object that there is still a consequentialist element here: the 

charge would be that while the agent has no thought of being virtuous in acting, 

it is nevertheless the idea of being virtuous that grounds his acceptance of what 

virtue requires. This conviction gains force from the fact that if you ask a person 

why he wanted to do something, he will often refer back to some desire he had 

for a particular state of affairs. Hence it appears that this object of desire has 

some intrinsic normative force. But I think what is actually happening in these 

responses is the person is telling a story about how they came to have the ends 

they now do. This does not necessarily mean they are giving an accoimt of how 

these are justified. We can be attracted to a specified state of affairs, but such 

attraction is not sufficient to show it is a thing worth going for, or to provide a 

reason to pursue it Whether or not the specified state of affairs in indeed 

valuable depends on its relation to other things, such as the attending 

circumstances leading up to and including that state of affairs. We cannot always 

predict or control these circumstances, but we can respond to them in a way that 

shows our appreciation of how things ought to be done. This is so even with a 

vague picture I may have of myself being virtuous in the future. 

Notice that if we have indeed saved eudaimonism from the first hom of 

the dilemma by insisting that the content of a future state of acting virtuously is 

hopelessly vague and not obviously in conflict with what virtue demands of us 

now, we may have done this only by making any possible response to the second 

hom of the dilemma impossible. That hom was the demand that our account 

explain what it is that unites the virtues, and how the virtues are good for the 
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agent. But Aristotle's appeal to notions like "right reason" and "the noble" may 

seem less like an explanation than sheer capitulation in the face of the request for 

one. It may be that one can't do any better than this: it may be that the best 

eudaimonism can hope for is an intuitionism that appeals to the judgment of the 

practically wise. But I think there is more to the story. 

6.8. The governing principle. 

If the way past the first horn of the dilemma is to deny there is any 

substantive content that must guide the not-yet-virtuous person in seeking a 

future state of being virtuous, what sort of explanation can the eudaimonist give 

about how the virtues are unified, and how they are good for a person? As 

we've seen, this is where Aristotle says that the virtuous person acts according to 

"right reason", and aims at "the noble": but what makes reason right, and what 

is the noble anyway? 

There are two ways an answer to this question can go, corresponding 

roughly to consequentialist and deontological approaches to ethics. One way we 

might answer this question of what makes reason right, or what the noble is, is to 

identify some property or properties of states of affairs that constitute the core of 

goodness. So for instance a utilitarian would say what makes reason right is 

either pleasure or desire satisfaction, while an intuitionist would say that there 

are a list of intrinsically good things that account for goodness. This appears to 

be the sort of thing Hurka has in mind, and on such a conception it is natural talk 

about whose good is to be realized, since a person can have pleasure, desire 
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satisfaction, or any non-collective good without another person having it. But we 

have seen that this is only one way of thinking about what is good for a person, 

which is based on the assumption that the good is something to be promoted. If 

a person's good is something that can be expressed in action, an explanation of 

what makes reason right and what the noble is does not have to take this form. 

The other form such an explanation could take is that the right reason a 

virtuous person acts on is a formal principle, which has its normative force not in 

virtue of the content it is directed toward, but in virtue of its form. The clearest 

example we have of such a principle is, of course, Kant's categorical imperative. 

The idea behind the categorical imperative is that what makes a choice good is 

not what it is aimed at, but rather the fact that the way what is aimed at is one 

that can be universalized. The action can be chosen for its own sake. 1 have 

argued in another paper^^ that something like Kant's categorical imperative - a 

principle of acting in way that respects the legitimate pursuits of others, is at 

work in eudaimonism. I argued that action according to this principle is action 

that expresses and honors what is most valuable: human agents. Such a principle 

is capable of explaining what unites the various virtues. For instance, the reason 

Nazi soldiers were not brave was because they were unjust, in that they did not 

honor the supreme value of human beings. By contrast, the reason some well-

intentioned German citizens were not just was because they were not brave: they 

also failed to honor the supreme value of human beings. The actions of these 

jjeople were not noble, because they failed to express and to honor that value. 

"The Ground of Stoic Ethics," in preparation. 
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The sort of formal principle we find in Kant suggests a different model for 

the reasoning of the person trying to become virtuous: that person is 

characterized not by his placing the aim to become virtuous over other aims, but 

rather by his dedication to insuring that he pursues what he aims at in a way that 

could meet a test of universal agreement^®. This person will take some care 

before forming intentions to reflect on whether they involve courses of action or 

policies that could be willed as universal law. In taking care to reflect before 

forming such intentions the person may bring it about that he is more disposed 

so to choose in the future, but this is not by aiming at some future state of 

himself. This seems to be the appropriate model for eudaimonism. 

Of course, this only introduces the worries many philosophers have had 

about the ability of Kantian universalization and contractualist tests to yield 

determinate results. I cannot provide a detailed response to these sorts of 

worries here, but 1 should say how I think such a defense should go: any 

contractarian or Kantian will have to assume, as part of their theory, some 

objective conception of the good for human beings, which may be intuitionist. 

Good moral judgment will have to employ such a conception: some views simply 

should not, intuitively, be candidates for the universalization, or contractarian, 

test. Second, a good moral judge or agent will have some experience and insight 

into the different ways these goods can be realized or hindered in a life. 

See Barbara Herman's The Practice of Moral Judgment, Cambridge, MA: Harvard 
University Press, 1993, esp. Ch. 4. Herman argues the categorical imperative test 
only enters when an intelligent moral agent recognizes grounds for moral 
conflict. 
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Now, one might worry, if I am allowed to bring all this on board, what 

role the universalist or contractarian test is playing: my response is two-fold: 

first, it provides a standard our often highly local and contingent intuitions must 

meet, and second, in expressing the form of our practical thought, it is an 

expression of a will which takes and interest in the claims of all human agents, a 

feature which does not simply fall out of and is not adequately explained by an 

intuitionist conception. On this view, the universalization element operates as a 

regulative principle at a fairly high level of reflection and abstraction. But this is, 

1 think, as it should be. 

The resulting position is still egoistic in the sense that it focuses on the 

individual's action, and what kind of person one is, where this is determined not 

by some external features, but rather by what one intentionally does and how 

one does it. It emphasizes how we are to think about our own action, not how 

we are to think about the action, or even conditions of action, of others. The 

formula for virtue - that you choose the right action, with the right object, for the 

right reason, etc. - is a formula for the reasoning that should characterize your 

activity. The focus is on self-assessment: do I measure up to that standard? And 

since the standard is formal, the egoism here is also. If we keep in mind that our 

relation to value need not always be one of promotion, but can involve actions 

that are expressive of value, it should not be so mysterious how being virtuous 

could be good for you. 

The formal conception can also explain why it is not possible to buy your 

future virtue with a present vicious act. Suppose I am in a position to save some 
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children from a burning house, but, knowing that I am not yet virtuous and that 

to become virtuous is my final end, I decide that saving the kids presents too 

much of a risk to my good. The problem with this line of reasoning is the wrong 

I do does not just go away: in wronging another, I incur a debt to that person I 

must now pay. My future of being virtuous is not what it was — it now includes 

whatever I must do to make up for the wrong I have done.'' This happens 

whenever I wrong another. (This is not to say that virtue will always demand 

that you sacrifice your interests to those of others: that is a difficult decision that I 

suspect a theory is best not answering. There will be cases where respecting the 

value of human beings obviously requires such sacrifice, and there will be cases 

where it does not.) 

6.9. Conclusion. 

I have argued that there is a tenable version of egoism which avoids the 

objection that eudaimonism gives the "wrong sort of reason" for moral action in 

tying it to one's own good. This is because the eudaimonist conception of one's 

own good focuses on our good as rational agents — our final end, or what we 

have best reason to do - rather than our good as potential beneficiaries of 

virtuous acts. One may have other problems with this conception of our good,20 

but these are best left to another occasion. 

Barbara Herman uses this sort of consideration to defend Kant against a similar 
charge in her "What Happens to the Consequences?" in her 1993. 
20 E.g., one may worry that such a conception makes self-sacrifice impossible. 
This is an important objection I do not have the space to discuss here. 
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